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st'rateqies. and t 'echniques can assist ._ ~tud~nts' ;n "learning , 
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. -At -soine 'point, in their teaching' ca'reex:~ the majori1:Y " 
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as a disabled reader." '):'he, d?-s~l~d reacier l~s o,!e Wh~ ha~ 
,failed to respond to the ' reading ro rams designed to meet 
. ' . ' 'I ., '. J ~. ~e. :i~~:ru~ti~n: ne,ed~ :and c~~ra·c. ~ist~icS' of ' ~~e, ,~aj~rity 
Jf ' child~en. The" c;ms.et"of read~n dis' , ity, .~s,~likelY a 
, , " -' . ~. , 
gradu~l process inJ:~~t' _t~~e, chil<;l \ I ~mes \a, Cr~a~:~,~~ 
.~~al:l~:-< ~etS:i.~:~\~Od~~at:r . , .;I' U"ul1;y ,misses" 
som~ , instruction, ,-:or in. 'some other "'Jo1ay -,fqlls beJ1ind 'or ' 
" /, . - ' .. . - ' ' , . ' 
~ gets " ~on~used ' • . , T~e, rea'ding ourriculu~ and _ the', cl~~S ' 
itself ' go ' on', , ~hile - the' . child ' is', 'l'~ft behind' finC:ii'ng 
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of -' .' . " ',, , ' - '-
Himself. making negligible readirig progress. 
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Jitua~fon which requires d ,, " , i 'teac.hers, , is now faced with a 
/, - .. , 
-immediate attention. i'!: se~ms an~ in'disputab1e ' ,tact that j 
L ' 
• ~ ,... ~'j 
disabled' readers are with us in almost evert classroom, I • " 
. , 
_ a-nd their presen~e m~st be acknowledged by every compe't~nt: 
' " 
- classroom teacher. Keeping the welfi:uje of tpe phild, ' as 
, , 
the centra,l objective and attemllttng- to 'avoid the major 
pitfalls ,of the corrective reading 'process,' a plan must be 
, 
designed by the teacQer to cprrect ' the reading ,disability. 
This --should I?robably be based 
, . 
on the assumpti~o~n __ t~hat 
~ 
,children, l,earp dif~erentlY;' aQd n~ed Rrogra,m$ to meet _their 
, '. ... 0 " . 
ind~v:idual ' ,requireme~t~~/.. , " 
; Researcl'\- ~n rea~J~g has ... progressed ~ "teache{~' " al'e 
! . , 
better traine'p, r~ad}ng ~ma't'er'ials, . have, mul tipli'ed, and 
/ ' ' 
techniques" ana st a~egies., for teaching , read-inCl._ ,have 
....  
. improved. , Never 
fail to ' make th 
el'ess" a surprising number of. students 
I .... ' " 
progress in reading eXRec~ed from their 
. 
apparent ' c,apabjliti~s; This phenomenon is ~_~coqni~:d by 
the i_~port~, 9i ve,n today t'o remeBial reading and the 
widespread lekablishm~nt of reading clinics. However, 
regardles, - ' preponderance ' of 
.... 
remedial . te~chers, of the 
" -
, , 
readlng ~pecialists, and clinicians~ num~~rs alon~' dictate, 
", 
ot every ' ~tud~nt who' ,,is per~e.i ved to h~ve a reading 
, .... - --
.doe~ _ ~ave ready access to corrective' reading 
1;), " 
trategies. :-
o.~, ' ~eading disability. cases in our 
schools is a serious problem at ' ali levels of the a~ad~mic 
i 
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ladder. However, many, reaalng difficulties can be 
prevented P~f~ th~" stu~ent reaches the , remedial .. or I 
. . . . 
, , 
,read~nq clin';~ stage. ' It i~ possible for the classroom 
I' • 
'~eacher . to' correct disabil i ties in thei'r initial' ,stages 
C , ' , 
. when co~rection' is still re~atively easy . 
. 
" ,The 'corrective reading progr~m in the ~egular 
classroom, setting bas many "'advantages: , 
.t ~ ' . \ I • • 
1. The regular, teacher can spot problems that ' can 
o . l 
.be prevented or dorrected 'at their incep~ion. 
~ 11 • . ... to 
, '2 • The regular tea9her can 'plan a , better b~la~ced 
, - - , / 
j'all' " -dar pr0t.1ram~' for' the ' s~Udent ~o' sp'end 'It)'ore 
. ." ' . . ' , . . " .... ., " . 
/ 
" time' on 'reading; but reading fitted .. to his level 
. • . J b :. 
. 
of attidnment'. " .' ", ~ . 
- . 
3' . , T~e. regul:arteach.er cj J?la~~ opporeupi ties for' 
th~ stude~t to" put his ~' reading to use throughout 
'. , 
th~ ,day if the teacher 'is awa~e 9~ the student's 
. . 
new aChievements , in ' ~a~ni~g reading pow~r. 
• 
4. 'The : re~ula~ te~cher-is, in 'a ,positio~ to plan for. 
"', .... , , 
some preyent~on and correction for all thos~ who 
_ . • .' . t;; ~ 
' i1:re ' readfng bei6w their' -' capacity.",. Many 
l:?orderline readers who could not be ,included ' in ;, ,-
" ' 
" 
a special" teacher's, case', load' have minor 
.. , '" " . . '. 
, ' 
. ditficulties 6r~"gaps" in rea~~n~. '~ 
, " 
5. The' regular :classroom teache'r can plan , for, ' 
... 
· .. )'. ~
. ' , 
, 
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childr~n to work independently , in "avail'able, 
:~:;, .. , " ' ~ periods : GIuring the 'day~ , Provision can be , made ";:~ ;~~:/,~' . .': :. ',: 
~l" :;'" ' , for childr'en "to "work toge~er: or to ' 'h~lp ', each ',:':<l ~j ~"~':':,:,:',, : " :>' , J " • 
. _ · b .~ . . ~ , . :~:f; 
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-- " ~ Gam~s, ,ftevices', ·:-. and sea.twork exercis-e,s ... . .-!.,. 
. - :! 
.. " " 
.... 
can be utilized,' , 'I 
' .. 





.... ·oPPQrtuni'ty to know the total chi~d, ' his 
i n t ~ r, e s, t s " apt i t: u d ,e s , a Q i 1 i tie s , and 'I ,:;--~ 
limita-t~_ utilizing other abilitifi'S 0 (.", ' ~'~'~ 
thrOU9hOUC the , d~y may provide the peeded 
stimulus the ego ,sat·isfa<?tion, and' the course 




. Using an ' abundance of vocabulary ~ontrolled' 
rea~ing material 4 in other slibj ect areas S 
. . ' . 
, , r 
the individual's .reading,assignme1!ts ·,al 
that 
day ' 
t . . , . ...., 
long fit his instructi'onal, level of readi g is 
impo~tant: . lb. . is ' ~a~ t~at " r:a'di~9 b~~ 
'-.. '\.", , 
, ' i' ><',' , 
integrated with the Ctotal1school curriculum. ' 
", 
, " " 
Reading is more than , merely- a " ,~Ubj ect tt;! , be 
t~:U9ht; it is ' a . very e~sent~a~ J ' to.o'i ""to be, 'used 
, ' :'~. :," J ': " 
. : - ~ "'" 
. " 
· '.' 
· ' .:, ': 
.' ~ .. ,' ~ 
" 
- ' .~ 
'. ' , .. 
~ constantly in the who,le" process of leJrn'ing~, '~ '.' 
Reflecting ul?on al~os~ fifteen y~ars ,of de~1~~9-~~i ' , , ~ 
children who have . had reading dis,abili,ties, ' anei' \ .. ~ 
• • 1 • ,., ' ,."", • ~. ~ re~o+lec:t*ilg countless .qiscussi~ with .classroom " -:: 
teacpers, thl' ma'j o~ ' area Of' concern' w~iCh " s~~face~ . ' 'f~r " " 
~ _ ~ l 
this after time that of basic r~adi~9 , write-r time is 
\ 
comprehension '. "Comprehension'" is 
, . 1 . 
~eading' ?lct; . indeed, it j..s the major 
, - -
". 
the 'essence of the , ,,,., 
. . i\ 
purpo$e for -reading; 
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unable to uhderstand wpat: they are . reading ,- even though 
I a .... . 
they 'can- ' recognize pl:inted words. W!l~n ated~ to rea~ 
orally, some of these students. are capable 'of delivering a 
fl·awless performance. ' \ However, they may be hopeiessly·. 
perplexed when 'asked about wh.at the~ have read .:. 
<' • 
4 Th~. primary skill that, the student needs .to acquire 
when reading a sent~nce or paragraph is the 'ability to get 
- -~ 
' . ..... direct, mea'~ingful under~tanding. ,The student must be 
.-' 
.able to recogn~ze and recall' t~e tdeas that· are explicitly 
,stated '- ~he' 'main iqea, s'i~nificant details, sequence, , 
" . 
directions~' . etc~, · ~and . must b,e' able to ,answer questions ' 
. .' 
about a ' s~ntel)ce or pa~gr~ph c~lling for ,1 i teral , .as well 
" , " . ~ 
as higher~'order meaning'" - . It , 'I '-, - - .' is 'felt ,that corrective 
, ~ , 
t ' .. 
, reading 'strategiEfs and fechniques would · be' beneficial · in ' 
. . . ... . .' 
" ,~lle~~ating ,m~~y , ~f th~. re,~~i:iI,g, ,~~~pl;"eh~ns' n', if~ic~l t~~~, , 
' whic;:h students ,often , encounter.. , '""; 
• ' " .' <:I -
" . While th~re' has', been significant improvement in 
r~cerit years' in exposin~r the ,.regular classroom teacher ·to 
. ' . - . ,I. st,r~tegies ~nd, tec~ni~es usefll in helping the qisabled 
'. . 
. read~r, there seems to b~.~ consensus that there is still 
'. , . 
a need fO,r further development of ~correct~ve procedures 
, . 
and pract~ces in the area of 'basic comprehension' skills .. 
Thb classrpom teacher can play ~n ' ,' impqrtant, . l:?ut \ often 
' ; • ; . ' , 4 ' .' 
~ overlooked role, ,in' matching ins~ructional materiais and 
" . 
approaches to the 'needs of the'disabled reader. ' 
\ . 
. " , 
p,urpose· o~ , the pt:0posed ' st~dy, will be ,t~', ,,' The prim~ry 
. ~ -_ .. 
'" 
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:;':_:' . . . develop. specific 'instr~tion~'! 'techniques ',and , ~trat~gies" ,: ' :::;.:  
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that may be us~d by the ., reguiar cla,sroom -teacher :,in 
~ , 
setting up a corrective reading program to increase ba~ic 
comprehension skills in the middle and secondary grades. 
If it were possible. in day.;.to-c,;!ay t teach-:ing to teach 
e~Ch stUdent accordinq to his capabilities, the~e wo~ld· . be 
less need for remedial instruction.' Admittedly, even witn 
the best 
program, 
teaching and· the , best orqa!lized, sY$tematic 
certain children will h~ve difficulties serious ' 
enough to require remedial instructipn ' beyond ·the 
capabilities of the classroom ~eacher. However, with less 
, , , 
thqn the best ,teaching, th~ incidence of severe reading 
di,sab~lity cases will , undoubtediy increase. 
" 
Francis Keppel, - U • S. .. 'comnifss ioner ' o'f Education~ 
stat~d ,that: , .. 
Education mus.t make good on the concept: tila't no 
child within our sQciety is. either unteachable 
or' unreacl}able~ - ' that , whenever a cllild appears 
at the doors, of pur ' schools he p~esents a direct 
challenge to us, and to all our abilities. 
(otto, McMenem~, and Smith, 1973, p. ~) 
, ~~p-ite well,~intentioned '\aims ~f education and the, 
. 
best ' efforts of edupators, ~very teacher atone time ot-
, , 
another has had a "Johnny" in his 'classroom and 'has been', 
.. / 
fac~d with the question, · "Why can 't Johnny rea~?".' JC?hnny 
.. 
h~s the . right ,to',e e~uca~ed; i~deed .no one should be 
leaving our: schoo~s without the skill apd des+re necessary 
. 
to read to the', .full ~imttsof his ' Ca~'llb~lity ... , "As 
educators we realize , the close assoctation between 
. . 
linguistic skllls and ~chool succes~~ 
account for this problem? 
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, \ ' 
our educational system has ~~ inh~+ent weakn~ with 
.. 
regard to students O~~ve!?6g;--tntellectual' ability who 
~ \ ' , ' 
need extra and ~ndividu~l attenti\n: to , -co~r~ct spe~ific r--
,. 
disabi 1 i ties"" 1-n reading. Our present school system has, 
, 
seemingly' for decades, a:tt~mp,ted to compensate for the 
, . 
effects ~hildren'~ readi~g 
, . 
disabilrties by of 
concentra,ting on remedial rather than preventative 
methods. 
• .. 0" 
1 
We have tended t!J -develop 'a "wait: and see" ,approach, ' 
• 
with at le.ast ' one to' two year~ , o'f ' repe'ating 'a grade befqre, 
~ . . . 
th~r,e is ' any interve~tion. ' It is somet"imes at the erld of 
. , . ~ '. '. . 
.' :'t ' 
the ~~s-i-x,t'h·;" or .''seventh gr~de before ' ,~~Johnriyi" :, 'i,s 
~'di's~overed"" Yet 'tQ.e , longer 'we .'leave the ~hi1.ii failing 
and frustrated,' 'the, more' dif"ficult th'e " ~isabilitY ' ,bec~~es~ , 
J ", 
" '.' ... 
it is the writer's conten~ion - t~at the problems , of 
• I 
the disabled reader should be adqressed immediately at 
, . , 
t~ei~ irception. . An i~tervention program especially 
ta~, to '._th~.' child'sspe"cific' readi~~ disab~lity is 6f, 
t-- " 
vital ' importance. ",' "Corrective reading programs" ,should be .. ' 
~: .. .. . .. ~ 
Il'i.ad'~ available , for students who are not able to realize 
, '. 
, their ,potential' in reading. 
> As ,prev!ou!3ly allud~d to, ,the writer ~ s!lgqest-s thatl " 
~ . . . ' .' .' ' . '. ' '. ... . ~ . . ~ 
"the' ,coJ:lnective r~ad:[n9 ' procedure has. many"advant(lges: bv.er , ' .: ' . ' . 
t~e' remedia). reading ' ai)'proa~h~ ', . '~nd'" W~Uld " be . rqost .' . 
" , 
. . . 
benefidilil 
. . 
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classroom by the classroom teacher, rather than in 
............. 
separate remedial' or speci~l rea~ing classes. 
f . \ 
./ ~ 
". I • i The 'Impact of Readlng D sability 
,), ' ' ) 
The importance of the ability to read with accuracy 
and understanding is unchallenged by those involved in the 
. . r 
field ,of education. Tfie individual who is diagnosed as a 
. \ 
disabled re~er sh9Uld be~ of the utmost c~ncern to 
educators and society .in' general. The' significance of \ 
: " , . \. . 
reading ability increa:;es as a society." sU,cn: as . ours 
. . , Q. ." . . ": ... . 
becomes· mQre complex and, techno~og~cally " advanc·ed. .' A 
literat~ p~pulatlon . h~s . be~'6me . ~ " necessity .~. if"society is .. ; 
.... " , - -.! . '.' . ' 
to .function .and ideally to 'improve .itself. 
. , 
. As Je'nnings. (i.965)(sugge~ts:' , a '. ' 
. ' . 
'-' 
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, .. J.' , Where ' there, fs" a' 'reading m~n', there can be a 
·thinldng man, and:. wherever ' he 'exists . that part 
of the worl'd can be better than .it is. (p. 1.93) 
!~ . :;' 
. 







Jol:m' stuart Mill (1887) sta'tes: 
.. 1: regard . it as WhOliy ' 'inadmlssable - that. any,. 
p~rson .. sh\J.lld participate ' in the suffrage 
with~ut being' .able to read, wri~e,' and I "will 
a'dd perform the common operati,ons' of ~he 
arithmet-ic. 
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Read·f.hg· is .an 'impo):'tarit -·--kfa.Y t'o : better 
citiz.enship .. "~ 'The . "health,. pt a·'<iel11.Qcracy is -':~': 
dependent on an.' informed citlz.enry. Ana~n ·the ' ' .. ";; 
'final . analysis, it is · \ puolic opinion . th~t " .~ 
'determines the course. of our' n~:tiona;l. ~estiny. . ., .~: ~ 
( P • i)' .' ' .. ~ , ,-
". . -- 'I . ~ ..' ,;.. I~ '"' ' ~ .. ~, ". , , ( :; 
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Al though these two views were exp'ounded more, than a 
century apart,they indi.ctt~ th:)st~~us th~t ' readJ.n~ ha.s 
. occupied a~d will continue to·occupy in our society. 
'If one 'considers -what happens in our, oulture t~ 
~ children who fail: to r-~ad adequat~ly, the importance of \., 
. ... ...' " 
, . 
reading ability bec"omes even' more " c;>bvious. Children who -
_. . , 
experien,ce rea:din~ disabilitiel? are at a disa(ivantag~ both 
, . 
in school and in later life. in school they find ~hat 
reading is often ,frustrating anQ..so~ething ,~ 'avoid. ,'AS a 
result,. such chiidren ~ o~tendo poorly .'ih~~er·~Ubje.ct. 
, 'areas;: 'since the abi~it~: to r,ead is e~~ential" ~or\ all ' 
, ty~es , ,O'f: ' ~~ade~ic ,success'~ ', ',If' , ~d~~~19 p.,roblems a~e,;, ri~~ , 
,,' corrected, , ~nese: children are 'unfor nat'ely 'limited "in ' 
. . . ', . " .. 
, ' fut~re .:chievement ' b~th ' ,in , sol)ool and'.in "s:ociety: :- : :', > 
, ~'~' ,'e~', ,List, 'and· Lerner- (i983) expr~s~ the 'foii~wing' 
, 'v i ew: ' ,' #II " 
. ' e ~on~e~enc:es ,- .of ,these 'readini;r problems upon 
,the , individual" and society can be , devastating ~ 
, III i teracy 'has . personal, 'pol i tical and' economic 
'implications'. , Disabled readers oft~n' ·su'ffer . 
intense , feel':imgs of shame ,and inadequacy:. ," They 
may:be ,unable ,It::o ,handle ,the demands of ' their 
schools, their jobs" and their personal lives • 
. (p. ,5) : " " " " , ' 
Obviously', there' , '~an " b~ no :compr()m1se ,with the,,' 
1~port~nc'e of ~~ading "ab~lity 'or ~o~VerS~lY' with the :'Ur.e 
. ,. ' .' , . ' '. . ' .' \,.,. 
, . ~onse~enc~s~ ' th~t '~eadi~cj, disabil i ty can i~fl ict upon the 
" ,\' , ", '. ',' ' , '., 
indi vidua'l ·and', 'soi;:'iety ' .. ', ' 
.~ . , 
", -~ I ~ 
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f> Estimates of the "magiHtude of the problem , of reading 
disability tend to vary, depending on how "reading 
disability" is defined, "lnd who '.is included in the 
\ 
population unger c~:>nsid~ration, Neverthe~e'ss, it , is an 
indisputable fact that • problem 
and that it is not ' confined to any 
l. 
~ 
is, a .... consi,derabl~ __ one,) 
particular. segment ,~ 
th~ ge~e~al popu~a~ 
! Kaluger and,Kol~ (1978) re~t studies which reveal , 
that , al?proxbnately twenty-fiv~ percent of - failures in 
elementary" grades are ~tt~~bute~ to .,reading , d,isabil,i ties. ' . 
,~ar~is ~nd S,i~aY.,,; ' (1975') )J " ~eVie\.dn~ ' d~,~,a', for .the,:~73' 
revisi9n of t)1e, ,'stanford A~hieyement" T~st! ' t ' Reaging 
, , ', . . . - . , ' '. . . "'.. , . ~ . . .... 
Comprehension, n,ote ,that statist.ics ,fo,r, the end of 'grade 
fO~~' indi'c'a'~e~ , ~, va'r'iety " of c~mpr~~~s~o~ Sk~'!~ 'S-' ~:nging 
'. " ' ,' ' .. . 
from below the' second' grade up to the ninth grade and 
, ', ' \ ' 
. . , 
. bElyond. , 
, I 
, 
Schubert and Torgerson ( 198).) -cite' various reading 
exp,ertd, who estimate ,that ten to percent of 
~hey 'also' children in sqhool ~ave 
refer to a 
. ' .~, 
' \. ; ):, 
. .... 
\ ;. ; 
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, ' '~ 
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':.', '-', , • \ ReQent .' studies lead to the 'conclusion· that " , ': ',: 
: ~"", ' \ ' approxi~ately , iO-15 p'erc~nt:i,.of ' school child,~eil ' ",< 
\ are ,not reading up to tpe~r evel pf ability. ' A I', ,'~ 
.' substantially ', larger number , 'are not '-reading up 
to qrad~ level. (p. ' 384) ,: "", 
" . '! ' " 
'., 
~ ' .. 
\ 
- , a Harris ('1981) report,s tha~ tlle in~ideri~ of' readin, q 
, disability ' i~ American, sqhools is about fif::en percent, 
compli~atin9 ,this "situa1:io~ , eve'n ' fArther is the fact that 
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Richek~ List and Lern.er (19~3) ' sdggest ·that one in ev.ery· 
~ , 
~even '., ~1'ltl.i.:V~duals . has· r~ading,: di~~CUl ties '\" re~ing C ~peci~l at~~ntion at some; ti~e , i.n ~is . life • . 
. . . - . ." . ~ .'" 
I . R,ecent ' ,commentary on' ~h~ . :;;cope of t;he pr~£~em does) 
,not' indicat,e ' th~t the s:ituatf.'6n is" :improving, . 'Lesiak and 
" ' .' , , ~ . . " .' ' .. :... .'" ',." .. -, ,,: .' . ~ '. , 
, . Bradley~Jo:t1ns6ri' (,1.983) ," ,st~te 'that" " for as ,many as' fif"been 
.~ . ', f " •• ~ ' , ..' '.' • • • ~ , ". .. . . :.' • " • .. ', .. :" ." . • • '. :' , , '. • 
~', percent of the\ s~hool popula'ti:bn, ' lear'l)ing , to .. re'ad ' is a 
", _ " .:, • . : . . . ' .. . r ' -' ,- - , '. . ' . - _ . " 
,' .' difficult task', or ' at: ~e'ast ,a task 'in ' 'Which they do' not ' . ' 
- - : achi~ve:! ~ ' (~~', 3) ~~l, :pe~~~tti . '(1985), : , ~~serve~ . "'t~ere . 'is ' . 
., 
", 
'continuing - ~idespre~~' concern about·' the 'ordinary,' failur~s 
of , 'r~aciin9· experienc~d ' by countless', n\!Jllbers 'of children,lI 
.. ' 
.' ,. 'In 'an analysis ' o~ the most recent National Assessment 
.. ' .. .. .. . . ' \ '. " 




Writing" (1.981) ',which' dealt ' in ·pa .... e - , 'tJith. the inferenti'al 
1 , " " :, " - I , ' . , ': . ,', .. ' . ' , ( , , 
comprehension ' skills of seventee year-o~ds~ , 'Pu~es . (1~84)' 
. . ' . . " , " 
],)oted that: ' " '~ -I • 
. -\' 
e " 
. .. \ 
' .. ,.n L 
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It ..... ' 
;:,': .,.,.. , ' : Ab~ut," ~eh' , p~,:z::c~nt" .,re~ain~/ uriabl~ to ' re'ad even,. " '~':?:; 
.;, ' : ': " . ,: " , sinip~C; , mat~ri'al ... " . : . "The" e~idelJc~ oited by, ' ol~er : ' " :,;:; 
:,<:" ' .~ ". s,tude~ts do~s nO,t ref1ec~ eff~ctlvestrategy for ::" '';:[. 
',;: ' , ' ) ', J' . approaching, ' a' ,.t,ext: , - 'explana-t~on reD;\~ihed ',', ,:,':, k/ >."., ',' " " " . sup~rficial ~nd, ll.~~ted. , '. ' .' -:"· .. Y 
~~t{;:':':. : . ">',::; ", ' , ,.; ... ,' ~ ,....... . .' .' \ ' : Jo,' , , " ' ,: ,', .,' .. '., ,:1;;:~ 
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individual ~ifferences in re~ding. abiliti,s. 
Whil.e ' it may ~be a val.id argument that such studies 
and repc;>rt,s are, not reflective of the local situation 
, 
because th~y are based upon studies carried ' out in tne 
United states, one 9annot help but wonder if "the situati-;ri 
• ~ , • ~ I 
lS~ any d ,i,fferent here-. ' Unc;loubtedly it ~ight be dlffi,c,Ul~ 
(; 
to cite statistical Ewi..dence that· would , support such , a 
conteiltioFl, 'but, one ~ c 'o'illd ' still arg.l:1e : . that , .student~ in 
. , . . 
. Newfoundland and Labrapor are e9llally 'deficient in rea~ing 
, , 
skills'. It is. ,(the writer' s opiJi..io~ ' that,' ciassroom ': 
I 
tr,:,chers " in man~ parts o:f " t!le" province , are , genuin~ly 
0. . ' '-.. . : ' • • . 
-, conce'r!led ,' with . "the ~xtent of, reading ' disabi,l.i ty :found in 
, Q", - ' . • . . . . • \ . • " 
... 
. ' .. 
.',- , 
, :', 
: . ,' 
, ",' 
' . . :' :, .. 
, '.' . ' ,,:', 
, , ' 
, ., r. 
" '~" 
, - .", ",;.. 
. . 
. ... ' 
. ' , .:. ~ 
. ,:'", 
" th~ ·cli~Ioorn. This cOJ}cern is in partsuppoz:ted by the ,,_ 
.. ' ~~~~~t-' -6;rnp~~h;~~i~~ " :~epci;t-- i;~~{ng ", Early' --- ,,-' S-t~U"'df\'Y'-"'O~t,.---.· ~ .. -~,':':'::":''' , 
, " 
,"' , ;0 
Student 'R,etention 'in Newfoundland ,:,and Labrador ':'1"1984) 
'" 
which identifi~s ,' ''low scholastic and reading 'ahUi tyt!.&S ,~ 
Y ' . , • 
" 
" 
maj or' problem. ,. ' ,, ' , " ' 
, ... ... . '. ' 
" . 
'The : 'pred'icarnent· of the : disabled reader ,is not , a 
. " 
're,cent dev'eiopmer'lt ' ,in 'educati,.on. ' Ed~cators ' have wrestleq 
"wi th, the problern ~or decades; ,indeed 'p'erhaps' , since , the' .. 
. , 
" . ,,'. ' . . 
'As ' evi~erice of' tll:is,,' inception, : ~~ r~adi,ng ... instructi<en. 
• • • ' • , . " . ' I ' 
" 
I J. 
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" ", ~ho ,E!stil'!latec;i that eight "to ' fifteen , perce~t of the scbool 
t ' . • " • ~ . • _ " .. . '·r"· 4 
.~ > ' , , ' popul~ti6n h'ad ' varying degrees , of reading disabil'i ty. ' 
, " 
. '. , '} 
',,:. 
; ., " 
, " , ' I " . ' "'~:' .' :; 
'J 
",,' : : ·.~·.·:i<; 
" . 
i~1~;':" " ':- ':,r~~·,":· ;#~;!1~;it?:~ !'~~~&r}'~1\'T>,?r~\\':.'::{\"?; ' ;','~''''~t ',' ·j7T!~;;:f~j'~~',!~':rtr.~?!~ I-':~~!:~"" r. }:,::~~:';t,:~',~ 
: " . ' . : • l x.. ~ t~ ' ' As previously' me~tioned, reports indicate '~at~e '-./~: 
, , " magnitude; and comple~~~y of the disabled ,reader's pr6b~~lt\S ' .. , :' 
, ' , 
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But perhaps statistics . ';;11l' ~ 
reports are , superfluous: ' Everyo~e who has had sch601 
experiepce, eIther, as 'a teacher or student, is most likely 
• .( to be ,' aw~re 6£ the pr~bleiia,. ~~cause d"isabled :J:"eaders are 
, 
present in·, CIIlm?st every , clas~room. 
In light 
. ' , 





r~adi,ng disab~iit:y, 'an(t~ecause Feadinq can . be -regarded' as '~ '-::" ., 
a "tool" skill that~ i~hu",nces a ~hlld' s ,academic pr~gres~
.in·'al~ 'school sUbjects; :it cannot be' overemphasiz~d . that " ,,_, 
" pe~d,ing Wl~~~:" is ~ " ' JQaj~r ~.~a-ct'or ' in ~du~atio~;~l" 'fall~t'e~;'y~;; 
: Reading .: has :om~ to hold t~e~o .. t\,sicin.ificant , plac~in " •• ;;, 
educa1;iori as a "means 'of coriununf6at~on ' in a highly literate ">:.:, ": "{! 
, '. ' , ' ' " ,.' , ' ' ' .. " '. " ' .. \ :' " .. , . , , " ' ., 
. " ~ .' ,:: 
• "t ' 
o. ", il0~lety . ', _ ~ Th~s,e ,~~~c~r,~~d wi t~ : ~~ t~~ 'Ch~~d , ov.erfo~r 
:-------'---h-i~s , -disability .\ in. reading ' "1l1ust have the necessar,y 
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, know~edge and e~ertise in _corrective proc~dures ~ , of -
, . 
,teaching reading so tliat'" the ul tima~e ' g~,al :- . to help : the 
.. ' . - - . -' . . . . . 
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~>.'. '. 'speci~:,c reading S~il~S , 'no\ yet .mastered·, ",using the best': , " ";'.: :: ... ~ :~i~ 
:' .. methodology, mater~als, 'an ' m()tivation possible. Disal?le~r ' ' ," 
.' ,,' reJders .are readers w~ "I':h uld beJ~ perfOrming' better" than " ',<~~ 
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• • • L ,I,' .~ • 
t~ey crre. i Th~ibit. achievement , leyel that is not ,. ':,::: 
explainabt,~, by lack~ of ~oJ:e tial. , . '. : 
, ' . 
Efforts to help ,th,ese': rhildren ar~ broadly described 
by most educators a'~ IIre~~dta). re~dingll~, Within this 
broa~ head.ing a distine~ion may. be made betweE!l1 
"corrective re~dingll and " rem~d'ial read{nq'" prpq'rams. 
: ' . ' I ~ \ . ' , . ' , , 
HaJ!ri:h:n:w:iP::ff~1:7:~ . ::r\:e:::~Si(1) ~~ere th~ 
", t~~atment ' ta~fi!s , pIa.ce.; (2)~ w~o · J)~ovides ~~~ 
., treatment, p) the ' numb r · of chl.ldren treated In 
each .ses~ion, . and (4)" .the · severity rC'?f' · th~ 
. proble.,m t-reat~d. ,(p . . 15) "': ' .. ; / 0' ..•. ' . . : . . ' ! 
• .,' " . • ' ". • '" • t. • " • • ' t . . '/ . 
. 'Corrective reading . occ w.i, thi,n ," the . f.ramework . of .' .. " 
, , . .. . . \, . ,.' I " '" 
'r~gular class inst:i:-uct'ion ·an· is . co~d~cted by ' :the : t~gul~r 
... ' . • .,' , ',' ;J, 
. ' . .' , . ' . " ... I '.' 
classroom teacher ·for groups ,or ' SUDgt;0UPS .of ·, ~n~ldren 
Wh~~ reading disabirlties l a~e ~etecte~ 'i~ , ~ailyor 
period~' a:;sessment of Ski~ l development:' Remedial 
I . 
reading ' 'Occurs : . a~ay ·from the regular classroom in or 
" " ,', 
, : 
t ' .. , 
" -- ,.' 
., '" ., 
.. . " . '. ~ ':~" ~J' 
. ',' .: 
. ~ . ': -; ~ 
" .'o' : .• l
, • J ) ,; 
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~ . . .. ;.'/' '\ . ' • 'I' . ' 
1;:::. . ~ . outside the school, and is, c~nducted 'by 'a' teacher with . '.' ':;:" j:' . ; spe~iai t;a:ining in ,,~ading ftr~mall groups or all ~ one- ...•.• ~ 
~~;'. '\;, o-on~ . ba~is. ' '. \. • \ ." .. ..... . :(. 
' t " . .. " ".:': 
';,, :' . \ otto, · McMenemy and smi~~ .. (197~) suggest . that · if a '.',' :'. :~ F':' . 'das. is unco~p1icated and l.diagnO!d,S indicates t;hat .. >,'; 
i .. ' str~ightforward . ~.ki).l deve~'opmen~ ,wil~ ·'. pvercome '. the ' ~' ... :',':' 
~{;.~' . -",pr0'f\.em, 'then the c;:ase is corrective, not remediaL' . They : ~.:'.j 
hf., ... . .sta~e: . " :': :,.:,:;;. 
r.;~~:' ';.' 'd' .. - ~ \, 
I~",'.t '. ' ; " . ... . ':- :i~ 
"i~~;'~<~-~\;~;~i.~i~~~'·'\>\';~:i~; ,~;,-.:,!:: ,:,;'.: •. , .. '.. ' .•... , •.• '" '., .', .. :: .... : .' '.'.' •..•• ·~·: •.•. ·"f •. ::; ... :. ,;' ... '.,; .:' •. ' •.• ' ..• ;:. : .', .,., .;,:,',. ~~:;M~ 
. , ~l".h"'· "'t;~ :t.:.l1'; ',Il : .... '..::r .l:~ ;. r. ';':Jl;:~~':: ~~;: j:.,~' ': '~ ~.{',.!{\" ~'.; ~ _~ .,;.~ :~ . :~; _~. ; ~ t' :~ . ~ .'} ~,\: .', ,:, .. \ . '~~i:<'~"i'(',~ ,!\Z1JJ! ,~ 
'OOj'I~"1\- "'''~'r ' "",!I'::.'1· ·f il.! ~.tl .\\i~' .... " j ,,,- • '.. , - '11 ... 
~ ..... ;" ," t;·l1'~ttt·:,;·I'A'1r~'~"'·1"''''4::~'Y:'''''J·~~1:t.~Y-b; :II~·· f.~~,\i~·';'1~~l.tI"",,,,,,,,~'":~ .. ~t''' ~}~'''''''·~''' ''1 ' J'": "') ' "t'I.!!,&.' ~ ' ."". ° r \-' '] ""fl'. '1'-
1},,"j" ~!'-,~ '"17':j '1" ' '''' ' .. ~ ~ .... ,,1"l\), ... ; .. ,~rS:":;\Jlt)..; ... ~\~f~\:;:~ .:\". /~I\:·;rj~"~ I, . ~.~~t!f-: Jr· I'" ;"'-?:~·f · ~.\ 0."' , ~~!':-:j~~."~:; ., .~~~. !~ ?t;.\··· I" If.~J.~\ +' • .: 't ~':.-:, . 'v~.~~·-. ~ .. :t"'-·Ht.J,',t ;JJ~r'i":"" ;~' ~;'f,~H;,.- ; (..'i ~,:~,~~ ~ft>:'~"V "i'~' :':' :Y,): ;\":(" " ': ~' ' -: : : ':' , ,':"\':' :' :,'~ .. ?':' :~: ... ':"'!' " : ~ ..•.. ':.' '.~·f "/;{f ,.,, : }?': ' : ':'~:i?~ 
;-,: :, '~": ~ I - on'· ~h~ other)ianc;l~, if · .diagnosi~ "determine,? that :'.::< 
~.,.: : ." '/ the .1evel a.of , basic skl.11s is only part c;>f 'the ,', 
";'" I prohl.em'. ana 'that" it has . been complicated 'by 
:f: .. .. ~ biolo.g ical; psychological, b~ environmen~a1 ,' . . 
',1 de~icits, , it, is a: re~ed~al case and the ,Pup;i1 :,:., .(:.,.. I need~ : a cons~derablY di-fferen~ program .. ~ 8) ~ . 
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.r·emediai' readirtg ~ a somewhat. ' ~rt£ficial' . 0".' The 
problems treated are more likely :to differ in degree than· 
in kind. Furthermore, aevelopmental . and 
t . . 
correctiye 
have much in common, for seldom does any 
individual. revea1 his weaknesses at, the first presentation 
-
of '. a~y· . Mri tten material. 
. . . ' . 
Corrective t~ac:hing should .be a 
. normal 'par:t of -qoodte~chincj. 
" . 
, ~.ener~llY . speaking, ,corre~tive ~e~,d~ng j,s·. d~signed 
for. those ind'i'iiiduals ' whp'have-not profited from regular 
• • . ', . ' : , . • ' '. I, " .: ' ..... ' 
"classroom instruction. '.' . carte~ " .and . \cGinnl's .. (1970) 
~ . 
. , : 11..... , 
. , 
'. 
contend·:.· .. · ... . . . 
'. 
corrective' treatment ·· ~h~uld be recommended for 
ind~'v id~al s •.• who are ~eading two 'years' below 
·thel,r ;grade 'level, ·who are mentally ' and 
emotionally mature;' who ar~ ' .fairly well adjusted 
socially,' and, who can profit" from :tndividual or 
qr.oup instr~ction. (p • . 28)\ . " 
. Such students, ' so· selected for 
. \ in-sCrUction; may 
.ten~fit from ' ·c.~rrective proc'edur~s', and 
. . . . ' . 
, . 
at 't&e same time 
cont inue '. . stUdies the~r 
. ' 
in, their. reg~lar clas·sroom .. 
.. • I> , ~ 
. ' ReaQ.in9 . disabil i ~ies ot'" this' nature would probab1y not 
. , 
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,,· .. warrant· study of ~terv~ntion: .~y a cl.ini'cal team •.. ' ' \ 
It is ~emptin5J to, ,speculate on' the r~sul ts that migl)t 
r • ',' 
. ... . • tI ~ 
b~ 'a~hieved 'if 'al~ teacti'ers ,wer.~ "to concentra'te on ,the 
', ' • - I " • \ 
.. ~ . 
. . 
" .. 
.. . ,. :. 
" . 
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', .. . 
disappear? J 
It seems probable that even in an educational utopia, 
some chi.ldren would- still have reading prob-l~ms that". 
. \ . \ 
resist cdrrection', Utopian teaching would ~iltely less.en 
the number of reading disabilities, 'but would not 
-", '';', .~':"':'.. " ' 
elirninate~~"'A·em,. and the need f-or special remediatiQn of 
'. . ..:.::;;j:?-•. -; ," " 
severe rel~g ,disabilities would likely remain. " 
Responsibility for, corrective Reading , 
1 
: " , :;.: 
, ,. 
• 1 
It is this writer's conte~tionthat: .it is likely many --
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disabfed " readers who are ' plac'ed in a : remedial 
. . . 
reading 
I , 
~ , . • 11 ,-
class" lwould be better served , if their disabil~t.ies· were , 
t.rea,ted in the regul,ar classroom by the regul~- classroom 
• t • ' 
, . 
t.eacher. 'Ruply and Blait: (1979) support this:, concept when 
: ' 
they state: , . 
and 
While readi~g disability will continue to exist 
due tci factors ' outside a te,acher's influence, it 
is - the 'authorts 'content 1. on that 8 ... great many 
. reading problems' could be - prevented or corrected 
wi,ttl ' early identification and effe'ctive 
instruction. -(pI 367) 
Kress ~ 1971)" 
, 
in differentiating . between corrective 
'-:--. 
remedial ' reading prob~eJ'!ls, points out that the 
great,est nu'inber' ,of ·disabled·, readers fall into the 
"corrective .class~fic~ti'on"· 'and as such should be de,al t , II' 
with by ~he classroom teacher. Bond, Tinker and w~sson 
. (1979) oDserve that therl ar~ som'e children whose reading' 
.. 
~L :., growtll is: , 
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so atypical, so dif:f'erei\t· from that ,of the usual 
chil.d, t ,hat th,ey" constitute 'a ' troublesome, 
instructional problem e " O,ften the classroom 
teacher c~9 diagnose ' the. di.ff,i~ties, and g~ve 
these chl.ldren the correctl.ve -~ reeducat1ve 
'help t:hat they need. '"(po 53). ' ,,\1 
. 
, 
Di'sabled readers ' are present in almost every ' 
classroom ' and their presence .should . be acknowledged by 
~very classroom teacher . Zintz (1972)...-'takes a fprceful 
. 
stance on the issue when he states~ 
The regular teache'r is the ·k~y person who must 
accept responsibility for identifying the child 
who is 'not ,making satisfactory progress ... the 
classroom teacher' must do' the 'I:eme.dial or , 
corrective instruqtion -in 90 percent, of. the 
cases. (~. 10) , fl-
' ... ct.tO.I McMe;nemy 'and smith (1973) suggest that the .· vast 
"\ 'maj~~i~~ O,f ,~is'a~~ed ,: ~e~rne~s can pe~ht' su~~e,~SfUllY 
by, the .. , classroom teacher ,: and ' only extrem\ cases 'need to' 
. '''; .' . -:---=-. . • . 
, be referred ' outside the classroom e' 
otto and Chester (1976,) make the following pertinent 
point: 
It , is fallaclous to assume that all - or even 
. many - , 'children ' who {ail in, reading have 
problems. that are too ~pl.ex to be dealt with 
py clas'sroomteacherf?, (p.. 226) 
- ' 




. . .. " ,,", . \ 
of the' fact that there seems, to be Cit , present no reading 
.' . ~i:' 









" I, ' 
:-' 
, ; ~ 
~~!: ' , : methpd .C?r a~proach ' that ' gua~antees total · ·treed~m from , ,':"': 
;'~;:' . - . ~saliili ty, . .T~~Chers :·n"ed.to be . wen ~er~~ in de~li.ng .· '\ " , 
2i':~ :: "w~t~~ren., .Who a~e perce}ve~ :~o h~V~, devl l,o~ed :;~a9ing . " " , 
).:,,' , disa~ili t1e~ ,~ , -=_~ec~an:t ,( (1982.)" !1"u~,a'rized the "'iews' of l)lany \ . L · edu,cators in the ,'f~eid~ -of .,re~din9 as follows . ':. ,", ! " 
• . !I -', ' . ' , 
I : . 
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the reading specialists, the main .responsibility ';':, 
always remains with the classroom teachers. The 
c1 assroom teacher' is the f ,irst intervening 
agent. , The competent classroom teacher is , the- ' 
surest means of, prevention o'f readinq 
disabil i ty. (p. 383) 
. , 
~ne o'f the basic tenants, of this writer's view of 
reading inst~~ction is that it ma~ not ' be sufficient to 
rely on the developmental reading p~ogram of the. school to 
achieve maximum re'sul ts. The pursuit ·of excellence 
requires an efficient developmental program, b~t it ,in all 
• 
likeiih'ood also'· requires correctiye help for those ~ 
students ·in eaCh'~Classroom' '' ~hO , might \~~hieve at a l1igher' 
-.. .' 1.... ~ _ 
level i~ given additional and appropriate instruction. 
, I . 
Cheek and Cheek (i980) sugg.est · that; 
Wh~n '.teachers unde!;,stimd that, the ,' proces;r~of' . 
reading is not an exact step~by~step- procedure 
followed in the, same way by all students, these, 
d'ifferences - in 1eariliftg are bette~ understood'. , (p. 10) ," , 
Such an unders.ta~ding of the r-eadi'ng pr~ces~ 
• 
. . ... ' ' I 
one to realize that the traditional organizational 
one set ' of materibls cann.ot be successf 
inq ail st~dents to read effectively. 
\' 
Corrective instructidn is a inu6us program iii 
which. many problems,-f'f 
, 
arly and handled 
" ., . 
'appr:opriately f might pe eliminated.· The , reg~lar teacher 
















} " subjec~ matter should be involved in .co,rrective efforts. 
in cor'rect-i ve teaching the: regul"ar-
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the services of a spec:::ial~z.ed remedial teacher. ' 
The Need f~r ,rrecti ~e ~eading 
It is important to point ,out that many, educators 
today are concerned about the o~eremphasis' .. on,' remed~ation 
and the .frequent ignoring of the pr~veDtion 'o~ ~eading 
" ,d!fficulti~. 'It may well be that we, are thus developing, 
. ; 





a rate much faster than will we ever be able to remediate .. 
, Although. 'we see:minglyhave done a better ', task of- .. ,-
t • • • 
, r~mediat'.ion' than O,t prevention~ I it ,· ~s naturally 'bet:te'r: to 
• . ' , i 
, , prev~nt: , than ,t~, r~'mediate : -it ~s, ' far.' better to ,deal with a , 
,'~rob'l~m -).n' t~~: :cla'ssroo~ 't~an " to', ~qi t" ~~til.th~'·: s~ud,ent 
• . • • I ', .. t " . • • • 
. ' .' . ., .. . 
be,coines a ' ,disabled' reader~ '" Perhap~,,, ,in retrospect, we 
'. . . : . . . : ' 
ttave . not' ',plag,g.d eno~gh ' 'emphasis on ways' of ' preventing 
." ..' I " ~ .,. . I. . .', • . ... 
reading disability. " .~tW~" may well ll.ave. been' satisfied 'witte 
" ' •. ,~~~ ' - - ' I, .' 
, ~he at~empt to cure. ., Q ' • 
Heilman (1972) ,states:, 
" ' 
The early detection of impairments an~' immediate 
, ,attention to ~hem, ar, cornerston~s of e~fective 
reading, , instruction~ . ' Although this 'may be 
, ',obvious,. ,emphasis ' in 'our, schools' ,is still , on 
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. . , .. 
that an incre'ased emphasis on corrective rather than 
remedial procedur~s for some ,disabled ' readers would ' 
provide greater opp'ortunity for preventive strateqies to 
") 
be employed against readinq disabilities • 
One· of the lessons that has' been learned from the 
-
medical profession is that ,in combatil1g diseases many 
~. . . 
peopl,e bec?me seriously ill because- someone ei'ther i9~ored 
the symptoms or di.9 not read them correctly. ''Childr:en 
likewise often become disabled readers because those, 
responsible ignored or did not r~ad - the st{ll\Pt.o~s of 
' reading, 
I 
Childr.en's seemingly .disability c~rrectly. 
.. • I .. 
, . 
innocuous difficulties in read~ng' may snowball and , the 
' .. 
resultin,g di.sabilities ar.~ most qf~en 'instances, as' Dechan't 
• , I ., • 
. (19.68) says "of an '.a.ccumuration of unmet readirig needs".' 
, • ' • '. J. • • ' 4"" . .••• I ~'t t".R ~ . _ • 
. ' ~t c~t:tnot. ~ . c:>:eremp~~.slzed lha~ wh'~le?~~cat~rs a7e 
diligerlt --in' their'. attempts . to devel'op qOQd . rea.dil)g 
programs t~ .porrect read~ng disabili~ies, one area of 
great weaknef?s remains their failure .to:.prevent. some .- f~l1Rs 
of reading disability_ Schools , often t,reat children §.ll 
. , . 
~ . ~ 
'masse, ar:td -generally . only a·fter . a seriC?us' . di~aQility, ha~ n~ 
. 
deve,loped " is ;' the child identified and ,giVen SlCi81 
t 'rea tment . 
It is' theJirite~'s belief that 'it would be ' pt,'n: nen~' 
' 1 '-
" 
to diliect ' our ' attentIon to · the prevention \ of . . reading. 
. . 
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R's". Likewise, the th~rty or-more students in any given 
first ,grade class, 
QI. 
regardless of their ,individual 
.. 
differences, are generally taught , by 'one or more 
approaches, depending upon the class groupings for 
I , 
..---' 
instructional purposes . Hence, there ' is ~videntlY a.n 
as,sumption tllat in any given class most children behave in 
. 
almpst the same manner,'·and will respond adequately 'to one 
or .more 
vogue. 
ot' the reading programs' or approaches currently in 
'~re erroneous notions ' but see~ingly popular 
practices. -
Bernste~n (c~ted ~n ~al~iday, 1973) states that: 
I " • • . 
.. . . " , "'-
The child who does not' succeed in the , school 
, system may ~e one ,who , is ,not ~~ing ~a'n<1uage, in 
f- :,_,the , ways required by " th~. school~ (~all~day" 
~ 1973, p. ,18)' " .. , ' oJ " 
I , ,"!; 
on7 ,: is puzz~ed as ,to ~hi our , curriculum , ,and ': meth~doi~g~ h~~ cOllti~ued ' in 'SU,Ch:' ,a: d~rect'ion .in lig~t ~f 
the 'concerns ,,",xpre,ssed about, the disrabled, reader. ' Thefe 
s-~ems '.to ~e , ap incomp~tibil 'i ty between the methods of 
• '- r' , " , 
t~ach~ng" 'reading' and the need to cater to the individual 
, ' 
needs of , the disable'd reader. 
In, ev~ry case, where a' child demonstra,tes deviation' or 
diff,icll,lty i ,n, learniJl9 to read there ', should be an 
'adjustment in ' ,the ' way he is :'taught.I~, educators demand 
. . ... ' .. 
that, ~l . children atteJ)d, school, . _ then···· 'teachers ~m~st 
.' ' , ' t , " ' " , :" 
provide appropriate' ed~cat'i~ft fo~ -.each ch'ild and mu'st also' 
, ) . ' .. 
, , 
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~i" :,; , . acce~t,' in 'prac~i~~' as , well a~ i~ theory ; ~, the conc~pt of . -,' i" ..' ~)1cH vid~al d~fferences. .' it ~~uid ~eein thattheapproacm\!s .' ) -< 
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. prQv ~'de -- an excellent avenue to incorporate . the~e .~ . . . . : 
principies i.tlto' the 'development o,f a sound and eff,c:tive 
~. 
reading program for disabled readers... '. Good correcti ve : ., .' 
teaching is not very different in theory from good 
developmental teaching. As ~otto and Chester (1976) 
suggest; "Good corrective teaching, t.hen, is g,ood teact'ling 
at ~ts best" (p. ~26) • 
This writer advocates an increased emphasis on the 
role that correc'tive reading pr~c~dures .should· play in 
alleviating some of ' the problems of disabled re~~ers and· 
. . ~ " "" . 
suggests that sometimes .the r~a~y availability. o~ speciay 
remedial services ' present . .in most schools ' ar~ p~rhapl=I 
. ., . : .. 
depended upqn to tpo ,great ,an ,extent., Al~ho~gh 'the 
-remediation' component can be " 
beneficial for. some Child'ren, ' there . . are maj 'or ' pitfalii' for 
. - . ~ . 
, ' . ' . 
. the teacher who assumes' that ', remediation c,lasses ' are the 
" . 
panacea for al'! reading disabil~ty case~. ~ , 
, " . ' . . r" _., 
Putnam (197i) ascertains, 'four maj.!,r problems 'with the · 
"remedial only" approach. These inc~ude the large humber-< 
-. , o~ adult illiterates, .the increasing number of remedial 
cases, the rising cost· . of i~med~al. programs, and ' the 
/ traumatic experienc'es of .some disabled 'read~;s in remedial 
programs~ 




peaJ).and. :Wilson (19~1) echo many of "the -same concerns 
~ . . 
~ . . 
when they .observe the ' .. fol"lowing pro~lems: . the ·ouinber. of . .... 
students 'requiring asg.ista~ce" the separat;..ion of classroom 
,.' 
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and specialists' programs, the stigma of t~e remediation 
program and the concept of reading as'"il separate subjec't. ' 
" 
Give'n the . . f1exibiiity. in gU~de~es regarding 
admission to ~p~Ci~l remeqial ' pro~:rams and~he. limi ta~ioris 
. . \ . in ' teaching time,. -spec-ialists .may have difficulty serving 
all of the childrenrwho could profit from individualized 
, 
help' Dechan~ (-1968) says:. 
.. . " ., . , ~ 
The're needs . ~. tJl...., .· be: ,' adequatf! provision for 
re~ediation o~os~ rea~ing disabiliti~s in the 
regular classroom. 0 We simply'" cannot refer 
everybody to the remedial teacher. ' (p. 7) · " 
. ' 
sp~ ... e: '(198.1) r~it'erates :this po~nt when he states: 
'The g.reatest problem tha.t most remedial . teache;rs 
and. , rea~ing cl~nics ·. f~ce · .is . the; tremendous 
. n~m})-e~ ,of'~otential ~ a~plican~s ~ who nee~ ~he~r . 
'" ___ "",,.-8erv ices. .. "('.p. 8) . . . . , . . " . - : " ',' 
. . , 
otto ,and, Chester ' (1976) suggest . quite 'succinctly 
...• ", \, 
,t~t: . , ' .. 
. r~" shpuld be quite .claar ·that there' nev'er wil'i 
be . an' a4equate supply . of. . s'pecialists to ineet all : 
' the needs . for .correcti via and remedial , tea'ching • 
(p~ . 225) 
The, ultiln~te 'resp~nsibil~ty for corl;"ective teaching 
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, almost ' al wa~ rests , wi tn or comes back to the, classroom, " 
teacher. un\,ess a disabled reader can function - with 
"
1 .. ' .. .. : 
.;,. .'J' ~ 
· ': / 
'\ ~ , 
reasonable . effi.ciency in the ' regular classroom, remedial· 
, . ' , ' . I , '. 
or: corrective teaching · has . hot fulfilleq its promise. : By . 
, ... . 
. . ... . .. ';' . '..-' -- " . ~ .,' . . -: .-, ' . . 
ne.cessJ.tY"the classroom teacher mu~t p~aYcaa crJ.tJ.cal role 
. .' .. . . ~ / . 
in the attainment ' of, this 9o~l .. 
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.' . .. . inst·;ruc~i.onal ·. programs ' m-~~ be, t~~ · .. greatest .'pitfall o,f. 'tll~ ': .;}~) 
. ~ . . : ~. 
to < 'If 
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'. . ,.~ ~ 
remedial progl'am becomes divorcepfrom the ongoing' program ; •. ', 
of the school , benefits 0 ohildren may be minimal. . . ' .':: 
Children with disabili~ies may return t~~-tb~ 
re confronted wi.th mate~ials that 
are too difficult, or hey may be ' asked to pa~ticipate ~n 
instru~tional activities' that. hav~~ mean~ng for 
. . 
, them. Reading'specialists and classroom teachers .may h~ve 
. .' , l.. . • . 
little opportunity pr may encounter difficulty in planning 
congruent obj~ctives' for children, 
between .the . remedial and 
~hereby creating a -
~ 






r ~ , 
Allington (1986) . observes ,that: . 
," • • 1 " ., , - ' 
A"r~sult of thi~,·~eparati~n . 'iathe ' fragmentatio~ ' 
'. of ' the ' school experience ..• ~ These t;itudents 'are 
, 0 ~en requ'i:r.ed. · ~o:, de'al ',' simuft~aneously '. with 
,·reading . and ', mathematics . instruc~ion ·.from , 'two . ' . 
d.iff~rent ··textbooks' t:.aught , in' : two " different ,' .', ., 
J, • 
styles . .. (p. -264) ... , . ~_ 
• 'I '. • . 'A~previouslY noted, ' ",f~agmentation'" ~f the "fa!:ea . "g'. 
program can be ' quite perva~ive, with programs . a g 
~ , " . 
' I ' . 
litt~e congruence between classroom instruction · and 
remediCil instruction. Often remedial · students receive 
:Lmttruct'ion ' {hat 'does not ,suppiement·· 'their core reading 
" ' 
, . 
curriculum, · and sometimes ' the ·reading,·: materials used 
. ' ..... . , . 
represent distinctly diff·erJnt 'mode,ls of the reading ~,· 
. ' .', .' ' .. 'proces~ . . ' The . end re.~ul t is that t~e r~media,l . s~ud~t:lts, '. 
,. 
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:: ..... . ,' \, wh'o . were, · initially ·. experiencing . difficu'l.ty i!lU. , .... </.: 
; .. ' . ". ' .. ~ ' . ,'. .' . ' :. ' " ' .'. . ' . , ,\ ;' ~ 
. ' , o ' \ comprehendl.ng fead.ing mate:ri~l, ~ m~y be offere~ instruction r . :. : :":'; 
:>'" I that·, se~ins _like~y to . co~~~se the~ ~ven further /" .' ~.., ,,': ":,/':;; 
::;{':.",''' ' : , ' .,..' '. " ,~)% (t:: .. .',.,'" ~ .. . .. '. . 4 .. .... ; ' ,; ; '::-; !\\Q~:i:ti~f~"~;;'\~1:;:;~t($i.~;'::" *,';,,> '.bi. . :;'" . .....,' ..•• , ., .... ~. : ... ".:;,:." ,;"j ,;,;, .,',.;;:. ""; .(;,}~ >:~'!;:';;;::>~'i;~'~ii 
. ~ '. ~.; ~~ \~'l!': ;: ·~ . <,ij \', Jj,~~Vi/~:::.~)~. !:!'~'.Yt~;~~l!~~~J~~~f;w,~:t~·~<k!:i~~' ~·~f,}f~~t~~~, .. t 11:"" 3 .. 'I;\:t;.,~.;:1z~ltiJl~~~;,·" . -., ~ 
~l!j~~:f'i':~;?~~l;:~:':i::, :;~V'.:' ;"\~~'l!'D~.~j'~';J\1'·"r~;,,;::!,~:,\.':'r?·~<;~7:Y?:') ·!"?~y!<"~'>~:"':::!\;~f~:~~i~f;}i'·!"~Z~ 
n~ 
, . ... , ~ , . '~ . ', : ~'~~.:' , ' : l .. V ':. The .~a . of ~e r"",~atIon pr"'J,>A'" )'S a ve~ real. 
, ; . ~ne and o~ which ' may d~f¥ beinq ameliorated. Ch,ildren 
. ::.": ':- o · -< 
;:.:' . /- may dislike and . resent bein~ singied out to. receive 
'1). . remed~ . help I if . the . r,:ned.!al cla,!ses are labeled to 
. . ' s~qe~~ that .only sp'ecific ~ypes of children are seiected. 
.. ,~ 
. , 
, ... ~ 
'Peer press~ and :ten .attitudes of the school staff may 
contribute to th~tl1del1ts' feeling of being. "isolated" 
"'- and "different". ;. "', 
'Since the. ' ';;'beginning -of - the learning' disab-~li ty 
' ~;" '-' , . 
movement ~he ' eal;'ly 1960"s the separate grouping of 
~ , ais'~bl~d 'j~·r~ . has b~~n - advoc~t~d by ~arious e~:tts in 
'"", .... ~ , ' .. l'· . .. " . 
the field , ofj. ~ead.fng! 'r Ho~ever, ' oe9hi:mt. (19.8~) ~oints ov..t:-
• • ... • : ~ ; ••• ' ''''' ' , ' ,:, " 1 , ' .... . . . 
" . that many' S?f·' :these same · writ~rs now fe~l · that "in .. the ' 
'I': ,' . 
',!,. , 
' . " 0 ' 
J:. ... . \ 
'. : \ 
,~-; :: 
.:Y:. 
~~2:: ' , ~ 
./ 
• • " ' '. .' • • .. -- ',.,' o. ~ J .: • ,:. , ,'.', • • • ,:' • I • ' \' • • • • • 
futuI.'e' qroupinq practices' may pecome more ' flexible, with 
· m~r~:' sUbgrOUPing- -iri ' ~h~ ~equla~ ~l'~~sro~m'~ (p '~ ;"'i)-:-. :. ' 
... '.' . ' . , '. . ' : ' 
.' , . . . . . , . 
Be~~ : and 'Wllson : (.1981) suggest: that .the 'passage of-
. . . ,. 
.Pl1blic ui~ ' ~4-142 . in., ~he ' united stat~~~, ma'y . be one other 
, " . . 
f • 1 " j. 
disqpurage ·the pulling-out . 'fa'ctor· -which may in ' the ' fut-w:'e 
, '. . .. .. -
. , . 
o.f studf1!n.t1L. from ~he :z::eqular class . fo~ remedial work. . 
,This . law,' . 'whose' 
. , { 
influe·nce. ', is . already ' being felt 'in 
. . Ne1.oU.~dland, .. gi:e~/ , w.~~~~p.rea~ .. , supp,~rt ' to the notio~ 
· '.tmainstreaming"·, '· or .the placing of :disabl.ed learners in 
' . ; . . ' . .' . . ' . . . - :,. ' .. . 
. . the r~9ula:r ' ~las.sroom for'~ in~ctio~. 




of ' reading '. as 'a ' . separate, 
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may be exe·rted by bot~ reading a'nd content teacher, to . " ':::,' 
provide for the reading' nee,ds in their classrooms. 
otto and Ch~ster (1976) state that: 
" , 
All too' often the~e seems to , be. an impl iei t . 
. .. a~sumptJ.on on the part of many teachers that" 
dis'abled readers and remedial , teaching are the 
respon'sibility of specialists. (p: 225), 
AlI~ngton 
states: 
(1986) concurs on this point when he 
"-.. 
Classroom teachers qften consider themselves 
relieved of, the ··responsibility for low , 
achievement, ..• that now becomes . someone' else's 
problem. . • . As, the ' classroom t te'acher' s :feel incj 
of ~esponsibility decr~ases , ~ so , does . the 
instructional effort in the ' clase;room. ' (p. 2'74') 
. ". -' . . . ' . ' " . .: .. o. ' "1 ' 
Wllenever...:' the (remed~al , prog~~m is offered during tYie 
regular ' s~hooi'" ciay' some ' regUl~~ ~Cl4SS ' ,instr~ctlon" may, be ' 
, , ' ! ~'~ , .' : ' " ',' 
missed: Allington -(1986) calls', ' this. missed ', instr~c~ion 
';I • ~ " 
,II interference" ',with the regulaZ'C' core 'instruction. 
.. 'I~terf'~ "is present when' the ' compensatory prog~an(1 
causes unintended problems for classroom teachers in 
providing coherent and coordinate,d instruct'ion for, the 
disabled seader • 
,Though generally considered "extra" 'assistance, the 
• 
-FemediaL instruction .often supplant~ ,a · significant portion 
. .' 
, f) of the ' classroom · read~nq or langu,:,ge arts in~truction'; so .. 
,·tha1;: the remedial, student may " rarely receive ',a greater 
. . .,.' ' . t .. . ' 
'''''1 ,~mount of actua'i reading, ,ana 'ranguag~ a~ts instruction 
- -. "> ~ml5loyment o£ , ccrrective reading 
~ ' -- " ....... , 
procedures may _ avoid many of t~e '1!laj or pi tfall~, the . 
time • . 'Hence the 
· . ;.; 
. " 
'~ ' -. 
' , ' 
· : . .~:, 
.. . ~.~ . '~~' 
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* , I 
J 
'remedial reading process and ' provide some obvious benefits 
to the student. ,The .c:lisabled" reader is present in the 
classroom througbout th~ day, and is able to be presented' 
. ~ 
with _oppo~es to' alleviate his disability i ,n a "real-'"" 
~.~ , '. 
-ii:fEiIi setting. E~~ept for the 'possible need to 'use 'some 
.. 






reading problem presents' n new instruc-cional challenge 
not found in vi~tually every ye ge· qlassroom. 
. , ·:tt ' is this' ,writ~er"s ' belief , ~hat it is the task and 
" : ' . " /. '" 
re,sponl;libii.i:ty of educators ' to' a'ssist .the disabled ' read~rs 
'. , pres~nt in '· theclassroom in achieving their ' pote~al 
:. \ ' " , ." , 
capacity in ' reading. . It': is this · type):!f 'development ' 
. ' . . ' - "c ' withi~ ,'a 's~uderit"s sc?ooiing"'t() ~hicp. Maslow (196~) 're':fers 
as , ~~lf-actualization: \ . , . 
Self":,,actualization is a ' ~'ativelY: ' achieved 
' state ' ~f ,affairs .•• it is, rather a ' hope, a 
yea'rninci, ,a drive, a ,somethfng wished . ·for but 
nO,t yet ' achieved •...• ' Potentialities, n'9t only 
wi3:l be .(J~ ' cou~d be;, they .also are. (p. ,160) , " 
one' 'cann'ot' dispute .the· pr~p~sition that ' m~j~r-,efforts" , 
',.. 
s.!iould be devoted to ~mprovi~g the g,eneral efficien~y and · 
. . ., ' . . 
ef.'fect'ivene~s ,of th~ -'regUlar c;lassroott teaching of 
' r ,eading'. ,· ,I ,n' ~~e ' presen~e .. of ' s'u'ch teach~ri~ 'tpe , fr~qUenc~ 
, of r~ading disabilities may dimini·sh • . 'Even' with the best 
, ' 
, I \. . ' • 
'efforts of teachers to' .. meet . in~ividual ' needs, some 
child~eri may · well drift' into ' read'i~g di~ftc:.~lties. · , 
",. . ' . ,';\ . .... 
O'e±-e ct io ri" 0 f <, the 
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.~ ~ these weaknesses ara 
teacher's methodology. 
the words of Harris 
integral _parts of- the classroom 
fi .L-




an'd sipay (1975) "a sort of: 
. 
~ 
ed~cational """rirst ' aid". If it were possible that 
. . 
corrective teaching could be t~ken for g~anted as part of 
, 
every effective teacher~s procedure, the need to · call it 
by tpe special 
diminish. 
me "Corre,tiveTeaching of Reading" would 
Siense, corrective reading may ,lose its 
. . 
distinctive' .c a 'ac.ter by becoming a , normal rather than an 
unusual procedure. 
o corrective Rea9ing in the , CoUtent Are~s , . 
.one of ' the major tenets of a corr~.c;::.tive .reading 
pr~grall). . :Ji." ~t instruction in el,iriri~ti~g reading 
disabili ties cannot be' conceived as ' a · functi~n Qf onl.y 
certain teachers or' departments in a school. It is a 
total schoof . activity. ,only when this condi-tion ~s' 
att;ained ~ili , the ove .. ll · needs o'f---eacn~ohild . ~ all 
, readi'ng si tuaticms' be met. Throu9ho~t the school trogr~m 
there are .demands . for efficien~ use ~f ,the ' processes of 
r 
readtng. . The most appropriate situat~onl? for development 
of' varioup facets . of this process, such as ' reading 
comprehension, may arise in' different .a·reas o'f the total 
. " :1' 
· . , ~ 
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. school program. ,':. 
;, , ;., ~ . \\ . ' , . ,.; 
:;'" ....  '" I In using correct~ve procedures to treat'. reading ,'. :.~:, 
~/ . ':'.: disability, . each. teacher ', \fill have to' a~just .. reading . ' .: .. :.'.~: 
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requirements to the level at which each child-can function 
in order to gain new' experie~ces an~: improved Skill~,~ 
necess! ty , ~or unders~an,ding learning -and each learner, 
.. 
then" confronts all~ ~e'abher~, regardless of the school 
leyels or academic areas within which they work. " 
Page and Pinnell, (1979) make a pertinent point 
concerning the need to improve reading skills by util'izi~g 
.... 
. ' 
the content areas. Since compreh~nsion diffi~lties may 
, , 
comprise " ,a '-significant p~rtion of ' the disabled reader's 
problem and since reading', to 'comp:r;ehend necessarily 
i~volv.e~ ~ cotte~t~ '-the ', c'~nn9:c~.~0l1 ' ~w~~n ' tl,'lE! t~o is an 
obvious ·o'n~. ' They state,: - ~ " ' 
, , ': ,A fertile ,area of reading :, i-ns,truction .'is ·the 
, ~ content areas 'of: s.chool cul!riculum.... Some of 
ou'r , best opportuni ties for ' teaching readil1g 
,compre~ensioJ\ , occur ,_!n the cOJ')tent , of social 
studies, science" or, math. , Jp. '49) 
• 
", 
Indeed, many ' Q~ ' the ~re~dfng' disabilities' which " • 
educators seek to remedy may be embedd~d"'~i~ the ,c~cular 
. ,f 
materi~ls of th~ conventional ' subject ma~ter areas. 
, a 
Certainly "reading across ~~e" , curriculum" st~s are 
fully ' r~cogn~ed as , valuable and necessary. -However, ma~y ' 
• .. • • l 
"efforts . to implement,' ,this' approach ',are haph~zard ~~1Ul -,lnay 
.' . , ' \ . 
miss the mark beca~se teachers 'may not underf?tahd t;heir 
" ... 
, A n\.!mber 0,; stUdies have " i~d~cated that content, ~rea 
.. ". .. . 
.. 
are '~ confuSed -- or ' unconcerned· with .'the reading teachers 
, ( 
. ~: ' 
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t\':, ,process in:.J:heir ~~spective subject areas. 'Austin· and ", ~'i 
~;(: ' M~ores (U63).' .c~nclude that teachers feel th~re·. is n~t :.t 
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:, ~ '( 
sufficien~ time to teach everythinq and therefore it is~ 
more important to cover content than to teach reading 
skill in the content fields., 
He 
The observations of Ash )1985) corrobo,rat.e this view. 
suqgests that because .oJ'the school's pursuit of h~gh 
pass rates on exams, the stress placed on "covering' 
content" and "how to pass ", the development of language 
. ? 
• facility occurs, "if at all, in spite of the system - not 
. . ~ 
because of it II (p. 4). . A similar 'observation by Baldwin 
#I , 
and Readence (19~ supports.... the ' view, that content 
--....., • - "I". • 
teacher's attitudes and beliefs are often not conducive" to ' 
. ' "'I . { . 
'the development of. sound content reading programs •. 
. . : . . 
. De,chant. (198.J.; p ~\\ 356) ~tates' "the, ' acid test ·'of · a 
. .. .. ~... ... , . ..' 
" " .. • 1 • 
reading program is the- ransferability of the learninqsit 
~.-.--.'" ~ . ' .. . 
S"-;- Without a c:ioubt the qoal" of 
tQe infusion of reading sKills 
.. 
. instruction into ' eve supj.ect area whe~e re~dinq is the 
'" prime "medium for lear~. Bacon, McCoy, Cuevas, 1>., 
Cuevas', S., .. and ·Rachel -{ 1983) . suggest that thete is a 
, . ~ , 
I 
danger 'in assuming the concentra~ion on providing 
instruction 
. \ ' in skills will the vario~s reading . . 
automaticaliy produce mature, flexible readers. Such is 
not the ' case. ' , Thette , is n6. iaqical t,ransfer of learning 
" , 
skills to the :'content · areas~ 
( '" • . < __ ~achers have historically tended 
. "tea'i"ninq to read" skills as outlined in 
I' 
to emphasize ' the 
basal readers. and 
. . 
have often pass~d ov~r those . lIr~adirig · to learn" skill~ 
.  ' 
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needed for cont,ent reading. This may be an inherent weak 
link in our teachin9' o,f readin5J skills. As Tonj es and 
Zintz (1981) state: 
'" The~e is little assurance in the'literature 
I 
there is an automatic' transfer of learning 
'\ on~ type of reading ' to the other. (p' ,xvi) 
that 
from 
,Spach~ and Spache (1986)~ support this view and 
, : 
observe that simply because students develop basic reaqing 
o .. 
skiiis, it cannot ' be assumed that they will therefore also 
, 
gro~ in subject .matter aohievement. ' 
. ' 
• A~l t~achers; regardless '~( their individual te~ching 
, , 
, ' .. -assignments, would probably agree that the ' ult~mate goal 
, . 
, " 
• l,. " , ' ' 
pf reading must- be that o'f gaining _ "1l1ea~ing" ,from what is, : 
. ~ .. .., ", . . 
read. ' '" H:J.ll ' (1979) 'ufuggest~. that reading ' ~~ills, can ' be " 
~'':'~ " , , " , ) .-,', ' " ," 
, developed4j and -the teaching o'f co~t!ent can be enhanced 'by 
.. .... -. 
more" effective ' use qf I.) material that is m'eaning,ful to ",the 
' st~dent. It is generally accepted ' that a student's 'skill 
in r~ading , ~evelop~ best when he is ins~ructed in its use 
. -, 
at the point that his need occurs. 
~ ~ 
content teachers are aware of nUmerous' stud~nts who . 
'" J , • 
have -dif'ficulty understandi~g content ftrea reading despite 
r" ~ , " r - -"-----~ 'ha~in9 rec~iv~d both ,basic skills ' inst~ction and 
" .. -, ( co~r~tive train'in~ ' in ·the -;e9~lar ' clas'~room' . ~ He~ce ~ the 
\;~" , J 
" , 
',. .. . 
; . . 
,~ I: ~ 




• • l \ 
Any cpntent ' area teacher' who uses the 'medium o{" 
print .. a~ an , instructional 'tool must accept ' the 
responsi~ility ,of h~lpin9 his ' students 'cope 
efficiently and effectively' w~t :th,e reading 
,task of the specific', discipline. (p. 11)" 
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Kennedy (1981) ~uggests In a similar vein 
" 
regular classroom teachers m~st · "teach all the subjects -
both content and th~ reading skil~s necessary to 
understand them" (p. 240). 
It is important to reme~er that when teachers accept 
and practice ·the interrelateaness ot reading skills ' 
I • 4 ,. 
instruction and content instructron a major problem will 
. , 
be signif.icantly lessened. Teacher~'Will no longer have 
. \, I 
to be conc~rned with the problem of "transfer of learn:b,g" 
if reading, skills developmept ' c6-e~ists with the, 
acquisition of content m~terial. 
"the ambiguity , of the phra~e 
teacher a reading teacher} 
philosophy" (p. 5). 
As R6se (1984) statesr 
• I • 
notwithstanding, ,I every 
. I . " 
is sound , _ educa"tional 
A reaciing pr~gram.wh{ch utilizes the integration of 
./ 
reading ski,lls and content instruction . is the cornerstone 
of an effective . rea~i~g . program, especiall'y for dis~bled 
readers who must be helped to read , independent~y ' and 
m~aningfully if thei are to avoid failure· • 
Robinson (1978) provides a succinct definit~on of, an 
o 
effective reading .program. He sugges~s tha t a re~d.inq 
program should be considered the complete set of'skills 
• I 
. 
and strate9ies needed by students to deal with the ~ray 
." . 
. , 
of print materials to be encountered durinq ' .. the sch!lol 
career. Such a program .would be efte tive not only 'in 
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~:t.;.: \ . stu~e'1ts become effective assimilators inf.ormatiOn; .j 
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- Before disabled' readerEi can read efficiently in the 
, . t . I 
cO.ntent areas I tqey. must "',be skillful in a number of 
", )' 
, 
fHndamental reading practic.es (Dallman, Rouch., 
... 
Char and 
DeBoer I 1978}'. Some of teese skilis are promoted by the 
, " 
't+aininq given' in the ·basal reading program,-trut most of ' 
. 
them should be developed 
.---
content · materials. 
in realistic practice with 
," 
J 
. In contt!r1t' reading, students mast learn how to" use 
the ' basic skills to read4 ' widely different types ~of 
materials 'for .increasingly . complex purposes , ' (Thomas, and 
. ' ' . "" 
In addition to recognizing 'th'e 'words in, ; 
• • 1 '., •• 
, ' Robinson, 1.982). 
. , -
,a ' t~xtbo'Ok,: ~tley ,ShO!l'~d be ,, ~iln~ ·to .comp:r~hend the', co~te?t.: 
. ' ... . " 
accurately enough 'to I ~se ' it .in m~king' g~rieralJ.izations, , 
, ''-/ . • , ,dr.win~ inferences, ~nd ',ar~:i.ving at ' answer,& tp questi~I:ls· 












.' '.' which requi're ~ome ~nalYsis·. Kennedy' '(1981). s~ggests ~ha't. 
1l . : 
success . in : content r'ea~iing " requires ' specfalized or 
, . .... 
r!latively ' s<?p~istica~ed' use of t~e. thre~ inajor tYP~s<~ot... 
readin,", ( skii'is: ge~er~l reacting I \r{orp. recognition I apd,' , 
comprehension .. 
.' Comprehension, essential for reading, , is 
. -~ ~'"' .. ~i"" 
of the 
, ... 
utmost importance to the , disabled reader for it 
, , \ . . . ' 'enables 
him, to experience meaning in the c~nterit ; areas. 
. ..' . . 
Unless 
. , 
students , ge~ clear-cut, definite impressions in' -reading' 
, . ' 
informative ' material,.s, the inisi.nterpretation~ and half-
. " ',' . ~. . \ " . " . . ~ 
understandings' which' result" can ,compietely d;i.stort tpe ', 
. - "'- . 
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Lt is this writer's contention that one of ihe major 
. , , 
reasons ¥~y comprehension o,f content matter, and ind.ed' of 
, 
all reading material, is so difficult at both the 
elementarx a~d se~ondary.levels tor ' ~he disabled reader is 
the ' lack of .. specia,lized cornprehensioe skills. The 
, indispens~role of content: material, in~di~9' and the 
indi~pensable role of reading in con~Qnt ~aterial! ' ShO~~' 
}je utiliied 'by teachers to' help students adapt, their 
/ 
knowledge of ba~ic comprehension skills 'to the appropriate 
~ I • 
' use dern~nd~d , by ~he , print material which confront~.tbem. 
: \ 
o ' 
.. The, Need For Basic~, Skiils:: Instruction in Reading 
,' , ' _, Beyond the ' Middle Grades 
, . i U • , 
" I 
1 
The concept 'of' "reading . to learnt!- is a nece~sary 
! • 
component of ,' the 'reading, d'evelopment proceEis (Mullins, 
1986). However, for such a development to be realized, by 
-.. ' . " ' t, ' f 
I 
our students dne accepts it~ contingency upon the 
. " 
acquisition\of basic reading skills. Hence, one can we~l 
. . . .. 
appreciate: the quanda,r.y of the.. d:lQabled reader ~hen -he 
, . , 
\~ten appears.: i~ the upper , elelDe~tary and, junior' high 
I ' le~\~ of our educationa,l system~ , . 
. . ~ , ~h~ generally accept,ed: idea that II ~ea~ing 
d~velop\ent is .a t ~ifetil'llr endeavour is ' to be , ac.h.ieved· by 
bur students, there ' se~ms to be a ,dire need for' 'a 
, 'systern~tic ' approac~ t~ .the develiopment ,of basic ,' reading 
' comprehension skills 0:-: , spec~f,ica~lY' 'in , tpe ' ~~e~s ,of ' main 
. , : 
, . " 
• : ,f 
" ~ . i-
, I, 
" • ! ~ ~ 
V' :' ' 
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idea, locating details, sequen'ce, ~ffect; and 
infe~ence skills - after the primary and lower elementa~ 
.. 
grades. 
~aving been a schQol . teacher in Newfoundland and 
- , ! 
Labrador for almost fifteen years " this writer has 
observed little evidence to suggest that the plight of the 
a' • • 
disabled reader , is being addressed to any g~eat extent 
wi t;.hin ,the: c0!1fines of our present scp-ool s;ystem. Many 
students, for sundry reasons~ leave elementary school no~ 
.. h~;,ing grasped' the fJ"m(iamental ability to compre~end., 
accurately wh~t is being, read. Because th~ ' difficut ties I 
, . 
\ 
o'! the disabled' reader are not attended to" as 'a part : of 'a 
~ystematic process',ln teaching rea~ing' c:tt, the' ,upper grade 
.. . ~ ., ., .: . , . . .,' ) .. 
levels, thes~ students often experience diffl.culty - even 
, fai1ure \ - in their. school' careers. They ' are lacking ·the 
., 
basic and specific tools needed to develop reading' 
, . 
, -~ 
,-If ,our go'al ~s educators is to quiae our , proficien~y. 
~Qhool stUdents towarqs ~ecoming proficien~ readers, then 
the acctuisition and utilization of· these skills is of 
,paiamo~,n~ import,nce. ,.. '" 
, When We, are confronted by a student who is ~nable to 
o ' , . 
. " " . 
, ',' .. ' ' , 
int~ract .wi th the, text and thereby' gain understandi,ng and 
, , ' , . ~' 
, " 
This writer's~ggests taat we 
. ' I 0 
, , 
must , of,fer' the 
'. ,- . . 
our- :;chools ,an di~abled, readers' in 
alternative to 
" 
the present state of ' affairs. The 
, , I " 
. al tetnativ,e, may well be ':thcit, of a , corrE!cti ve reading' 
t 
,program, in the classroom' which emphasizes 
, . 
" 
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~ development of basic ~ead1ng skills withi, the context ~f 
regular content learning. onlf then can the disabled 
, 
readers in Qur, cla'sses become the ~efficie?t::> and 
independent learners they deserve to be. 
• 
It seems an indisputable fact, given the prevalence 
, \ ' 
of commercia"l remedial, , compensatory, and supplementary 
"......... l ' ' ~A 
reading.programs available, that basic skil~~oy is ~ 
recognized as'an a~ea of concern at the pri~ary and,ltW { 
ele~entary grades of our school system. Less atten on 
"seems to be directed ,towards the disabled reader, ' who 
ap~ear i11. the uppe~ ' grade levels,' 'especially th~S'; above 
. " " . ~ . ", / " 
.the .6 ~.9 grade l~vel", - Howev~r,. t~e ,~roble~' does /Xi'st, as 
-









· ' .. 
' " 
' , ,' : i 
evidenced ,b't a, n':lmbe~ -_ . Of ... r.eputable ~oipan';ies "a~d 
org~nizations , who have ,.dev~loped 'reading' ski:lls ' programs 
.'" , / t 
whict>- ,attempt to ' focus ~truction towa~~~ ameliorat1ng , 
problems -in basic , skill deficiency at !the nigher ,g;rade 
levels. 
The maj~rity of tnes~ programs .are based on a number 
of concerns previously alluded to by 'the writ;er. 
, , 'llhese 
are: . (1) When' students, P5lrti~j.pate in , a ' 'reading 
)~ituation~ . individua'l differehb:s e~ist in. b~~ l;ea~ning 
. rCllte and learning capacity. J~~) 'Growth and develoJl~"eht in 
, , ;' , " 
, " re.ading, . like ,physical , groWth a:nd developm~nt, cannot be 
. ~ ~ .. . ". ': ' . """, 
" . .--.......... 
'Nor will it occur at regulated by "tl}e ' semester or term". 
. . ' , I' 
the( same· rate for 'all individuals •. ' (3) There e·xists· a ' 
'reasonably ·, . adequate ~ody ,of . knowledge ,concer'ning the 
, , / " . ' 
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, 
to occur. (4)- The limits to which a student may gain in 
, ' 
reading skills and 'level of comprehension during tne, s~m 
tot f. his el~mentary and secondary school years is 
of the lack of a developmental " reading 
is botn --ufi!fied 'and individualized to meet , 
ing n'eeds. • 
Based on these p~inciples a number of reading 
programs· have· emerged which highlight the needs of 
d~sabled re,aders b'eyond the' 6 ~'O grade level. For, example, 
",the Reader's Digest ' Reader's wo'rkshop ' I~ (1983) Whose 
.readab!H :YleVd spans from! 4.0 to 9. ~ •. is ",supplementary ,i 
reading skills program for ,readers i~~ ,the up6er grades 'who ' 
. ." . .' . ,' , ' " '.'
' are ' expel: ie'ric :l.ng, ' d iff-icul ty, \fi th basic ,', re~d'inq , 
, comprehens~6n ' 'SkillS.: ' .. ' Thi~:", progra~ "'is: based , on . the 
con~ept ,that readi~g cOI?prehe~sion can be significantly 
'. 
improved, first through' ,organized'-' practice , with well:-
t' .. . .... . . , 
defined and iS9lated , reading skills, and then by working 
, .' , . , 
with a numbe~' of unint~rrupted, reac:Ung passag~s 'into which 
" ..... 
the sk~lls,have been c~refully interwoven. The Readers' 
r ' '. ' ~w~o_r~k=sh~,o~P~ __ II_' , offers ~'tudentspractice in t;,wepty-:five 
" 
-
reading' skills ,- ' skills generally acknowledged by reading 
. . . .'. " ..', .... .. . . ' " . 
'teachers as' those ... most , nec;:e'ssaq to ' the ' stud,ent<s 
'achievement , of . ove:rall:'" readinej- com~eteric~. ' " Some, ~l' th~s'e ' 
, ', I ' ' 
, skil~ areas:-i.nclUd~ ma~' ~~ea, se$lEm~,e', -cause' and' effec~', 
" 'detai-ls ,and inference -Skills. 
, ' J It "is f~lt "·by the,: 
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basic skills and improved ~q c~lnprehension in all 
reading situations. 
Similarly, Skillpac~rs, Grades 7-9 by Random House 
Publishers (1978), is 'a reading skills program whioh 
fQc~ses individualized Pfactice and instruction in fifteen 
basic.reading skills. A cross-section of the skills 
\ 
~included are main idea, recall of factual details, cause 
and effect, locating answers, judging sigJ)ificance, and 
drawing conclusions. T}Q.e program is viewed a~ one ,that 
provides instruction , ~ in the' , basic sJdlls of ' general 
, ' 
'reading 'to complem~nt a' p'arallel ' program ',of ' teachil'l,g 
r.eadirig in ' each o~: 'th~ 11\ajor sUbje~t areas • 
, ' "In addition, the D~rreil List-eninci '- Reading serIes; , , ' 
... .' . 
Advanced Level ~ and .the most ' ~ecent' ~RA ' R~ading : 
Laboratories: IlIA' and IVA acknowledge tha~ ':there are 
• 11 • • 
markedly diff~rent instructional nee~hq/' S~Ud~,~ts 
reading above the 6.0 grade level. The 'S~~gli~mS ~,.e 
geared to ' the wide differences in the' abilities of 
students and are especially directed towards those 
,. 
students who ,are '- reading b.elow their potentia~', 
, capabilities. "All underlY-i.n9, principle of the, 'programs is 
. 
that the specific ' reading 'and\fS1.:udY ~kills instruction 
. . . . , 
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" ".pecialize,d ,reading and, study pr?blems encounteL "the : :;' ;,', ' subj ect areas ~ 'By ensuring ', that stuc1ents ,.ha~~ learned to' , " ',';: 
· • ,:t. 
~,~::,' :" read" profic~ent~y,. ,it becomes, olghly l 'ikely that ' th~ir': ,'::?;; 
'I~ : ' . : .. ~~ ~! ','. ' , '~ \ : " : ,:,'!f~ 
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Few will deny the importance of comprehension in 
reading, . for without it, reading ha$ little value . The 
, 
term "comprehension" is one that is often used glibl.y by 
many teachers and-reading exper~s. Yet the meaning given 
I 
the word dIffers. greatly from one. user to ~nother· . " 
What, then, 'is comprehension? What is involved in. 
. . 
the pioce-sses that b~g'in ' with. the reader's · first glance at 
a pririted page and enC\S" wit:h his understanding of the 
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Much of today's. professio'na1 11 terature oh ;P'the topic 
, - . . I ' 
of reading comprehension can .be divided into,two opposing.:.' 
. . 
viewpoints: . the c,omprehension subsk'ills . approach and the 
h~11stic ' approach ~ to the. tE[!a c~ ing of reading 
, 
c~mprehension. Rather than to select one 'view over the , 
.' ... 
r 
o!-her, it is this writer's contention ·that · a refle9tive., 
overview of· our . l,tnowledge of the nature of ~ead1ng 
co.mprehension is required. A 
'" I . 
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A Historical per$pectiye . ~ 
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'\ r ., " ~ :): '. .. According to Robinson . '(1977), little attention was .:;.< 
, • • • j' •• ~, \':' ~ • . ~ ... <~ : 
;,./': paid ~f> ' reading cOlnprehe~sion p'rior .to . 190,8. . Emphasis ·. was : ....  
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elocution. Experimentation with meaning :'focused on the 
isola ted wo·rd. \. ! 
. 
t Cleland (1968) reiterates tpis viewpoint when he 
states: 
Huey 
Before 1915 when ' early emphasis ' in re~ding was 
on its oral aspects, not much attention was paid 
:t9 compreheftsion. In fact the term . is rarely 
foun4-in the literature. (p. 16) 
/ (1968), in his, germinal ~o~ on reading research and 
instruction, · reported experiments. with isolated. word· 
c'omp'rehension but indicated a dissatisfaction with such 
measurements '. However, .he "lifted" the co.ncept of, mepning 
beyond' the word level: " '" * , 
':" ) ' ~en '·a singl~' .w~rd .. ·i~ p~~sented, 'J:herefore, it . 
. . ' uggests but a part or. an aspect .. of this tota;I.'. 
. ' eaning'and'is felt a~ inadequate and -art-iflcial 
. unless given .. ·its. sentence context'.' '(p. 167) . 
. .. . { 
By 19,16~ . . Judd (cited in :Robinson,_' 1977) wa.s :t;eferring 
to compreherision 'of continuou's d·iscourse a~ lithe' quality 
. '. .. 
... 
In 1917, Gray (ci ted in Robinson, 1977) 
'spoke ' . of comprehens,ion' a.s) lithe Qbtaining of meaning 
.' thx:ough reading". 'Also, Thorndike (1917) viewed reading 
" ". c 
a', very' el'abo~at·e. proc~du~e, .' !itv-olving .a weighing 
'of ··each. of many. elemen~s il:1 a sent~nce, . their 
. organi'zation . in. the . pro~r. relations ' one:' to 
another, ' ~he- selection of· certain . o'f their 
,C:on.i:1otations . and the rej ection o'f others. . (p~' 
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~: .: .. .. ·.The· teac~~~g of r~adlng .comprehension. beqame . topif.al .. ;, 
~>}: ,':.' ~" , ,: . , .. ,' t;:.~-::, _.~·r - . after GJ:'a::-(l92~): c~lled ' 'f~r · · a ' ne~ emphasis in · . read~ng .< .. : ' . ':~ 
(~~>; :.: ':, '~t~~ction .. ~n nin~eil~g~nt .s·ile.nt ;readingl1~. · . Gray '. use~ -:,";'j 
~t~"'\' ',' ,: '" " , the:, • term.· "~.omp~ehe?~on •• ,,~o ,', de~ote , the ' oj,t~ining o~ , ",<:;1 
~~, . ". ,. .. ' . \ ..' . .' " • ", <~ 
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meaning through rea<:\ing. 
suggest that: 
Gus~ak and Hoffman ,( 1980) . 
Gray introduced the term targelY in relation to 
w~a1;, was perceived as an overemphasis on oral 
reading in schools. . He.... ..... fel t that reading could 
,'309) . ' ~o occur without some " degree of comprehension. \.. , ' . aning was also viewed as of primary importance in 
The Horace Mann Reaqers published in 1912 (cited in Tovey 
anq' Kerber, 1986)'. \ 
. ' 
\ 
The pr.inciple here iiwol ved is nothing less tl;1an 
~ecognition of the truth that', as children are 
essentially .thinking beings, we. must in' d.~alin9 
with them "let .thought· 'lead". . In teaching 
children to read there is 'no principle of more' 
. fundamental . or 'more "practical importance than 
this. For whatever is.1earned under 'the impulse. 
of the thoug~-t is more easily y learned: and ·more 
vit;ally remembered than;. anything learned by mere 
repetition •. (p. 7) '. 
. • ' .J 
Kallom (1920) " in an early 'attempt to list' the 
sequential steps of how meaning is acquired, arrived at 
the following conclusidn:' : 
r 
, ' 
. Reading. oral or sil.ent \!!eans the recognition of 
. ~he printed ' word as' ·a symbol' a .. a' correct 
interpretation of .the symbol int' ,:a picture for 
. which. the' symbol stands, Thi is riot .•. a 
simple proq~ss. It may be a~ yzed into the' 
following factor,s': . 
(1) C~rrect visualization of -each word. 
(2-) 'Kn'owledge 'of the various mej:l ings of 
'each , word. . ' 
( 
,,' .' (3) Choice :of the' correct .meaning 
: t' " 'by context.. . ' , ~:' . .(4), Forming ·.' the correct· relati'ons\ between 
!, ,', , , these, meanings . in ,oreier to.l interpret 
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;,~~. ~'" • (5) '~Orming the . correct, relation between 
. " hrases 'and .clauses. - to interpret 
~: s.entences and, paragraphs. (p. 367) /.: 
~':: ", • '\ '., • • " ~..i ';j 
~<.. . ~t . is . .J.~t.tiguf.~g. to note ' tpat · the author cont !ned . his .' '. <-tj. 
~,::',. ' .. ' co~~ents ' tQ' ~o~p~eh~nsion of w~rd"'s ', '" phrases, sentences and ' . ',><;,:~ 
~~';I.;;~~~', ; ";;,. ;.,2:;~':" ':':: "V:;,: ,, ',' '/' .{, C'.' .' .. ':, ,... .. i,' '. .: ,', .. , . .. i ; , ""'" ". ,'.. : ...•.. " ' ,"'i~it~ 
"0 : .. ~~. N t - "l'" ~ I.!-~ll \I~:~.:';' 1,; ..... ,\. ~'(~'~~"~; (,,:, .,;Q;.; :', ,~.~ ...-..::.,.Q;'j'. ; .~' : .. , . (, '!".~.:.: " f 11/" -:'1 r .. " ,' .. 1': ;~'. ;']," ;11: '; \f:; • 'A{':/ >~:';-'~I,~"k~~:r~: ..... ,.~ .... l~~J "I; .~; .~"': ... ~.:.\~}~:" 
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longer discourse. ' 
\. tA1 though, a number of deiini~ions of reading 
, 
-comprehens"ion wer~ -generated during 'the year~ from 1920 to 
• ~ , ' 1 r 
1955, Yoakam (cit.~~ in Clf!!land, 1968) included many of the 
.. '," . 
principal ingredifInts as wel1 as the doubts from the 
, "> 
var~ed de'filii ti,QJl~ when he stated: 
. . 
The term "collJP~ehension", which is us~d to· 
represent the :",general comprehension ,of meaning 
in, reacting,, ' 'has' .never" been completely 
· ci'escr il)ed, •• " •• ,' It s 'eems, lik~ly " '€hat 
comprehension ' is 'a comp1~x wh.ich involves the 
mentaf 'pr~cess of 'recoghi ti.on, or association of 
, meaning" , evaluation of " suggested" meaning, 
selecting' " of ,'the' correct mean~ng ~ . and 
genera1ization" ba~¢~ on ' the me,anings of details, 
involved, in a 'context. (p. 18) '- ' ' , 
.' 1 ," ..' • 
',' ,Throughout"'the '-~" ~ ~d , earl,Y, 1970.'S', :he . fi~lci of' . 
reading comprehension, relilained an area of increa~ing 
. .. .. . 
-concern and consequently received its share of research , 
and e xper imenta t i on '. • The proposed , app'rbaches and 
, , 
str~teqhs continued to ~ be diverse and varied as reading 
, , 
, experts /grapp-led ~it~ the term IIreading comprehension'f. 
T in~~er (1'965) J observes, , ~ha t: _ . 
/ .. To become a , mature reader, ' one must be able to 
compre~end ~i printed material which 'will serv~r 
'his ' purposes. ' , ' .. Arie: to achieve : this ~bility , 
,development o~ the thinking -side of .,r~ading is 
essenti.al. ' (p'~ ' 39) ' , " , 
" ,, ' , , 
L 
': Bon~ and Wagner (1966) 'present comprehension, as being 
;'/.: , ' , 
':- composed of" ' b'asic abiiities outli:ued under , the gene,ral ~{:.. .. he'd~n9s' 6f :wotd\.e~ning,thou~ht unite, sentence sense, 
i}:.'· : . . p~r_graph o~anization, ' .... : ,tpi:ai' sel,ecUon. 'organization. 
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pr~,cess meaning to the printed 
t~e ,reader can 'establish rapport with the author". 
Johnson 
,succ.ess as 
describes comprehension: , 
the child can use reading to meet 




smi th (.1971) uccinctly' def ines comprehension as ~'the , 
\ reduction of unce 
During the ' past decade there seems to have be,en some~ 
further cha,nge in the" conception 'of reading comprehension, ' 
.' ' 
'1:'he concept of "prior 'knowledge" ha~ bedome Jtlore prevalent 
in approaches to reading comprehension ~ 
Johnson (1978) contend: " ' ' ' 
Pearson 
'\ 
. ". ' 
, 0 ~  
',comprehension ,- is building ,bridges between - -the 
ne~ 'and " the known .•. ', . Comprehension , is active 
~ not passive::t:hat is', the reader , cannot help but 
interpret~ and' alter what he reads in aceoldance 
with prior knowl~dge about the topic under 
di:scu~sion.' 'comprehension i.5 riot simply a 
matter of r~cording and report~ng verbatim what 
has been read ,. ' Comprehension involves a great 
deal of inference making, ' (p. 24) ' ' 
. ' 
and 
Smith (197~) "concurs wit~ the "prior knowledge'" 
t~eory o:f Pearson and Johnson when he states: 
The- bas'is , of (pompr~hension 'is p~diction and 
pr~dicti!=,n ,is achieved' by making use of what we 
already know about, the world, by making' use of 
the theory of the world in ~the head. (p. 87) 
, , ~ , ' , I I 
Guszak and Hoffman (1980,) ~re in general ' ,agreeme,nt 
with this awroach to reading ,' compreh,ension., . They 
conclude 'that comprehension is said to occur when an 
individual can sU9cessfu-lly upon, an existing 
, 
schemati~ structure to ' ,account experience. They , 
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45 
" suggest that in this sense is neither 
pa$sive 'nor a _totally receptive 
The most recent of theoretical p rspecti vel? dealing 
"with reading comprehension continue ' tb ? Sh~' W a variance 
,.. I • 
aJrnong opinions' ran,9'in~ from one extrtme, 0 . ~~e other. 
, 1 '. 
Some researchers contend that reading cJmpreh'ension '-cannot. 
i ', ' ", 
I .-
be taught. It is a simple mattelj of language or 
intellectual ability .' aCqt\ired once' a s~uden:t has learned 
, . , N, 
to decode ; ~o -improve comprehension 0 ~ should, \!-mp~ove 
1angu~ge , and .\oreasoping abil,ities..... othe maintain 
" 
·, that comprehension can , an,d ' should rectly taught as 
part of the reading ':, prpcess -~ecause ' it 
reading. 
heart of 
"". Johnson (1983) suggests that t 'eaching comprehension 
- . , 
• 
should be viewed as.: 
, thor and one's prior knowledge to infer the ' ~"I 'procesa of 'using' the clues provided by the a h~r'~;,int~nded meani.ng." . (p. 9) " ! L 
~ache and Spache (198&) state·: \ 
Recent st~ies ,by' ,tests 'and interv~ews 
beg inning , to . raise questions about 
mul tiplici ty of comprehension skills 
seems that :th~,/c:;:omprehension achieved 






teacher :stimula.tes. ' . (p. 544). ' 
Anderson, - osborn, and Tierney (198~') propose that 
rea,cling comprehension is not ' a oCf!ss. They 




. Rat,her, it ,is ' a , complex process com rising a 
,numbex: ,of interacting ,subprocesses. ' ,Nor is 
reading ' comprehension a singl~ abi! fty ~ , (p. ' 4) 
, " 
• ~}~" ; , . 
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hence r 'eading comprehension, is likely' to be of 
substantial utility in education unless, as he states: 
I 
it reminds teachers and researchers alike that 
the skill ,of reading remains I largely a mystery 
because so' much of it is embedded in the complex -
structure and functions of the brain. (p. 70) 
These def initions and approaches to reading 
~ comprehension, representative of an entire host, seem to 
• raise more questions than they answer. The general strand 
of ureading as thinking" has tended 
, e-
to pervade most 
-' 
theories of reading comprehension expounded during the 
20th century. it would seem that this vague and 
) 
undoubtedly broad description of ' rea,ding comprehension 
almost exhausts the accumulat'ed knowledge , to date on this l ' 
f.undamental intellectual process. This writer cannot he~p 
but concur with Robinson (1977) that reading comprehension 
is 'indeed an "elusive concept". 
tmpl ie"ticD. ,fQ[ Tea~g ComprehllDsion 
. . 
, , 
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The "elusive" nature of reading comprehe'nsion should 
not deter the classroo~ teacher from attempting to develop 
" , 
I ., ~ 
, '" 
a construct of comprehension with its accompanying 
, . 
insights into the inte'llectucil processes used by t!le chird. 
. as he derives meaning from print. It is the writer's 
contention that every teacher should become as informed as 
possibl~' concerning ,th,e nature of, the reading process. A 
Q .' • 
," 
..." ,- ~. 
" 
'" : -. 
., ';;~ 
, ) 
.... " 1 
(/:',' 'teacher's Ci:onc,ept, of, the intellectual , processes empl.oyed ':,<{: 
J,;,~,;,~,;~ .. :, I . ":', ';i 
'- . . ; , , ~ 
:~-"-' '--!.-,,",---,- ,,---.~- .--- . ' ~', . "~;~: 
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-J 
as a child ~omprehends'a p~ssage will· most likely reflect 
the reading atmospHRre the teacher creates for the child. 
It is the w~iter's opinion that some caution be 
exercised before translating research and 'theory into 
prac~ice in the classroom. A direct conversion, whether 
on th~ ~evel of specifie ~ssistance to teachers or as a 
complete instructional program, may lead to diffic4lties. -
A good i'dea ~r use in a 1 imi ted' 90ntext may become 
. ., 
. , . inflated into a system of teachlng comprehenslon to entire 
• 
. . ' , ',,, . 
. populations of readers. ~ 
" , If compr.ehension is a t~~nkin.9 process" the classroom 
teacher needs :to ascertain the 'st,rengths "and wea~nesses of 
'children as they engage in this' 'thfhki~g . process tb:rou9h 
. 
. . 
the use .of various materials in different situations. 
t • 
Learning should be. d,~rected towarqs tntegration' o~ . ·ideas. . 
, ,, ', . 
When ' ch~ldren .experience difficulty . in 
. ,I reading 
. . comprehen·sion, there may be a' ~ariety o~ reas.ons, but it 
is pDssible that ,the method used m~y'be simply' unsuitable 
.. 
--ior ttlese particUl'ar children.' Flexibility, versatility, '. 
. . 
. 
and ingenufty seem essential to 'the_successful teaching. of 
readin9 6om~~eherision because pf the . individual _ ~ 
differences in the way/children. lea·r.n. · The write~ ' does 
not suggest that one /method is ' superior. to . ano~her, but 
sim. '~~y \ that s9~~ " me~hods'; practices, or approaches are 
... . . 
likely to . wor~ better . wit~ s~me children than with~others. 
.. It is' ~he classroom teacher who" has the . gr~atest 










responsibility of the classroom teacher to discover where 
each Chi\d'S weaknesses lie and to be sufficiently 
~ 
acquainted with the various methods in order to sel'c~and 
employ that method which might be most appropriate in 
correcting 1the ~pecific disabili~y. The most !mportant 
- ' 
criterion involved in the teaching of reading 
compre?ension may not be so much the method being adopted 
but the individual ' classroom teacher's faith and 
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49 . . 
CHAPTER 3 .• 
THE ROLE OF DIAGNOSIS IN CORRECTIVE READING 
./ 
Corrective reading 'instruction i~ mO~~fi~ient when 
it is aimed towards the specific need~ of, the individual 
students ' in the classroom. But before instruction c~n be 
• I 
individualized it is necessary, to 'determine how the 
student reads, wh~t . skills are deficient, ;and what new 
skills the student is ready to lejirn. 
qen~raoJ.lY referred --to as diagnosis. 
This process is 
Karlsen (1980) 
sugge~ts . diaqn~sis is more. than simply analysis of the 
. bas~c;: : c~~se.s · .Of r~adinq·. d!Sabiliyes. " It ~ is ,o~ient~d 
. , . . . 
-', :.! 
t • ~. 
-
... . 
, ' . 
tt~war.ds, the future and is most .efficient wh,en it ·helps the 
ciassr~o:n° ·. te~'~ra1'!q~ mea,ninqf.ul' and emotive " 
. corrective learnYng ' experie'nces that wi'll " en~bi;- each ------:----. ~-, 
student to become. a skillful reader. 
, .-Historically, . ,?laf3sroom teachers ftave not felt the 
need, , . nor in actuati ty have they been ericouraged to 
. . . 
diaq'nose re~ding problems in the classroom, because "this 
was considered 'pri~arilY within the ~rview of the reading 
. . ' 
~..... . . 
cllnician or ·special{st. This writer sU9ges'ts, however, 
. . . 
that every teacner should gras~ the significance ' of 
gainipg ins~ght ' an~ tinderstandin~his students' reading 
capabil i tie~, more especially: so if they fall into the 
category of .disabled· readers. to . 
., 
( 
\ '. . 
'\ ,. ': 
\ J , 
',.,' u.nfortunate.ly, for imany teachers the "word' ;rdi~9nc)~i,?" . 
/' ' . ", . . 
~~(;:: . suggests . something that is beyona' the realm of their ." '/ 
~t:L:i;;":"~;;~i.;~ , '~.> ; ': . , (' . • >,:' ::.:< " · ',: . ... :l. ... :  . .. . '. ::,:':31 
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" 
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and misunderstanding ~bout what comprises diagnosis are 
most often cited as reasons for no~ becomin9 involved. ' 
Hence we are confronted _by wJ:lat seems to be an impasse 
regarding the classroom teacher's effective hanaling of 
reading disabilities. ~ must acknowledge ~he fact that 
A 
te~chers are busy and that;. diagnosis can be 'time 
....--
consumin<;{. We also readily accept the obvious 'benefits of 
ca1eful analysis of the capabilities ,and we~knesses of 'our 
, ~ 
st, dents. However, siric~ critica'l instructional ' deci:sions 
\ 
hi ge. on the ~ndividual ' diagnosis, time investments. made 
prior.to the delivery of corrective' reading strategies are 
highly defensible .(~enk, 
• 








, ':., ' 
' " "'. 
corrective reading prog'ram .. -is"to'-be -implemented • . ';- -"--' " ' . -- -- " , --._ . _~~ 
t • " " • .. ' "" : : 
It is the writer'~ contention that it is not 
nec::essary for each teacher to become a diagnostician ' in, 
'th~ traditiOnal , sense of the word.' Instead, teach~rs can 
,. 
beco~e proficient in diagnosis if' they would change their, 
conception of "diagnosis" , in terms of how it may be 
conduct~d anq how results may be utilized. ' 
. The' focus and intent of diagnosis, es~eciall}' ,in 
corr'ective, reading encteavouF~' shoU:d be to de~ermine the 
" " ., 
s~ud~nt~s stren~ths,and weaknesses and t~. use t~e insights 
gained as a basis for the i~struction reeded t6 correct 
, . 
, 
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(1). 'Decide exactly what information is desired and 
what this means in terms 'of abservable 
behav ipur • '-.. 
(2) Devise new or adapt existing material or 
' -, 
situations to s~mple the beh~viour to be 
evaluated. 
(3) Reep a record of the behavio~r e~~ed in the 
test situation. 
(4) Analyze -the obtained ~nformation . 
, ' 
. ,- , 
Make' judgments as :to· how the ' '-i.n·formatio~ fits 
the total picture and ',how well it fills the gap 
for which it was ' int'end~d~ '. 
- -- --- ' 
Thomas ' and Rob'i~~otl- (1982) sUggest ,a simil'ar approach 
,when the}" out~ine the fo'l'lowing st~ps for d,iagposis: 
( 1) Learn, - oft-en through ' observation, which skills' 
the ,l~tudenes al,ready, have. V 
(2 ,) 'Exa~in~ the assignmen£ to learn' what skills 
students must acquire in ~rder to ~omplete it . 
(3) Tie, in instruc;:tion in 'the skills in which 
'J' 
-
students .are· ... defi9~ent, thereby . rem.oving'. '/ 
, roadblocks. . (.? : 
critics may. suggest, that such an approa~h 'to 
" ' / 
diagnosis is too v~gue cllld time-consuming.· . Thhy' . often 
. 
'. 
: . " 
. .. - ..... . 
, , , 
, -
" , 
i!;~".':-, v ~ew diagnosis as t~e !dministrati:o~ of· a , st~n~ar.~ized ' · . ,', 
~,~,:' , :: .'''. test .to generate a grade equivalent or .rercentile~l_.', :j 
if, I L " '. • f ' , ' " .- \,~ 
R:-' ''' ~' . , .' .:' . .'~~ 
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However, the diagnosis of reading invol ves consid~rably 
moretha~ collec~ion of scores' on , re'ading "test!!l" 
Diagnosis involves arriving at judgments about ' the degree 
to which the needs of the disabled reader are 'being met. ' 
,. I, .i i i Th~s l~ not to say tnat standard 'zed test ng not be 
used. However, it-is ~ s~gested that such tests be ,us,ed 
wi th caution and a realistic understanding of what they' 
can accomplish. -Robinson (197~} contends that 
, 
standardized tests do not permit adequate ~valuation · of a 
student's jading abil i ty; especiallx. one who is • 
experiencing diffi~ulty in the upper school · gr~de~~ 
oJ. • /' ~'\ 
'Instructional level perfprmance, of, stu~ts is not 
a:~equ~telY re'flected by" SU~h ~~s~s , and ;'!TIO,Vf.ten it is , 
the frustration level,which is indicated. 
, . , ' , , . 
. .' [ 
Dechant, (1981). , s,~qgests ' that ' standardiz'ed tests 
, I 
indicate how~one student differs from another but not how 
~ 
the ' student ",<;liffers within' himself W,ith res~ect to his 
reading strengths and weak{lesse's. , In order to be 
effective, corrective 
I 
instructional jdecisions must be 
based on an analysis of the' perfo'rmanc~' differential' 
• 
wi thj.n the stuqent and pot solely n dittfe~ences among 
" students. , ~, 
In the fi'nal a.nalysis, the teacher who ' knows his 
\' 
\' ~ . 
subject matter, and knows how, children learn ,can', pr.obaj,ly 
get .. more p~rtinent 'i'riforma~n 'concerni~g a part,icular 
• 
• • f, 
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student , fro~ the informal' assessment and "'erro,r analysis , , , 
.. 
:.;. 
" , I 
· .' '. \:: that he does in the classroom than he can ' from a ~attery 
~::, .. , ~ ( ,::; 
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.'of " formal tests. Ramsey '( 1971) suggests that the 
classroom teacher is the primary factor in ani situation 
desiqned to determine students' reading disabilities. 
Simila~~y, ' Robinson. ('1978) ~ that, i~ is the j:eacher 
who is' the most important' eool for classroom evaluation of 
, 
r 'eaders. He s,uggests that the .Various innormal pro~edurTs 
. .: ~. , . 
. -
wh~ch can be utilized , continuously thrpugJ:l0ut the school 
year are f, more functional than a single admin~stration 
of a standardized ' test to determine students' :r;eading 
" 
needs. 
, , The fol;t,owing ar~ ' ' suggested informal diagnostic 
, " p'rocedut'es " that ' may 
.- .J 










One of the more importantmeth~ds o'f assessing a 
~tudent' s , readi~g behaviour is', through informal teacher' 
, , 
observation. The classro'om ' teacher has the' best 
opportuni ty _ to obl?erv~ stude,nts' strengths and weaknesses 
, on a' day-by'-day basis and can,' respond", immediately , to 
, 
concerns " th~tmay a'rise '~ ~trang (1968) , recogrtizes the 
. . . " 
of 
crucial" importance . ,oi, "observ,ation when 
". . ' . " 
she ' encourages ,', 
teachers' , to be "child 
" ' 
watchers". Similarly, Goodman ,; 
who ' ,refers to it as " ~k~d. watching", strongly 
.' 
during,. testing 
. ; ~ 
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sessions, teaching lessons,. free time, ,group. actiyitie!l, 
and independent work perlods. 
, . 
It'is helpful to have a systematic method of 
recording significant stud'ent ,behaviors. The periodic use 
of checklists allows the teacher to ' note behaviors such 
., 
as: 'lateral head mQvements, 'finger pointing, tension 
I 
signs, concentration d~fficul ties, fluency I and 'phrasing 
" 
abilities as individual students read. While checklists 
vary in their content, Cheek and Che~k (1980) suggest some 
standard items that 'areading checklist mlgltt b~,ected 
to include: 
- , 
Rate of ' +eading. assignments 
Understanding of material , read 
Ski:ll in' ,oral reading ' . , , 
.. Classroom par:ticipation ' . anddiscuss~on 
Desire to ,read a~sigried or ',othe~ material 
, Types of mat.erial ' read duri'ng feisure time 
Skill in responding to various types of .' ' 
. questions " " 
Ability to recognize new words 
Variety of" vocabulary used 
.. 
• 'Ii . 
'. , 
Observation procedures are useful in evaluating . 
progress .in reading, providing insights 
problems, and yielding information about how reading 




with more mature students, one of the best sources of 
. ' 
" inf'ormation is the student interview .. ' The , one-to-one 
. relationship in arr ~ inte~view' ,e~c~~rages the fr'ee 
. 
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may be enc::ountering in the reading" process. Dechant 
(1981) indicates that the interview should cov~r topi.9S 
such as personal interests, study and reading habits, 
\ 
subjects liked and disliked in school, homewo,k, kinds of 




Such information can provide the teacher with 
ways of adjusting or adapting irrstruction to 
the student's needs. 
Autobiography 
A ·p~a·c::ticai . pr~cedure to" use to learn more about ·a 
, fitudent ",is . the re~<:lin<j au~6biogra'phy. This ' may be done in 
. wr i tten f~rm .or \,orally i . . dep~nding .upon the student i s 
.' 
preference or ·skills .. Cheek and Cheek (1980) sug~est that I..... , 
the teacher may - use a · checklist ~orm of autobiography 
WhlCh . can be easily written and evaluate~. caution should 
.be exercised however, because this approach does not ailow 
for open expression of feelings, it places 
constraints 'on st'udents' , responses. 
since 
, 
it is suggested ~hat 
it would. · be ~ore meaningful to provide students with .; " 
leading . . questions ' and ask them to write about their 
. 1 . 
feeli.ngs towards reading. 
'migh1; include: 
Some typical leading questions 
. " 
. ' . 
. ' , . 
.. 
. , ," :' 
, .:\ 
. ~~.~.", ~Yt;.:· ~"","~.~:!.~r{~t:.·-\",l.~~i :"''''.r-·~·''~ ~!:.:·~I\·I '.~f(!;"~:t,,.. "Jf"'tU..:", .• 1-1 •• ~ . "', ," •• • 
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-;-, ' , ' (1) H~ do you feel when. y~u :,h'ave to read? : ' .;-: 
.' (2) What do " you thil'\k when YOl,1r teacher' ,',", 
.,' says it I s time for readi,ng? . t- ", 
.. " " (3) What is your least 'favorite subj ect in " ;',' 
".'. 
.: . 
:N>\" : ~ 
' , ' I 
. . ' . 
. . 
. " 
.' ;. ,': . 
" '. 
. ~: ': . ' , 
, , 




.~ '., . : , 
" ' 
Z, ' 
~. ~. , 
.' 
school? Why?' · ' 
(4) When did you read your first book? 
~ow did you feel? .J 
(5) What do you like most (or least) about 
reading? 
, (Cheek & Cheek, 1980, p. 76) 
'The "reading aut';biography" gives I t~e student the 
oppo,rtuni ty to express his fe,elings about reading and may 
give the teacher indications' as to what direction needs to 
be taken with a particular ~tUd~t. ' 
Interest fnyentory 
-- . 
-While it ·may be possible to improve students' r~ading 
" 
. . , 
abilities without meeting ' ttheir. in~eres~s, it is , ,much 
. ' . , . ' . 
easier · to moti~ate them ~o 'read when the1r lnterests are 
considered. What the student 'reads and how much is read 











, I '~";' 
I : ' 
. ' 
there is, a direct relationship ' of interest. to re~ding , .' '. 
,. 
comprehension (A'sher, HYmel and Wigfield' cited in Dechant, 
1-9Si). " If reading diagnosis is to lead · to , improved 
, .. 
rea'Qing and 1;0 more -reading by the student, then it. i~ 
important to understand student ' interests. One way 'of 
accomplishing .this is by administering a teacher-made 
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Interest Inventory \ 
00 you like .to read? __ ~~'~~~~~~~~-------------
' How muq)v"tfo you lik~ to. read?'· A little _____ _ 
A lot ~ Not at all 
What is the bes~book you ever read? 
What other bookSJhave you liked? ___ '________________ _ 
What dp you usually do after' sch9'01? 
What fto you like to do best of-'~l? ~ 
00 y6u have ~ny pets? · ________ ~ __ ~ ________ ~,~ ____ ___ 
What games:· or sports do you like? ,2 
What things.do .you collect?_----------------------~_ 
What ' are' your hobbies? 












would it be? " 
12. What 1s . yo~r favorite TV program? --------------~~~J_ 
13. .What others do you watch? 
.14. 00 y.ou ·hc.f've any books of your own? How many? 
15; 00 you go to thEf library! How often? 
16.. Do you read comic : bo~ks?.J"""-----~---__ ---~ 
17. What is your favorite m~c book? 
18. 0'0 you' read comic stri s ·; in newspapers?, ___ ~ __ -'-__ 
19. WhatmagaziJ:1es,·do you ' a __ ' ___ ' __ :_, ___ ~ __ _ 
20 ~ ~. What newspapers do you read? 





"school? '. .~ 
What' ·schc;ol. subjects do you .. ~ like ~he . best? 
least? '.. '" ~ ~ . . ., 
What kind of books do you ' like best? 
Th~ 
Animal-stories 'H~mo~r ~ ______ ~, __ 
: Mystery ·stories Romance ("" 
Science' fiction sports _______________ __ 
Home and . family l}fe . Hist~· 
Problems of gr.ow"i{1g up ~ ~Other ___ ' __________ _ 
How ~any hours a day do you: 
(a) ' watch TV? 
·(b) listen to radio? _______ -=--_______ "_ 
ec) listen t~ records and tapes 
(' I (Dechant, 1981, p. 51) 
'. . 
In 'order, to. he\D a ' student overcome reading problems" 
to p~event th~ ~l~pment' of problems; the teacher 
"-
must be aware of ' and use materia1s appropri'ate to , the. 
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Having a student retell a story is a useful technique 
'~ for assess1~g the student's comprehension. In effect, the 
student becomes an author. Rich~k, List, and Lerner 
(1983) suggest that through retelling, the teacher can 
determine var;i..ous facets of ,reader's abilities: the 
-r 
information , from'bae text the reader considers -important, 
--the scheme or , concepts he bri~gs to the text~ his ability 
to i~tegrate new 'information with old, and his ability ' to 
present informa'tion in 'an organ'ized 'fashi~n. ' 
. . . . . 
The , stu~ent 1S 1nstructed to ~ead the selected story 
• iii I • , 
s ,ilently, because_ in this way ,he will be tell,ing tl1e story 
to ,the teacher who (presumably) doe~ not ~lready know it. 
" After the story is read,' the stud~nt retells, it without 
'interruption from the t~acner. ,When ~i:nished, ':( the ' teacher 
may probe the re 
of information. 
retel1-ing in 
with questions for clarification 
p' 
acher can organize the student's 
charact~rs and' their 
characteristics, "story events, overall comprehension of 
plot and theme of the .story. 
(.; " , 
Diagnostic Teaching , 
Diagnostic teaching is an extension of the (~assessment 
process in , that the, "t~a~h~r continues. to~, collect 
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', ' ~eacher can gain ' additional information about the student 
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'and by noting the student's reaction . to these lessons. 
, 
Diagnostic teaching is also referred 1;0" as "trial lessops" 
I • 
or "task ana.lysi~" (Harris and sipay, .1975: Lerner, 1981: 
Gille'spie and Johnson, 1974).. The essence of -diagnostic 
. , 
teaching is a situation in which the student's behavioli:r 
as a learner can be carefully observed and evaluated. It 
is a teaching session design?d 'for asJtessment rather than, 
solely for teaching, and, as such, results can yiel~ 
~ 
reactions that provide valuable diagnostic clues about the 
student's learning,st~les. 
Cloze Procedure 
An important and versatile informal procedure for use 
by elemen'tary and secondary classroom · teache~ in 
determ~ning student's l)eading lev~s and in discover~ 
,th.e possible causes of reading roblems is the croze 
procedure. , A cloze test can ' be . de loped without specia1. 
. , 
, I 
training.in its construction~ ,To develop a cloze tes~ toe 
. -, 
, ' ~ . 
teacher gathers rea~ing selections from graded textbooks, 
.. 
basal readers, ' or any ot~er "materia:t, that.1rs appropri~te. 
and unfamiliar to the students. Richek, List, and Lerner 




1 • .' . Choose at random two or more ,samples 
. ' from, ea9h selection of ' graded materi.al 
to , be included using the following 
·criteri~::- . 
\ . 
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Use a continuous context 
Select passages containing at least 
250 words. 
Delete every fifth word and replace 
the words with underlined blanks of 
uni~orm length.' , ' 
Duplicate the paragraphs and present 
them to the' students. Instruct them 
to wri te the wor4 that they think is 
appropriate in each, blank.' '> 
Score responses as' clr'e~t when they 
exactly match the deleted words, 
dis egarding mino~ elli~g errots. 
, U a. percentage score of ' correct 
sponses to determine the students' 
a~Hng level. - / 
core 
44% to 57% 







Often when people g6 the movies, they find 
~ a taller person is in front of them. 
_____ , they can't see over ' person's head. 
If this to a child, -who grown to 
full height, or she may take in the 
fact th~t 'day they may be tall 
adult. But fQr , who wil~ grow no , 
the frustration of only . able to see half 
_ screen is permanent. 
(Answers: . to, that, 
happens, hasn't, he, 




one, a, adults, 




The cloze procedures' primary purpose is to provide C 
an indication of the student's reading level, but it can 
also be used to gain more diagnostic information through 
" . 
analys.i.s '\ of'· stUdent 
. ~
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.. ./ , 
2ln~rs 
f\ 
can sex:ve t"7, ,"!evaluate the s~udenl' s 'comprehension, 
<> ~ 
abili~y, use of cortext ~lues,-and vocabutary development . 
. 
For example, if' the .student fills in the blan~s with 
totally irrelevant words, it is very 'likely that ,the 
. 
material is hot understood'. This is a val\fa~le clue , for 
the/teacher to use in evaluating the student's ability to 
comprehend certain materials. More diagnostic information 
. . . 
~ , can be gathered by- examining "the types of words 
sub~t.-it-uted , in. the bl'an~to determine whether or not the 
. 
student uses cont~xt clues adequately. In addition, to 
assess the extent of the student's vocabulary," students 
" ~ 
t , 
~ay ( b~ asked to list ~ as many-words as they can think of 
• . ..' 4. . . 
. 
that could , cdmplete each bl'ank. , students with limited 
. 
' vocabularies will encounter' difficuJ.ty in ' ,completing the 
.. assignment~ . indica~ing t .O the teacher 'thei.r "need for 
. . 
. ' , 
further vocabulary study to understand the mat~rial. The ' 
cloze prodedur~ is ,- a 'good ' diaqnosti~ tool for use - in 
conte'nt material from the "elementary grades through ~igh ' 
s~ho~l, since ' it' can -be administer-ed to e~.tire groups of 
st~den~s.' ther:bY ~inimiZing the lis" of teaching time in 
.. 
- . o • 
t diagnosis and maximizing the :amount of 'information gained ' 
J froin an in~trurnent. " 
" . 
Informal Readihg ' Inventory (IRI) 
I 
. 
One of ~he ~o~e Useful ~iagncistic procedures is the 
~ 
',:' . ' 








eviden'ce~ by ~ts . wide use as a' diagn0A:tic tool in ,many 
schools. The IRI is especially useful in implementin9 a 
o ' 
corrective r~ading program, since it i ,s a relatiyely q~ick 
.method of ascertaining whether or not students are ready 
~ , . 
. to h~ndle the specific content material intended for 
instruction L(I;amberg an~ Lamb, 1980). 
The informai reading inventory was first suggested 'b~ 
Betts (19~7), because ' of inadequacies of ex~st~ng ~eading 
test~. , , H~ .sugg~~ted thaF the scores on these tests did 
not ~ enough information for a comprehension reading 
diagno~is, nor did they permit the teacher to observe the 
~student reading the types of reading materials used in' the 
classroom. 
AI) IRI is a c'omp~lation' of a' series of graded reading' 
') 
passages ranging from the pre-primer level to the twelfth 
grade '. In other words, each passage is written at a level 
, , , 
I , 0 ' '; • 
of 'diffi~ul: ty ~hich ' c_orrespon~s to the · equ.:Lvalent grade 
ley'el . of . reading. A . readability formula, such as the . .one 
developed by ~ry (1972), ' can be used- to substaJ:'ltiate .,grade ' 




level. 'Each p~s~age is generally' accompanie,Sl by a set of ~' 
5 to 10 comprehension ~estions. Typically the questions 
measure literal,, ' inf'erentiai ~ and sometimes cri tical 
:'\ 
. . 
aspe'cts of comprehension. 
qu~sti~' relating 'to ' each 
At any. r~rte there should be 
of t~'e various, read~skill'S, 
. , 
/ 
such .as understahding details, the main idea, sequence of 
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63 , 
contrasts, mood, author.'s opinion, and inference (Cheek 
1 and Cheek, 1980, pp. 58-61). 
" Rather than giving a standardized single grade 
equivalent score, informal reading inventorie~ indicate 
" \ three dif~erent reading levels: the . independent, the 
~:::::::::a::a:::g ::e:~:t:::i::g::::i::~:;V::s~hi~:; .. 
~tl,1dent 'can read ~rUentlY with few word-reco9nition errors 
, ... 
a'nd 'with good comprehension. It is usually about one year 
below 'the instructional level. The type of m~terial that 
the student can read .... Jat this i~dependent level normally 
/' 
.comprises the student's free-time reading far~~ , .. At the 
instructional , level, -" word-recognition and comprehension . 
, 
are generally " satisfactory, but the stud~nt needs the 
teacher's ' help. It 'ls the' \ ,evel at which ' ~ystematic" 
\ ... 
instructio~n 
upgrade , the 
'''teacha~le 1 
be i.nit,ia\d and can be best applied to 
student's ,~~~ing competency. It is' the 
.On this level, instructional guidance 
performance. The material is ~lfficUl t . 
enough . t'e; ' -require instruetion', but easy enough' so as not 
to be ' frus~rating. At the frustration level, the 
. ,",. 
student"s reading, is' full of word-recognition and 
comprehension -errors frlu'!ncy ,disal'pears and the student 
shows signs of frust~tion,. tension, and disc'omfort.. The 
mater'ial is too difficult 'to enco rage growth, and the 
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Specific criteria for determining the student's 
independent, instructional, and frustration levels, in 
reading have been debated " for several y~S' but \ the 
question of which criteria are most accurate. remains moot. 
, 
The most commonly ,used ,cri ~eria (ire t~ provided by 
Betts' in 1957. The lattst research regarding, criteria 
would appear to have been done by Powell (1978). Teachers 
should be aware of this discrepancy, and be consistent in 
....... , \ . 
the use of selected criteria. The specific criteria given 
by both- Betts and Powell for each of the three reading, 




Word Recognition earp . 
~ 97%+ 91%+ 
Inst.nlCtional : 94%+ ' 65%'~O' 
. '~ Frustration ' , 93% or less 64% or less 
{ . 
. The "informal reading' inventory h~~ps determine 
, . . 
specific strengths and , weaknesses in reading. In terms of 
a corrective", reading program, it deals with the question, 
"How well does the studen:t read?".: It helps match reading 
materials ,' to "the student,. and helps , identify' materials' 
, , 
that fit the, student;s level of re~ding 'ability. 
') 
---The type Ther7· are ~any variations o~ tne I~-' I • 
selected" 'depends upon the , depth ,of th diagnostic 
• , 0 fl: 
'. . '.. ~ 
infox:mation . desired and the theoretical framework of ttte ' 
examiner. 
. , /", ~ , ' . 
Because the tes.t is informal I . the ' teachel;" can 
make adaptations to meet changing', purposes and needs. -, 
, . 
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One such vari"~tion of- ·the IRI is proposed. by Tonj es 
; / 
and zintz (198'1),. , They suggest a "Content IRI" as an 
alternative to the standard or traditional informal 
reading inventory. such an ,approach to reading diagnosis 
has a number of pertin~~~ implications for cor.recti ve 
reading in the content areas. 
The Content. IRI is prepared by the content teacher 
. 
'using the text for that c.lass. It can be administered to /' 
an eptire class simultaneously during one class period and 
reflects ·dire.,ctly the area being studied and the type ~f 1: 
questions the teacher considers . to be importat:'lt. The 
.. 
major purpose of the content ·IRI is to determine how well 
- ~, . 
the individual students in a particular class are able to 
deal .with 'that text a.nd ascertain what skills still need 
" 
to be ~~en extra pr,actice .. 
, # 
Tonjes ~ Zintz ' (19B1), ou~ne the following steps 




"This sec~ion of the content .IRI attempts to 
--determine ~he . suitability or the fit between the 
students and 'their' texts. This part should not 
take the stud~nts longer than twenty minutes to 
compl~te. . 
(1)' $elect from near· the beginning of the tex~ a 
.. 
representative ' s~mple of approxima~ely 250-400 w,ords. 
, 
(2) ') The selection may be typed or students can· be 
asked 'to~· r~ad'f it ciir~ctiy from the tex~" , 
.,' 
(3 ) Com~are- an introduc~ory motiyation' paragraph 
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reference and a statement telling the purpose ' for reading 
it!. I 
(4) Prepare ten or more comprehension questions that 
, ~\ 
include several vocabulary de~initions, literal facts, and 
, . 
'" . ~ inferential (questions. Vocabulary terms should always be 
used in context, not isolation. 
/ I ' 
(5) . when a rough draft of the question is completed 
, . 
(at least three in each category), evaluate each a 'ccording 






Did , you select ,key terms 
important for your students to-
know? ' Did you use them in 
context? 
Were the details y~u , asked 
students to' recall clearly: stated 
.in the selection? " " 
Did these qUestions relate, the 
topics' to their background ,pf 
experience? 
Part II of a content IRI consists of a needs 
assessment of selected skills. ' The teacher is 
considered the, best' judge of those skills necessary 
for ' his students to master to meet' with succ~ss in a 
particular class. ' To 'construet the f1rst section of. 
Part ' II Tonjes ' and Zintz (1981) suggest that tl1ree 
skill area$, from those listed below should 'be 
selected for assessment. 
(a) Use -par~s 'of text ~ , Are they efficient in' '~'S~g, 
teil;book aids such as 'the table of' contents, indeX:, 
app~ndices{ glossar~, r~ferences? 
" 
.. : .... 
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'. . . 
'" . 
,. 
\ ~ ' 
, .. 
use information. in encyclopedias, , 
guides, and other reference materials? 
almanacs, reader's 
(c) outline and 'notetake - Are they able to outline 
~ 
information and takes notes from readl,hg references or 
\ 
li~tening to, lectures? 
. 
(d) Interpret graphics know how to 
interpret maps, " charts, diagrams, tables, graphs, and 
I 
cartoons? , ~ .J 
(,:) .,;,Follow directions - Ar,e they able to follow 
directions cprrectly and efficient~? .,J.. 
(f) Translate symbol~ or for.mula~ Do they know the 
, 
meaning of specific symbols or formulas needed for your 
... 
subject?' , ' 
If 
(~J) " Define conte.n~~specific vocabulary " - Do they 
• 
'.recognize with 'understanding the, sp~ial hvoc~bulary . of 
. . your area? . , . .... 
, 
(h) Display comprehensi~n skills - Are they able to 
note ,main ide~s, supporting" details, sequence of events, 
" 
\ .' 
COhclusiQns', cause and effect? 
(i) U~e stUd}' strategi~s Do they know and use 
. ~ 
I) appropr.iate stUdy\!ki.lls and strategies? 
(j) ' . 'Adapt (~ate - ,~o' they adapt their .rate 'Of reading. 
to the purpose and difficulty ·of the material? 
Once . the teabhe~ ' ~elects three areas 'considered 
:;~ importan.t, ,the · f~rst section of Part II is completed • . ' The ' 
'./ second s~~tion 0" Part I,I is 'to ~on!3truct test questions 
, 
1' •• •• 
'i;,:;; .~, ;::\~,. CJ<I~:: ;" 
-:;" 
I • 
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based on th~ text or other class materi~\ -that . will 
determj:ne ' stUdents' s~ength.s and weaknesses :'In the .skill 
areas selected. Exam~ )questions trom each ski;l 
area are given belOW:~ ~ 
(ay Parts of Text - On what pag~s w.L~l your tin~ 
illlformation about ___ ? When was this text copyrighted? 
On what page will you find a table or figure on the topic , 
of ? 
(·b) Reference Materials - Where would you look for 
information a60ut ___ 7 What kinds of information would 
you find in an almanac? 
(c) Outline and Notetaking - Ask students to Qutline 
,a passage in the text,· or dictate' a,. short passage and ask 
them 'to take notes. 
(d) . Graphics What is the topic , of 
~ . 
~hat does the s~ol mea6' here1 
conclusion you can· draw from this chaIt? . 
(e) Fol~owing D,ire.ctions Select a segment of 
reading or test material you use, and . ask studen"ts to 
, , fallow the directions as written. 
. ' 
(f) I'SymbOlS and Formulas What do the ' forlowing . 
symbols me.~? What i~ meant by the fOrJ1\ula '1\ - 1/2bxh? 
, . 
(g) Content-Specific Vocabulary - ' Match the words 
with definit'ions by writing the correct letter from the 
-column on the right next to the number on the left: 
• • • '</ 
:: .. \~ 
• 'c ' 
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simile (a) {two unlike thi:,gs (1) 
(2) (' metaphor- co~pared ,usl.ng tv e 
words "like" or "as". 
word's of opposite (b)' 
meaning used together. 
(c) a direct comparison 
between two 'things. 
(h) Comprehension Skills What is th~ main idea of 
'the paragraph? ,What conclusion can you 'draw from tbis 
statement? ,Q~termine which was the effect and which was 
t;he caup/ List the events in the order which they 
~ 
occurred. 
(i) Study Strategies - Administer a study habits 
, 
survey asking students hoW often they do such things as 
the following: , , . 
survey the ' c~,pter first. 
Ask questions as th~y are ,reading. 
. Check their answers as they read. 
Rev~ew immediately after reading. 
Schedule their time , for study. 
, . 
" .' ' \} (j) ~ Adaptable Rate ' - ,short' paragraphs 
up and S~Udents . aSkkap, to . read each ;or 
" 
may, b~' ' ty~ed ' 
a different 
purpose. , They' mark whether they int,end to read it very 
rapidly, veri" ~l9wly, or i some~he~e ' in' between. ' 
The content'IRI should ideally be administered to the 
.-total class at ' the beginning' of the, term. When 
i ,ntroducinq ,t~e Content IRI to the class, the teacher 
, , 
should indicate that it is hot a t4;!st but, simply an 
'\: ' 
inventory of ', their sttengths and weaknesses. , 
,To score ~his,' ~nventory the " tea~her should develop '~ 
his , own criteria. The teacher may Jiecide in one ~ll 
area'it is n~cessary to get four -out , of fi~r items correqt 
~, 
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' I, • " " 
:: . to demonstrate skill competencye Perhaps in another a%;'ea, .<)1; 
,/ 
; ·r 
ninety-five percent correc~ might . be deemed n·ecessary. 
Regardless of . the criteria used, it will be helpful to 
construct a class chart showing general are~s of I 
class's strengths and needs as w.ell as individual strength 
and weaknesses (Tonjes and zintz, 19Jn, pp e. 82-86). 
7 The discussion of informal diagnostic procedures 
.presented in th~: preceding pages is not intended to be an 
{ . 
. . \ . 
' ,;,; 
. ": 
exhaust-ive- &umma-};'y-- o:f - -all - tbe .- diagnostic . .J.M.trum=e=n=t=s ____ ---t..:_.....:.., 
available to the . te~cher. However I each of the informal 
, 
diagnostic procedures alluded to cal') contr ibute to a 
better understanding of the students I capabilities. . Used 
prope:z::ly, the information obtained allows for a more 
adequate asse·ssment of the student·s' strengths and 
.. "' 
dif.ficulties and facilitates the 
corrective reading program. 'j 
Readab i 1 ity 
effectiveness' of ·the 
An important as~ect- of a corrective reading program, • 
, 
in addition to diagnosis . of student needs, is the 
~eadability of .instructional materials intended 'for 
with disabled readers. 
. . 
:Diagnosjs I aSI discussed· in 
usee· 
the 
context . of this paper, is based on ' t~u:! assumption that 
" .: . \. 
learning to reac;l is dependen·1t on the peculiarities of. the 
indi vidual student I s s~r~ngths_ and weaknesses e H~wever, 
.instructional ' strategies should not rely solely on th.e 
,; 
, ~ . 
... 











diagnosed needs of indi vidua1 readers. ~ effective 
co~rective reading program wil1 a'lso need to ponsider ,the 
instruc;:tional materials employed to assist the disabled 
reader become prof';Lcient in reading. 
\ 
A practical tool for the . classroom teacher involved 
., , 
in corrective reading is a readability formula tha,tl 
estimates quickly the .'approximate ditficult~ level of 
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• 1 • 
.. 
dett!rmine the grade-,level sui tabili ty . of many different 
materi'als ranging from library books to content area 
instruction mate:rrials. 
If ~umb'ers pr9ve anything, readability formulas seem 
to, be "gaining , in " popularity. Wheeler. and Sheman , (1983) 
state that , there, are now over thirty formul,as to help us 
'd,etermin~ how hard it will, be - for students 'to reaq a given' 
"ti~xt. ~ile this ' fac't, may s~ggest '~~og'r~ss in educ~tion, 
\ ' . 
, closer' look show,s that the number of,' readabil i ty 
, ' . 
, " 
ormulas can lead, to co~fusion rather than enligbtenment . 
I , 
tamberg and Lamb , (1980) sUCJgest tha,t the formulas differ 
{n: ( 1) the kin,d and number of variab~s they measure; 
, - . 
(2), the degree of ' Qi'fficulty and the amount of tiIila 
requ~red to 'use them; ( 3 ) the. compu:tational procedures; 
\ 
and ' (4) the grade levels , of material they are designed to· 
measure-. 
" 
, Most ' of the ,readability formulas in common use today 
~;:, mea~ure '"only. ', two language elements ,vocabulary and 
t::::,: se,ntence difficulty. vocaJulary meas!Jres c,an be: word 
. 
" , 
' . ' i'/-" ~ • _, 
~.I{,·~,',;~:' ' ... ' . ' ' .' . \ . 4 . , '~. : 
~ , ,. , r . : . .... 
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________ length in letters or number of syllables, word 
" 
. " 
familiarity, or word difficulty. : ' Sentence difficulty, is, 
usually determined by its lencjth. ' No ma1:ter which formula' 
'" , ' 
is used the teacher must be cogniza,nt of the fact \ the 
results are only approximations Of difficulty, The 
teacher:.' s expe~ieke and professional judgement as to the 
concepts, purpose, and student's interests are also 




Irt any event, it ,is probably only necessary to l;>ecorne 
familiar w! th one or two readability formulas to have 
. 
. ' . 
available a. useful t09l ' to ascertain - the approKima te 
\ '. 
'dif'ficul ty levels of instr~ctiorial materials: • ~ J One of the 
most wid~~y-used formul~s" is th~ 'Fry ' ('1972) graph' for 
_." , It 
eE?timatipg\ readability. The instructions for t applying t'he, 
. , 
F~y r~adabili ty formula 'are given below: 
, 
1. Randomly' s~lect three sample passages and count 
. 
out e,Kactly one' hundred w01;'ds each, beginnipg 
\ . 
wi th the, l?eginning of a sentence. 
2. Count th~ number o~ sentences in ' each one 
hunc:lred word sample, estimating the lengtl\ , . of , 
the fraction of the last sentence to 1;:he 'nearest 
., 
one tenth. 
3 • Count the number of syllables in each one 
hundred ''Word sample. (It i~ convenient to cour\t 
every syllable over one in each word and ~dd one 
hundred: ) 
\ 
, ~ ;. , 
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,4. ,Plot the point on " th~ "Fry Readability Graph 
5. 
Example: 
where the average sentence length and the 
average rrumber of syllables interse,ct. The area 
where the dot is, plotted will , give you the 
" 
.. \ 
. approximate grade level . 
If a great deal of variability is found in 
syllable count or sentence count·, putting · more 
samples into the average is desirable. 
, , Sentences 
per 100 words 
Syllables 
per 100 words 
• 
lOO-word E!ample page 5 • 
"lOO-word sample pac.f9 89 
100-wotd sample page 150 
9.1 
8.S 








. Divide :total l:3¥ 3 ' 
0, Average· ... _ .... tf*r. 8. 2 130 
(Plot the intersec.tion of the ' averag~ rtumPer of sentences 
(8.2) and t-he average number of r syl1-ables (13 0) on the Fry 
"graph ·to determine the .approximat·Ei grade level, of the 
mat~~ial.) '_ " . ~ . , 
( Fry, 1972 , pp . 231 .... 232 ) 
Another useful" instrument : often used fo}:' assessing 
. " 
readability .i~ MCLa~ghlin's (1969) SMOG formula. The SMOG 
I . . ' ,~ 
formula uses traditi,onal lneasures of difficulty - word 
len9t~ ~nd sente,nee length. McLaughlin, however, uses a 
.' thirty-sentence criteri~n rather than ·the' one hundred· wo:rd 
, ~ ~ 
cd. teriori af the ~Fry '"formula. The McLaughlin SMOG formula 
. ' 
is as follows: 
.. 
, : J,... , 
SMOG - 3 + Number of" words with three. or 
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" . , 
'-
:'" . 
The readability form.uii. • i~ '~'aaed 'on' ~'l). . . • >,:j 
interrelationship of sentences, length and number of ,'- ,; 
~ .. ,. ,~ 
" W~rds contai·ning: more syllables ar~ polysyllabic words. 
, '. 
considered· to be more difficult than shOrt worQr.--, Three 
ten-sentence .~mples' ar~ se;ected an? th{~ nUmb~ of 
polysyllabic words are' determined'-' since Sho~t sen~~~es 
may have less opportunity to 'in~lude lar.ql wordsl the 
, I .J 
diff~CUlty '\. level,. may be d~termined bYj'th~. · n~~ber of' 
, 
polysyllabic words in th,ree sentence samples (Tonjes and 
zintz,1981). 
The step,s to the SMOG Formula are: 
1. Count -ten con~ecutive sentenc~s near 
the' beg inning . of the text, ten near .. 
the middle a.nd ten towards the end. 
;!> " 
I 
I I . 
I 
! 
2. Taking the total thirty sentences I I 
. count ' eve,ry word of three' or more 
syll~bles whEm they 'are read ·aloud: /' 
Co'unt words of three or more. 





" . , 
\ , 
Estim~te to the nearest perfect square! 
- the square root· of the total number.: 
of polysyllable'·words. (Fpr example,: 
if the total was ~ twenty-four, the 
nearest perfect square would b~ 
twenty-five and the square root of 
twenty-five .is five.) I 
. 
''''"', . Add three\ to the estimated square root 
to detetmlne the reading level.. ( In 
this, case when ~ square root is 
five I add three and. the readabilfty 
level. will.,pe. eight) • .' · 
' ' 
When samples. of 'the three ten-sent~nce . 
selections vary co~siderablY, fU1'Jther 
samples should be selected for gr,ater 
accuracy. ' t 
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However, <"- raadability formulas the Fry and SMOG may 
" - , 
not qree if the teacher applies theD\. both' to the sa~rle 
s~lected instructional material. - It is impor1Pnt to 
understand .how to interpret this difference • . Fry's 'graph 
, , 
. . 
estimates' the 'reading ability needed to comprehend with 
, 
' , fifty to seventy-five percent accuracy, or somewhere' 
. '''- " , .... 
between the 'frustration and, instructional, reading levels, 
• _ F . ... ~;,." ":-. 
wherea~ SMOG predicts' reading ability ,requl~ed by ninety 
to , 'one hund~ed ," ~er~ent . under~itandinq , or ;P~ independent 
level. Hence, a Fry score of eight means' that students 
-.. ,.
reading at an eight grade level ~a~ han~te the materia~ if 
, I 
given lnstructiopal aid. A SMOG score of eight mea~s,that 
studerits" r~ading ~t' , an eight g'rade ,level could · ha~ti1e. ~he 
ma~erial - independentiy, possibly as homework (Tonjes and 
~ '. Zintz, 1981-). 
. , 
.In order' for a corrective readinq program, to be 
. 
--
effective the ,teacher must , be concerned ab~ut all , 
\ 'l 
" 
. .situations that may arise . in the ,regular classroom w1!ere' 
, ' 
the disabled reader encounters print. It is sometimes 
. ' 
r . 
\ important, therefore, to, be , able, to de~ermine the 
" 
, , 
readability. level of. passages ' shorter than ' one hundred '" .~ 
I . 
.~ . ~ ... 
-, ' 
. .. 
words, 'such as. those found iJ'l math te~t, direct ons, and .:. 
, .essay questions. "', F~r9~n and' i!a.~grum (1976) ha 
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count 'the total numbe~.of words in the p_saage. 
t 
(For example, the total might ... be 8ixtY-,~ine " 
words.) , 
, 0 
~ound down to the nearest ten. (In this ca§e 
" " 
- the teacher 'would rpund down' the sixty-nine 
words to si)Cty.) 
Use this number (in thill case 
,,~ 
sixty) 'when 
. .. . . , 
eountinq the number, of sentences and syl}ables. 
Mul tiply the !'wDbe; of. sentences r ~u~b';r 
o,f " syllables ~bY the' corresponding number found 
I , ~ 
in' the conversion ' char~ ~elow. 'With·the e~~~+e 
of , a- sixty-nine word passage, r~u-nded down~: to 
sixty, thfa, teach~t: would mU-l tiply, the number',- of -
'" ',,' ':" 







for Evaluating Reading Difficulty of Short Passages 
") 
f words .in Selections, I Multiply by 
~) 
" U 
(less than 100) 













1. L,-., ~ 
..... ,,J 
-" 
t > - . 
Use these 'numbers to plot Fry"s graph itO. find 5. 
your reaqability estimate. , 
Such ~nowled9~ may be useful to the c~aasroom teacher 
When wri·ting test . questi.cms', .tudy. quides, directi~n.8 or 
• q 
, • I 










.~~xplanatioDb for ~tudents. 
" 
I 
-.,. .~ .' 
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""', 
Limitations of ReadAbility FOrmulas 
One cannot ignore the need to address the value and 
use 'of readability formul~s"~, as indicators of· th'e 
difficulty level o.f instructional materi~ls. Educators 
I tend to agiee that the approximations of 9rade level-
obtained from' readability formula~ are indeed , uf\ef~l. 
.. 
They ax:e. ' .rela~i vely ~~iCk 'and easy to use and research ha's, 
t ' '. , ' 
shown t~at they 9 nerally agree in the rank,ing of , ' 
m~terials_ as ,t~ di~ficultY (La~e,rg' and Lamb, ' 1980) ~ 
j{- ' ' . ' ~ 
-: However, c,ritics ~re, quick ' tp point ,out tl}~ obVj.bus 
, 
'- 'j,etli¥~lOgiCal . inadeq\\acy in 'gene~alizingfrom lc.-!ted 
l!ata. ~I The diffictiity level o,f instruction§p1naterial is \:ge~eraiized on the basis ~f ione difti~;;'evel'»t' ~ fel· 
. '·pass~ge,. ". In turn. the diff~ of e~ch /ass,ege is 9,\ 
y' generalize ' frqm' lheasures of two or more variables , \ 
.' f' " (tLamb~, an Lamb, 1980). I . . 
. 
,. 
. ~ tJl'l'r.J,:t i es ,would agree that reading involves , , 
. ' inter~o . . ;p betweel!' the reader ond the text. In ~act, 
~ re~earch (Johnson, \ 1983) supports the common wisdom th~t 
". .' .' \. . ., . 
,""_,,_.~: __ ~~ .us~ their -~nOWledge and 'experien~e durlng the ' 






j . s~rictly text ,bosed, ~o ndt .addr~ss th~ irt~active 'nature \ . 




and' a ,semanti~ factor . ~ .. . syntactic (sentenc~ length) :" .. 
.. , 
• L~ ., ~ 
(vQCobulory diversity) and do not': direotly address factors 
. , 
. ' 
related to ~he comm~niootion of meaning (Rush" 198~). As 
.' Dreyer (1984) not~s,. t01UIOS cO,nnot d~scriminate between 
, . 
I i 
,. , • I ~ • 
:;'.\·~;JI:t~;'~~ :::,: : •. ,'~ ,~ ,\': ,~ 
.. ! . 
, , 
. ,.. .. 
", '·."·;i,:·:·,.~":;" :' '''' '; ··' '~i~i.>;:~; :" " '~ ! ,,!'\ .. :/l: ' ,:,;.~:<? :,:~( : '~~{".';~', :'; ':';':(:": ..,,'. j.-": ;~, j\:.~ ",~' . _: .. ,': ', :,',',. ' , .' ,'.' :'~"';'" \. ;, :t:~";~ 
1'1lt,l' 11. ' '' .t' :.tf~'l.l \ di,,~r'''l:t~~~'"',t:Vl~:;\ · ,,= • ... ",:};JfA t Ik.L , 1.1·a,,(,~;,,:j.).lik..: 
-
'I • , ~ 
11 " 
. ~ : , . . 
.. . . 
, ,~ 
, .. ' 






MoreCJVer, readability formulas cannot assess a reader i s 
interest, experience, knowledge, ,and motivAtion. 
,. 
, . _.'.",...,. '* . • • 








" ,. ___ 1 " 
", . ( 
may be' misu'sed on instructional , materials " Qecause they ·1 
. " 
• • , • 4 I 
often predict that materials will be. too 'difficult for 
given grade levels. , S'cidnce; social studie's". and ()the~ 
" t. .. ~ I • .. . " 
" , 
subj~c~s employ specialized yocabulary,' which artificially 
. ~ 1.... ~ ' & • tJ 
increas'es the , '~'number of "baj:d" words, thus 'inflating ' 
~ " , 
readability, scor~s. ,However, teachers should alway~ keep 
in mind that instruction moderates this vocabulary bu~den 
.ln content area reading, and that technical wo'rds shoUld 
'. J 
be t~ught during conte~t lessyns.. Once \,~aught, these 
words need not be considered "hard". . . 
'ff 
To select the best materials, , classroom teachers need 
t I "I • ~;. *" ' .. 
I - l\'\ " t. 
to go beyond ~e.adability scores ' ,without 19noJ:'ing 'i.them~. 
' 1". , ,I) 
• ,Tea~hers should be aware ' that these scores are Qnly 
, , 
gU~deposts ~r clu~s to actuai reading difficulty. , Wnee~er . 
. ' (\ , 
an~S.heman (1983, p. 40) suggest that teachers: check the" ' , " 
organization and content ,of 'text chapt~rs by 'preparing an 
'\ -~ : ~ " ' , ~utline;.. ,look for tl':le presence of graphic ,.aids such as 
I 
,~'ictures, mapa-, charts, and graphs which ,inct-fiase 
I ' I b 
readability'; det~;rmin~" that ',technical v~ca ul2!ry is ~ 
ide~tifie~ wi~old print or some other techniqu~ ~o draw, 
, ' ',! & ," ~ I -
thest\,lde~~S attention to :i~; ' ~nd fi~allY, elicit ~ome 
studen.t ' reaction 
.' instr~ction~l 
o the text. The best test f'or any 
" . ' 
1a1 may ~~'jto \ ~ i, ve ' it , tentat i ~e '~se: 
~ \' , 
.' 
. .,'~ 
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Student judgement and reaction are very valuable in the 
selection process but are often·overlooked. 
All me·thods . of readabil~ty ·.analysis. must be used J, . . . 
. knowledgerblY. and . interPrete~ cautiou~IY. . To paraphrase 
Rush (1985, . p. '282) users of re ~abilitY-fOrmUlas .sho.uld: t 
. . .. . 






scores for the same p s.sage; 
consid'er formulas ·to be screening devices; 
'taka lar9~ random :alllPlas .Of}··.·., ttt. to be 
evaluated; • 
l-
. re~gnize that for materials infend~_ for higher 
grades wh$re content is important, 'formulas are 
iJ 
poorer predictors; 
consider . the effect of motivation and prior 
~nowledge on comprehension; 
not rely onGformulas alon~ but inciude their own 
professiona\ jud~ents. 
..\ \ 
. '\ .'( . \ 
Perhaps .most lIBeful to\\ the i:eacher who intends to 
'\ 
- -- . ' ,~'mpl~y corr~ctl v~ read~,ng · proced~res ,hiS classroom is 
RObins:?' s • (1978) list of reada~ili~y criteria for 
.' ~nstructionai materials. R.obinson $uggests ,that teachers 
.,," , " .. . . ",. 
should'ensure: 
' . ~, .. . , .,' 
"', ' j "' " ' " • 
1. Tl)8 densit.y . of concepts doesn • t frustrate the 
x:~a·der. 
',. 1 • 
. 
. 2. ··· . The sentence complexity 
... .. ~ 
























The authors don't choose to ' use difficult words 
when simpler synonyms woulp suffice .• 
cap\:ions 'under graphs and diagrams are clearly 
.., I " 
written. 
The ' text contains both ·a .table of contents and 
an index. 
The. table of _ content~ shows 
devel~pment df'th~\suJject m~tter. 
a l09~CAl : 
•. . 
If .-. refers to graph or . diagram,-that aid a text . a 
is on the same page as the textual reference. 
• : - . , 
Difficult new vocabulary" are p.ighlighted. or 
underl ined •. 




10. The ma~n idea ':Jor purpose ~or reading -. a chapter ' 
11. 
• 
\ . • • is dtated at the begi~ning of 
I ' g." A summary is.' included at 
\ ~.J , ' , 
chapter . . 
the chapter. ' 
.. 
ebe. end of each 
I. 
,: 
and ,referents are ' ct clear, 
'particularly across sentences. 
'\ '\., '" 
t R~lative\ \ clauses· are limited( in a' given 
sentence, clearly wr'itten and clearly attached 
,\ 
\ " to a r~fere~t. 'l .>0 
"\,,.! • • 
The val'iety of connectives is controlled so tha~ 
.. 
they. are 'used sparin~lY as. important signals to 
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15. Passive tense is used on~y when essential, since 
its f~equent use' may cause _trouble ' for', -poor 
• • 
,readers.' , ), 
The l'dOUB Btrategi~B diBcuBS'ed ~eri . re 1I~< ~est 
~; ', '. a~~r,o~t~ons of r~a~a~i~!;y and6' are not,Jnt~nded t~ .be, 
hard and fast limits. ' In tJie final analysis" it ~s 
" ... ' 
probably best' foro, educators who use re'adabiiity formulas 
, ' ' ' . J, • -
to be cognizo.nt of their lim'itations: and, -to supPle~ent the 
" " , . , , 
, ' . ' .. ' J ' • 
, a~pro~i~ations ~erived from them Wi:\. knowledge. of· the 
lndivi,dual lreader's n;edS and m~~n~n~ ,r~l~f. t~xt 
,characteristics t'o plan succe.ssful ~ p~ading e~iences. 
/ , 
, Successful reading reqUires a proper ~"fit" . between a 
, , 
reader and , . .the printed page. Diagposing .th~ !ndi.v~dual; 
student's needs in conj':lnctioll' with an analys1l.s of the 
• ,, >, " " ' 
rea~ability ~~ instrtictional materials , ar~' vita~ 
.. ' 
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Why do s·tudents- in upper elementary and 'secondary 
, . 
grades encounter difficulties with reading comprehension, 
" 
in_ particular with content area comp~ehension? As , 
; 
-previously men~ioned, these ' are the gr~de levels in'which 
., I 
most of our disamled read~rs tend to mate~ialtze: ' This,in 
:Ltself i~ ~ ~igni~ic~nt -and. critical " fact~r ~Ch ?a!:i 
often been .. overlooked i ·n our haste to help the dl.sabled 
, 
readers . in our schoo~_~ RatQer than be tempted to borrow 
solutions ' from other areas of ' the school' currfculum 'to 
. 
alleviate the problem, we. ~h~uld remember ,that effective 
~ 
solut!ons are thpse whi~h ' expres~ly apply to particular 
.problems. 
It is the writ.er's contentio~,that the comprehensi0!l 
.difficulties which many of " our disabled readers encounter 
--
may lie speci~ically , in the expository and technical 
. " ) 
, nature 
" 
ot the content Instr~ctional materials u$ed. ' 
• 
Classroom teachers generally become fi~strated when their '. 
students are unllble' -to achieve !~ccess while 




been . expose~ to , ~etter readin~ instruction in earlier 
.. ,grades, they would perform much better and meet adequately 
. ' . . .. , ... ' " . 
the dem~nds ' of ~he variou~ subject 'areas. ' It does seem' 
. ' . .t ..! .' ' . 
rea'sonable ·to think , that instruction at the elementary 
',' '. '. ' 
level should prepare ' stude'nts for 'he reading ·required i!"l 
.. 
, , 
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content ' clakses. HC?wever, certain factors qualify thi~ 
.. , \ 
po!?ition. ' Ai; the primary lev~is ~students are taught. basic 
re'ading skills principally through the use of narrative 
materials and ' this practice extends itself through the 
, . f' " • 
elementary grades. ~en : though, stu~ents ma~\ b.e requ.1red 
to read expository mat~rial in , subjects other' ,than 
,. . " , ' , 
reading ,.:' ~hey ar~ not ' tauqh~ hO~ .' h~ndle thie; m~terial : 
• <-
as well as they. ,are ', ~'ught to deal ··with narrative 
, " ... ; ... ( 
" materials. 
. , 
Yet students 'at the upper grades are required 
" ' 
. \ 
to.' read increasinqlytomplex 'and abstract exposition, and 
"=I •• ,,,. ,"~ ".. 
"': teac,hers assume they ~re equipped to do so (Her,ber f 1978) •. , 
" We must recognize and , accept ' the ' fact that, beyorid 
elementary school, textbooks and instructional materials 
I ' 
'ar$ -not simply co~plex, diverse variations of narrative 
literature. Hence, the inherent comprehension 
dif,ficulties of disab~ed readers may not so muc,h' be caused 
b~ a~ inabi1ity tOo cOl'e w~:h gradual " incr~~se ;n , th~ 
degree' 'of diff~culty 'o,t' comprehension tasks, but, in~t~ad 
I 
may be eau~ed by the difference , in the ,kind of .. 
! 
comprehension required by content mater~. ,. 
'. . .' , I 
, ,\..,The writer' contends ,that even where the' elementary 
.. readi~9 progra~s are of. hi'qh qU~lity' and 'att&lm~ts a~e , ~ade 
. ,. to' provide ~ a t~ansi tion, students need cohtinued 
ipstru~tion · to learn to adopt d~ills to the ,more demanding 
. 
content materials. In addition~ it m~st be kept in mind 
that. not only the , ' level .' of abstraction , in content· 








, " 0° 
, 
! ', ' 
" r , • 
complex ax each successive grade level. Success achieved 
at one grade ~evel , with a subject does not guarantee the 
same at another. Students must be' taught how to read t~e 
r 
material at each successive leve:; Just as all , ~tudents 
ha.ve be-en taught how to aomptehend the , conten~s of 
, 
,narrative literature, so must they " be taught 'how to 
comprehend the cont"ents , of expository l'iteratu~e. ,' Good 
.. " 
,teaching, whether corrective or developniental 'in nature, -
requires that , all students be ' taught to , or.ganiz~ thei~r 
,.-
thi1')king bef~re, during, and after text reading; and ..... .;0 
. 
apply the skills learned i.n subsequent independent reading 
( ~ 
of content material (Gilstad, 1~82); 
Given that as students progress through the 
'\ 
intermediate and secondary school years they are req~ired\ ~ 
to read more expository-type material, the ability tor 
.. . 
comprehend ' expository writing " .assumes a' position of 
. cru.~ial impo,rtance "for success in schools (Hahn, ' 1985). 
-"~ -..... .... . 
," The obvious suggestion that teachers need to provide more 
di-re'ot in~truction in comprehension becomes especially 
I • 
critical for the disabled reader who must "now contend with 
expository prose. For ~he classroom \t~acher, ~he issue .to 
be r~s~lved" is this: ,~at strategies . should , be 
incorporated into ah , ~lready oveicrowd~d curriculum that 
will hav.e. high utility and transferability for the 
, 
, ,. disabled reader who is read'ing .,exposi t ,ory text? 
The writer, suggests tha~ ot all teaching methods, 
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·t~ll.c)ling of comprehensioh in the content a;reas. Socra~ ,. 
(469-399 B.·C.) was- perhaps the first to point out. that a 
1ie questioner is a midwife who brings ideas to birth. 
•• ~imself w~s . ~ . g~eat . proponejt of this "art of intellect:ai 
~midwiferyll (Chaudhari, ' 1975). . In . modern times too., 
" 
. questions import~n~ 
~, 
~re . regarded as an method of 
developing comprehension and~thinking in learners. ,Bruner 
(19~)' ~aintains that one of the 'most important rewards of 
Aearning is the learner's ability to"--use the knoWl.edge 
' ~CqUired to further his own though~. . Bridgi.ng 'the gap' 
bet.ween lea'rning ~nd thinking is, a difficult process for 
'. ' ' 
. 
some children and, as suCh,' questions '. are pr~bably th~ 
~ 
best means ' of providing ass~stance to the learner ' as he 
... 
't;' 
tries to , invent syst:ems for han~ling: text data more 
eff~ciently. 
, Questioning 1s considered, by many as the most common 
\ \ 
: t'echn,ique of ' teac~ing prac~,~c~d 
effective ques~ions are bften 
in classrooms 1 indeed" 
• 
I , 
equated with effective 
teaching. Griese (1~77, p. 38) suggests IIquestioni~ is 
r 
. ~ ~ , . 
th\ starting point ~n the ,c:levelopment of comprehension". 
. . ' 
AuIIs (1978, 'p. 3,)' contends that "questfons are the stock 
• • ., J 
. . , 
ot' the teachi-ng profession" '. $imiI~rly, Dean'. (1986, p.' 
", .' . ( ;,. 
184) inqicates that "owing to their purpose questions,hav€: , 
.:: alwa'ys b~en viewed ~~ · .. co~·e ... Of .effective 1;eaChi~q" .. 
'~~t. '.s ~ 1970) o~t;r:a qu'~ted. liTo know hc:>w, ~to question is to · ' 
kn~ .how to teach", and Farrar" ,s (1986, p.9S) "it is ' ~ 
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quest~on~" are furt~er statements which exempli.fy the 
t 
notion that questions are a predomin~nt' and beneticial 
teaching technique . 
. 
, . Hence. ~ th.ere i~ no , doubt that ~estions are one of . 
the most~rominent form~ of'comprehension instruction used 
by teacher.s. ., Questions ~re __ used . to act·ivate .students' 
memory processors of text, focut t~eir attention on 
... , r • .-
sigjlificant aspects ?f ~ext, material, · and ai~! them in 
r. 
synthesizing seeltlingly different parts of text . into a 
coherent whole. It may be fairly safe to say that tfiose I , . • • 
teachers who are good questioners are .those who promote 
the process of comprehension. 
... 
" 
ijow Questioning Has Been utilized in the Classroom 
... 
How has que~t:'ioning been used rn the pa.st ~o promote 
. , 
comprehension? In attempting . to answer this question it 
-~ay b~' b~neficial to review several \tudies of teachers' 
comprehension instructj,onal practices in the classroom. 
j t_ 
Durkin (1983 ~;, in a year-long study of. reading and socia.1 
stud ies cl assrooms, found ~hat pra.ct io'a 11 y". \ no 
'i , \ 
comprehen~ion instruction took p.l~ce. Ques'tioninq w~s 
primarily concerned with comprehenaion a~sessmen~ 
Wgether' chi~dren's answers were right or wrong w~~ the 
. . .. 
main concern of tea'Chers. Quszak (1983) copcluded his 
ob~ervations , of t~acher questlpning strategi-es ' with the 
.. 
"foLlowing remark: . ' 
, . 1 \ 
J ' 
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~bout the ' only thing that appears to be 
pro~rammed. into the students is the nearly 
flawless ' ability to anticipate the trivial 
nature of the teacher's literal questions ... ~ 
the students have learned well to parrot~ack on 
~nd1ess re'collection of trivia. (p. 269.) 
Ribovich and Ramig (1979) suggest , teacher 
. .. .' 
, qu,estioning 'has 
'\:. . . not always produced · benefits,. The 
.. 
, 
" tenden,cy has; been ' _to overdo the questioning'. to the point 
• ~ ti. ..... • _ • 
thlSt interrogatic;m supplants true discussion. - Respon,ses 
. I . . 
often are not probed and extended. Farrar (1986') in a 
. , 
r"eview of quest~oning' research concurs on this , ,J)o±nt and 
• "l f 
also reports that' teachers use ·fact questions mQre than 
I _ " • 
any ,other kind. Guszak , (1978) provid.es a general summary 
of what studi'es of ~eaCher , questioning ~'the 
"; " $. ~avel~~~ea~:::h~rs do most of rth" ~king • 
ne!arl all the qUestioning, and most 
of J verb,a1 evaluating of student 
r po sese Such domination may 
, preclude a qreat deal of student 
t-hinking., 
(2) Students anticipate the natur~, of 
comprehension questions rather well, 
as most ,are answered correc'tly on the 
first try. This may not be surp~ising 
,in light of the ,_ fact . that most 
questions are literal in ,nature and 
that only 'a few students :do mo~t of 




Evaluative 'types of questions make 'up 
approximately 15 percent of teachers' 
.questi-ons.. \ HoweveJ;, - evalua~ive 
questions most oft~n ask students 
whether ' they simply like or dislike ... 
agree 'I' r , disagree with certain 
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" I '," • 
, , 
. ... ~ 
" 
\ ' 
1/ J (4) Organizational qu9stions ' are seldom ,', 
asked. Hence it is easy" to make 
inferences .apo~t ~why .. students 
encounter difficulty ~n summarizing, 
outiining, and the like. 
(Guszak, 1978, p. 231) 
The writer suggests that; the findings, ot l,"esearch 
/ 
should not be viewed as -an indictment ' 'of teachers.' 
Educators generally agree that it' represents but, a set ,of 
. .... . I 
ob~ervations baseq on 'what is ad~itte~ly limited research 
. . . / .. . ~ 
. , \ 
(Guszak, . 1978). tI' Nevertheless, the information seems 
. ~ , ' ... . 
suggestive of ,-actions that can and should be taken. We 
, ~'l 
, 'should perhaps focus on the observed outcomes of the 
--. 
mental behavior of students - ,involved in comprehension 
taSKS. I~ we clearl), des~ribe the behavioral outcomes 
,) that seem to be important for comprehension of- 'con~ent. 
III!lterials, perhaps. then we. can devise 'a'ppropriat~ ' . 
questioning strategies for obtaining them. 
• 
Effective questioning 1s not; an innate talent that 
, only a few teachers possess: it'" is a skill that can pe 
developed with practice. It is one of the teacher's basic 
toqls of communicatlon and it can provide a powerful and 
- ~ 
. ' , 
direct means of preparing 'studenes to learn how to think 
. , 
'-
,aJlout the .cont~nt material they read. It is not the . 
ampunt of questioning that makes the difference, -bpt. the 
asking 
) 
reading method of and using questi~ns tc) foster . 
" 
comprehension. 'As Socrates said, itA good qUfilst,ion is hal,! 
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l " . ~ 
questions ',can: be. ·used most. .,unill!.a.g1nat"ively. ,,' ~)l~ ef;'icacy 
'. ~ ! 
~f~ questioning lies : ,in t~e . interactiort wh~ch m~~ take 
'--- " ' ,;. " ,;: 
'place betw~en teacher and, stu~e~as togethe,r -th~y explore 0 
the ll),eaning of what is beitlg'~a~g~t"' artd learned.. ~ Th~ 
artful teacher initiates and " ~tains the' kind of 
thoughtful discourse that helps students, rumJ..nate 'and 
'" organize ideas (Heilman, 1972). 
", ... \ 
, " 





Be ~utili2:ed in the c~ass,rQbm,', 









.r t ' , 






Many' t'E.,achers" believe the function 'of questioni~g i~: 
. . , " . ,. .'. . ' ...... , .. ' . . -' . . '- . . . 
. to test , studen~s ' , knowl:'~g~" , 6ft~:n at , the end of ~ ,?~ap~er 
, .. ' . . . .''. ' . . " ... 
or unit, of ~ ,ork'::' ~uestion~: ·a·re Jseful , f~r evalu~~irig ' 
'. I " - -./ - .. - ~ -- - - -- -- . ' - ~ •• , w_' _ _ _ _ ~ . _ 
. studeilt~' understandings I "but while' eva,luatio'n ' is ,a , yalid .. 
'- . '. - - \ ~. ' . 
use Q,f question-S', 
. ,
it is n~, the only .DJ:':_primary use .. 
.. " ./ 
",: :'-: \; ,-, " ..... " . 
-.J • • ! 
I Essentially" que~tions are t ,bols by which, stud~nts ·can' 
I • .. ' .. '" ' ,' 
P7"0,cess'in.formation they hea~, .. " !ea~, .o~ experience. They' 
, ' . 
• are in~egr~l com~~~enes }Of ·the ' , academic ari~ thinking 
. . / . 
/ 
I : .'; 
- \ '" 
.... -1 , :' 
skills. Questions enga'ge \ ~tuden.ts I, minds al1d stimulate' '. 
,acti~n~'. , The" ~ff~i~e ie.~her, who' uses well-
o • '\ ' ~Ohnu).ate? "qUest!o,ns helps, .', stude!lY ,realize , that th'e'ir 
. . . ' . ' ,-- ,, -~ .... ', ~: 
learn,ill9 is~:n~' a passive one,' but ;one Of "-...~ 
, pa~ticipat'ion. The quality'" of the classroom ' dynamios 
" role in 
': ~. 
' , " : 
, _ I ,-
.---- ....... " , 




- , -,. 
depends gr~atly upon ·the frequency .' and 




~f0::;~:f~:~1:~ '~-~": ~'~;::~~;~': ,~~'j>'1:" " '~:r~~jt<:':fc::;!!~j~;:'~~~;(7'~!i;~!p"'~r~;~'~r~t; 
~~ ' lf . . h ... ~ . ~ / ' . \ .~~ ... ..... - . ' ' , _ • ., '~ -l .. .. , 
:2~ '~' . . ~ppropri~t~'n~ss . : ot~· questions. ___ Hunkins I Jeter-;'~d -~Maxe'¥ ".: .. >;i,' 
:, -: . ~-- .. . ~. (.1982) .sU9~~~: ' . .. .' ::; 
-'" 
" 
•. .. ' fJ ' " 
.. . . 
o 
. --: ... . . 
. . 
. ---





' ~ '~chers who ... effectively u,tiliz~ questioning 
. rea'i-i.ze th~ pOWer of their t-echniqu~ for ,get"t~ncf 
studen:ts:.. :to· comprehend ~ore cqntPlete~y • .. '; .AI"llieq. " 
with skil'ls. in . ~estioning pupils can increase ' 
their . leariii-n'g ' i:lutonoiny and · augment their ' 
unders'tanding . . :(p. 254) , 
Ques,tiQns help orient students to a particular' lesson 
'. 
or.unit,·guide.invest~gati0n, and en~le one to judge t~~ 
- -- ",~ j ' ... 
• ' ..! 
.. 
' . . 
· ,'; 
'.' 
' , ' 
va~ue· Of. a reading ~f.<?rt '. . The studen·tS'--gain not o'nly an f ' 
Tn.creased knowl~dge . and " understansiing of the. subj ect ~. " .. 
. ma.tter under c::onsideration, . but an 'effective or~:;;tat 'on ' - .. ' - .~ 





' . . 
! . : ', 
. '.. . 
. ,, ', 
; ", ' 
! t· 
-
'; . ' . 
.. ," . 




"110 ,re~.~ i £y .' \a~ ' .. w~\~ .. .. ~o,~j es fn~ ' Z intz. (19 ~ 1) c?ntend th~~ 
~w'e sh9W students "what we consider' " import'ant ·by·· .. ·the ,types 
" , ' ." • . ' . ~ - r II , 




~£";· q.u ___ estion~ 'we ~ ~sk; ~~d, "·Wel· maniPu~6~ . the le~rn1n; 
' ,' ~nv,i~on~~~,J~i\ ~he' t~p~~~ .~~ " ~~stion;.t~~~ .. we · Ch~O~~, by 
, ~ ' . ,.\ .......... " , ' --:--:-:- . ' .. .. . . ., . 
. which . type we aSk ..... students, and by tne -timing and manner · 
. . ' ~ " . 
. of' our ~estioniiiJ.' · "'", . 
.~ , 
. ,In a'ddi tio~.,.,...ols·en and" O,i.l·lner (1982) indicate '. tpat . 
." . . '--. . 
gOOd. Iq~est~ons ·ca~~ .i,dentify stud:;n~n\ ~eed of · speci'fic:-' 
Skil,l: in's~;uc~.~on,· \ptovide a me~'ns f 'o; ~C~~~g parti-cul~r 
- 0 . ' :---.... . . 
'skills, 81ld ;einfo.rce skills ' already known':, ' . Such a'; 
\ II .... . .... " . 
. strategy ,h:as. p.ert·in~~t implications for .. its uti~izatf0ll. . in .- ·· . 
.' -
. " . . ' 
. ,Most 
" 
purposeful - reading 











~ ~ ' ' --c~~rebension ... . The ' · 'abil .i~y: . of . th~ reader to'es·t'ablish . a' ". 
;:~'. , '::. ' '-''.' ' ,..... . . ' 'purpose .. when r~ad.i~9 . set~ the ' limit~/f~r. co~plet~ng the 
\" . . ' ' . ' ...... ~", . . , ' ' " I. . / ' . " !li ~: .l', : taS~'!,f,fiCi~lY , Hd lman, B~~i-r.. and • llUp~ ey ,( i 981 ) 
· .. , .' 
, ~.: 
, ' ~.' : 
' .. " 
. ' " 








.bli:f\Y /. , \" . : • ... , "''':' • \ .I • ...y ~~\~~ .:; ; ,:·:, :;:t'~!i, ;.<~;l:;i),;j.i';,), <i; .,o~,~~·:i';>::: '~; ,;~. 0:ic" .... •• ' " ; OJ. . ' II. ~ .~" ~ : :.~ •• ; ~.J~ t: ; : ' ;' . ' ,:" ,'~ :"i' ;i~~;i~~ 
. ; ~.~~);- ~' \~( ,r;." ' ~"",~ ' ' •• /:~J~ iii'; .h .,~r. . .... ~ "i~"\ . ~.! 
~~1\.1-.... ~.1"';"~\'''': ;(YJ:~" ..... ~fr~'l'f7'':' '-:'."'f>'" " '~ ·'W ... 1J.':' n o- ..... '- '''''''T~~"'t.- ~ .. ,. .. ~.... W'I;. • ... ~ _ .... ", .... ,.,. . ~ ... lY.t ,;.- ""2'7:-:~.th~~ :, ".r Ie j:~;'I!,.~!...:'~:.~.~~_:!!J'; 7t>:; .. , ~ 'I;: .{;: .. t..:;~;t ' -f'\~ t\\~~ ~\!,.'{,.~l';";f ii~~\-: '1~/;1~ ;;!t~·:·."-~ "Yfi.fjt~,'!J,;·~~7.t;'~;'~';f.,.c.~-.;!j.i-"'1"J~· ';,' ff":t~ ·r<'.:~X"'~~j~h,~·t;?\~;" ,.ft .~-~ ... q; r.r"?\'1k1 
~':~!~ i. '. ~ : .~ . '; '~'. :~~"~'~'~/ .: ~'~.~:".">:~, ';'/' '. "c;. /' .':~;~'! ":',,' ""t'?::;';';'i""~;~}~"::~j~ 
" , " " 
"~. .". 
' .• ' 
. 
.J suggest that a m~j or vehicle for. teachers to ':1ti+ize:~irl-' .'. :.: '.'~' :'~.~ 
...... . /.. . . . . . . '. ' ~ :, '. . . ~. :. :', ,~ 
_ ~ri~g growth, in .purposeful' .. r.~adJnq· is 'th.,e prop~r. ,,:> . ':\ ~/~; 
,. -~, ~ . frami~f classroo.m que~tior.ls in relat'ion to the desired ' ' ._', ')~; 
,rea'di'ng" c~e~sio~' outcome.' ··.·APp~·oprlate que~tions, . ,'-:' ":.;;';'~: 
? " . I.' .' .' ,,' 
. .. ' prior to reading help . S1:~de~ts ,engage ' thel)\sel ve~ . • in "':;, 
.' ~: .. -:- " learning,. dir.ect their purposes for, reading, and' ~~gulate ',' '~ .. ,':;. 
~heir d~pth and rate of reading. 
• r 
', ' : 
.'. ,t 
: : :~ 
..... '- ' .. 
. -
Alt~ougl} ,.a continuing goal~ of the teacher 'Should be' 
. ;.' 
".,: I 
to . hell? students leatri ' to -se't . their own' pU,rposes :' for. - : ",: 
4 ~ , .., .... 
'\.. their o~ questions, ~ so~e . caution __ " , .. '. , .. 
. ~- . 
. , . ' . " ", ''I " . " . ' .., ' .. ~ 
. ~. ' -" :'. ,~' ... 
'.::'., '.' ; ~ /./ should be, e~ercised iJ:l : this ,rega~d. ' The ' 'teacher,-~. , ';'.. . e'sp~cial'lY one in~~l ved.' in C;:6'r~~cti va , reading, .. ~ust 'learn, 
, , ' 
~.g, .. :. 
' ..... 
. ,..... . • ...'. •••.• " I ', ' 









t :<? ptogram qu~stion~. that, will guide reader.s into high~ I ': 
, ." .. ., ' ' -"""C"'"'I .. t '. , '. .', . 
- - . ~lev.~·l ' thiri)dng: ,'~roce~s~s', on'l,y as 'i,he~ ~re' able, to .dp , so,' " :,.' . 
.a~d.in l~ght of' ~he SP~C'i'f{e~ re'~~~ng pt;:rp~~es., smith~arid", 
Robinson :(1980) ·point ~ut, :tha~_the , use' of:' i-nap'p~~priate 
• • - # .;' . ,' r " ~ ..... 
que~ti6ns' .or .:~~ ,, '\ u,se, .of questio~s. ~ ~~y .. cann~t, : b~ 
c~ped: ,with by ~h~ learner. may defeat the very' purpose "for . 
. ."i: v' '. - o · . 
which the1 are ·intended·- to d~velop comprehension. " As 
, '-.- - '. ," .flo' '. '. .. ." -, .--:'. .. . " 
Berber (i978). states, "to b.e "able to answer questions,~. one 
... 
must~be able to apply :,the' reading' ski'll or'skills implic,it 
: I. . . .. .' • . ~ . 
" I I . " . ' ., ,~n, the relationship' be'tween' the 'quest{on ':and the' content" 
, ,<' ',1' -t ' • I • : 
""','.CP'. 193}. 
$I ~ , 
,Most, : hi.fher~le~·e~, thinking ' qt\estiom( rest . sO,~idlr 
UP~!1 ~. 'basis of fac~ual info~ation. - As ,teachers 'plan 
. , • '~ ......... a· I • 
. " 
. ' . 
. . ' ' . ; .'.:! ,. 
. ;' :-,,' 
.~ . .',: '. ~' ~ 
~ ' .... 
. ,':,1.-, 
.. :. ~:-' 
.' ..... ::= 
. of: 
· ,'. 
· . ,;' 
... , , 
, ' 0 ' , 
,~" 




" -:: ,. , 
" .; 
'. :.,' 
•• I • ~ 
· ..... ~. 
. ' 
• 
~".. guiding', qu~stions . to .accompariy ,assigned' re~ding, ' they 'may " '. ;~ 
.: ' ~ .:. . . ' .... ,. . . ' . ... . ...... .:: '.-: 
:,:' .:. '(m~,to de~ise>q~s to help student~ "PUll out ~~~ . . .•• ~.~ 
~l~';!:;i;:~,~,\j >,,'!~Li"':v: . \',>.'J" (~> .• ;' ~i;;':'~'\:" ;;.i\;~ :";;;;~""{'~' i:~:,:. ~" , ",;:<~;,.:. .",' j,: ,;: ~, .~.:', ;~ ,'; :'!:i't;~ 
:.Af.Jj} ::~~ ~ ,tf~'t ~t_ ;~r.!:iI~I~}~' ~;-'.":f;.\ i:.'t,~~··· .'f. . ~~~~-'!I);:O! ,r . .(' '_I~ I.: '.0;:';/ ,'r;.:!! ':. .\J.~:' '\ ~,41:.il. 
~f':;Y'~?~;*~::"~~~:~:: " t'~<:>"~' ~Y:",; ,;::~;f~~;f;t~;~i'J\,~:~' ;;~t:~~?J~;:1!~'~~~'T~~'~i!;i~;i!~ 
:?T7',': '~~~~~'\ ,.,' u~cie~~;i'~~'::':fa~t~ '-'bY ' ' ~til~:iri~,: skill~· SU~h" "~$ ,~ain 'ide'~: ~","~- ,~ -~-<, ' ~.:, ,?'.:~?; 
, ~ ', ' '. ' " '" ", .' '~ 
i~;;:·: ';- '. ~ det'ail~. , ' ·~equence;,. cause' and eff,e~tt .'and : inferenc~·." With 
:~?,.~., .,' . . th~'se. at'~~ c6tim~n·d; .. ·~tude~ts f?hqui'd be;,~e,tter ,prepared : . .... 
).~.. • • '. ... # ~ • , " 
- ' , " 
.-::, ':.;':, .' to pr9.eeed ,to depth, quest.}.ons those that ~ re~ir'e them to 
. -:.' 
'. "": 
. . .. :.! . " .. .. 
" ,. 
" ...... . 
-...... 









. ; ... ... 
\ ' ~ . 
( :'~ " . ', 
f, ' ." 
, ) 





. c o,nc 1 u s ion 5 ; 
. t ' " t , 
generali~at~ons; and 'arrive at ev:aluations (qihoma~ ,and 
R9binson, i982~. - .. - - -" 
~ " . ~ven ' .. ~~ou~o the types ' of con,tprehension are often 
iisted' . separat'~iY ,,' ,t~ey' ,do ,not. function .. independently . 
, '': . -
. - .. , 
• , , ',.,I 
. '. , 
• 'r . 
:,' ~~ 
~.th~r,.: ::~hl' + .' inte~d.epend.~~t. · an~;'OVl>rl';pPin~. ' •. 
< .. ~?reov~r I Z ,preViOuS,~Y " s~at~d, i.t c::a.nn~t h Ie. ',a·s·~U~~.d , that 
. ~~~U~E!n/WhQ can .p~~ a.skill ~t a Jiven' 1'1ve1 of. ~ dif~iculty . in :- a partIcular type of , con:tent ~aterial will, ; ',;' :':<' 
.. , :: su~cess/~'il:Y. :' ~o· " s~:,"' iri ..... ~l~ . ~~~,e~ :: ~;,' i~v,~lJ" "~f "readihg. ,":i~" .:"«~ 
. ' ,., 
! • • ', 
. , ' . 
. " ,~ 
<. mate;i[l (Ha~ri'~ a"nd " SI;a~~ . ~~7·9) ·. _ _ \ ~ '. :' ,',: ,:':; ':'} 
" ' fh~. e f f ec:ii v"-ci"~ sro.om·· teacher re~li:2e~~ ~t . .. .:: 
q~!~t~on~n~ , s,trat~gleS, ' Sh~Ul~ ~ 'b~ e,m~l~yed " ~~ro~s '.~he ,' .. ' .: 
?rr~~ulum . . . ' .All fl'~jec~ar~ascan . provide \ situ.ationf: . ... •
whi,~h ,the ' :teach.~r cjn , ut~J.i~e · .to focus , ques~ioning' i~' , , • ', .'~, 
. . .... 'order,', to he,lp a·meJ:io~ate' .. perceive.d c'oinpr~hension" 
• ", 'j ,'.I, )~'.;:>- ' difficui'ties~, . ~.. , ~ '; ·· ",:i 
;.~, ;' ~ .:.... " ~ _... . ~ . ' ,' . .': .:-
;~.~ : '. : : " . ' Th~mas ' : and Robinson (1~8~ >, and " Tohj es ' . an~ Zintz ' " ::::) 
,f' • • ~ •• .....,. ~ \. .' . .' • • ., . •• , • , • • .. '. • • ~ ' . • tit- . " '~ 
l).:·· .. ~ . .' (1981 ') "pro\;id~ ~tlle "foilowing' : ~xanipl~g ' .. ~f : . : quest~ons··,· . ', ':".::', 
{~ ~'. " '. ,,'.' . 'c.: .. ·. , ', ' .. ' ',' : ... :, .. ,' ,: \,' ,I.:, __ . . ,,, , ,,, : ' ,: -, '.. . ~ ~!: :.~ 
::', :,, ' Cfl,assifiea acc::orCling to thethougl'lt-:getting. ':' proc'es"s tli'e~'-:, <," ,':, '-::;' 
';:~>, ,.' :, .. '"' ' ",' " . ',' ~ -:: ' . ' .. " : ' , ',.';: ," ", ,,' ' ,', ""-: ", :' . ',:,} 
~: ';(o':>'; ,;:' " ,fos.t~ri, ' and ,s~~g.~s~ .. :~~.~ tq~y ' : eX~Inpl~~!' ,the kinds . ~ '. ~.,~ . . :.'::~:}: 
f,I/.. ... questions ~that, may be'-: ~sed 'for '~d~v.elopment,'. c;f bas:i'c , ::,: ':. 
P~·," ."". " . <:~ .:. ': , ,: 0''- ': '".', ;', ""' .. '. '." :, " ' .. ', "; " , ·;t~ ~:,,::' , _ ,' ,' ' ~comprehenslon skills in --the- V'arioii~ disciplines: ., ' " :;'-;;~1 
..... " ,' .. . J . '. • ' • 
. , 
.. 
I, " P 
.... " 1, 
;,J , I!.'t~ t\.i:-\'·;~~ ~"'~ '1;'\' ,;,.-,!,,~. ~:hi..1J 'f):J.'-.r :-,i'h~"' ~ ~. 4 ,,,'J. ,:i' ... ,,! .• -;l. ',, ~:.,/ . ~t"''';' '''t !:fl·'). ''''\·i,~·'''l.t.~".Jt'('~r .'!t'-' 
. (@d~w;.t-~·\'i- ' . .. 'l~ ;r"";! I . • - : ... , ... ,.. ... . • - tof\ ..... ':' " 7,~ .,~W'",,;, .,. .. ':J 
"'~". 1 ' .. :.Z.~;>R<.~'tl"''";.'I.\",~ .. ·..t''IS'''''f:i:'';i!.-ik';· .. ',. :i' .. · ..,"·l'>i~··,~.,.., ..... --<'·'-' l 
.... ; ,': . ', ,' ;-'-:l';7.~'! ".:, ' . -. '. ' .. ". , « ~:r,,;, •..... ' >':"'1' :." ~. \" I ' ," .,l". , ", 'Vl' "' ..... ..,jl·· -'i' . ~; 'J ' ;;;r-;a •• ~ lilr<'N'·;"'z£::.';;u. , "' ' -,,- .• '\,f :iI ••.• ,? ";-!fl':" iJ"t'C!·:~T. ':' :;;'~···· .; .. '," /7?:'·· ;· " 5:.~:~;' 7?r'c~':·\?':r;!;~~T~i~P. .;'/??':Y{:~7~~ "j~:??r~"l:~~·J"'.l~~ 
:~'.' ... Grasping Directly Stated ~etafls or 'FACts . ::' . . • . .'. .' ':~.:)'~:~ 
,.Science: (1) wh'at. ·· conditions.' ·are · j:) obabl'y . ' . -:-.:..z: 
'~ . : .. 
'j" ' 
., .... . 
, . ' 
"7", • 
" . 
, ! . : 
. ~. . 
-," 
~", . 
d' : .' , 
·"W . • 
, , • .a " 




. ' ~. 
\:" '-~\ '.;";:. 
:-. 
. ~
0' .. -. 
• . ll " 
-,' .. ' 
' .. 
· 1 . ' . 
..... ' . 









nec~ssar.yfor . 8 ·:v?..lcano: ~to er~pt? , , , :'~,.'~ 
•• 41 " , •• '!'~ 
(2). y'~'~. kno~' ·Wha.t ",c~talyst . are .: ' . .:.!. 
What are · thelr ,·unusua·l 
(1) 
(1) 
.. .... " 
properti.es? · : . _ 
What 'did R,icha~d Cory do ' at . the 
:::~ o:h::e ~:::::t~:h:::t , ~l h~ is 
. p~rtrayed in 'this :st-or'y? lFlrst, 
,write down the ~detai-1s the ~ writer 
use~ to~hel~ ·~ou'visuali~e ih~m? ' 
.. ( 1) . Hbw many ·.y·earif may" an ·. 'Ame·rican 
. Pres ident . st!'r'C1e? ~.. , 
.. ~ :, .. 
' " ... . : ~. 
'" 
, '~ .. , 
..... 
. . ',. 
' .. " .' 
" . J 
. , " ,; .:~, 
, . ' 
" " ,j 
.. (2) ' HO~ '·m~ny .. ~~ag~s ' q~e~ ' a '" 'biil h'ave '<", ~ ,'. :~".~: 
'.~ , . 
. ' .. '. to' go' through' to. becQm~ a law? '" "" "' :::':::! 
' . ~,. . \ . ... : , . ~.,' -' .. , ~.'',;~ ' .: .: .. ..., ' . . ;;'; 
.~ '" . 
, .~ . .' . ~.: '.- ': .. }: 
, U'l)derstandin'g the Main Idea " . ' ~ ' .. ' '. . ", .. .' .> ,,_ '. .. ':'. -: ;:.; 
. All~ Readi~g . S~bj e 'ct :',' . : ' . ... ~~',-intr~du~~'O~; . Jork:, ··.\~tUd;~rit~ ,'" ./~~} 





, -'ide,a " c;>f this ' passage? '-'> Look for . .. ··· .. .... : .. .. ,: 
.' the . po'int. the' . paragraph' ~akes.; .. - ~ .' . 
. . ,. the broaClest,:'':- most· significant ' . .... .: . .'.~: 
message· 'of the·---author·;· .. the .idea 0:', 
the author w.ants" most·· ,of' 'all .to:··'-~::' 
__ :-,~.rivs 'home .and ·.leave· with .you .. " ,1. . ,: ,': 
. , . 
Rea"d . to find out ·why· .. 'th'is· 





.' ", ' 
. . : ..,'<, -:. :; 
: , ;: 
.'. :1 
' . 
,". " :. ; , 
, .( 4) :. W~'i te . a t'elegram of, ten w'ordS or · ie~s'-: · .. ..:.. .. 
con v e y. 'i n 9 : the' . b r 0 a des ·t ·, .. :. in Q S t 
: " > ':{J 
• j'. ··signi.f ica,nt. in~ormati:.on . . in" . thi<s , . 
. - paragraph-• .. '. . . . 
,f 
' . y" f 
. . ' . :~ 
! : ;' 
" . 
- .. - ... - .... -
'" ,,: ~(, 




::' grasping :the seguen'ce' of ' tdeos«' EventS, or stegs. ''' ' , ' . ;'. , ': , ' . ~ "" .':!. 
1· · ·.... . . ~ .. ' .. . .... { " . '.' . . .. ' . 
• ~, i SO~ial. studi~s ': (1) . . Read. ~this' " sel~ctlcin~ .about· · th~- .. ' .. ~>."~~: ; 
' ,!. ' " ,~ growth', ' o.f ·,our,~.- C·O\lhtry ... ... into '. ~. .. 
~\:; ': ! _ . • . . l1ationhood~-.- ·--- No·te·. the' importf.lnt· 
,I..: . • ' . events in order, . a.~b.cia~,e th~m :. 
: '.' , " ' . ' .', . . ' wi th :.. their dates ana' tl?-l.rtk-h'Q~ : 
. .. i each .. ,:,event ' led .up to . th~ next" 
.,t·, :" -- , one ,. '< ~ ~__ • . . ' .,. 
< .\~~, ,Literature: ' (1) Brie~ly' describe. the' char~~te'r "a~' 
. ;:'". '. the Qegirming of· the . stpn'.' Then 
.. :; ... , 
, '. 
. ~~ . 
,,,,/ , ,, . 
' I' t": ' .0 
" ~ ~.') .. 
.... , . , 
. , 
< .. 










,desc't-ibe -him toward~tliE!" clo·s·Ei:. 
~ist . in··order, t~e peopl~; things', 
and' '. events' . that , caused 'the 
char~dtef '" to, ~cha~g~.during-, the: 
story. ' '..' , ~ 
. .' ' .. :' ~ i : , :' " , . . , 
... (Ir'~ead through . this exp1ana.tionof. 
. :. - 'bow the' fOl:;nula was 'derived. See 
. .-'if, you ,can :foll'ow the· steps ·,that .
. ··t lead"to' its -final ' form • . . ' .. ' 
.., ... ' " '. ; .', ' . ' " ,' . ', '. . ", , ', ",' , '; 
' · ·'-'~·,(1) List the: even'tslthat :oCC\ll: in'1:he;, 
water ,cycle~" .",' . " , ~ , ",.:; .. :: . ' :"1'" 
. ,'" , 
. , Science: 




' . . 
t. 
, " 
• • , ' , \ '; I 




" 'f~ll:ow ',~, .in 
o,n ··a slide.' 
" ," Blackfoot ±.ndians 'f~o~\ .reading 
'th~s' 'sele'cti l ' . . .. ' : 
g' , .', . , ' . . ' ,.. , "" ' ~' " - . ' . . • 
.- {J.) ..... From' .the ch~r cteristfcs 'of, the 
" ,(' ~iil: of ,th;i.s' bird I ' :~hat. de .you 
.. know about . itj ,ea.t·ing hab.its? ' 




Young ·' Garth: , :. certain vows 
'wh~n he" bec'ame" a ki:light'. ,What ", 
.. were : : thos~ .'. vows 'and what. do '. the'y : . ' 
' reveal tQ ' you :about :the values" of : " " 
his d~y? ' , . ' 
, , 
~ .. 
. . .... 
'. ' 
... ~ , .. 





' I ' . I. 
, . . . ~ 
1'< . ... 
· . --. . 
<,: 
. I : ~ 
, . 
, " 
· . '/ ' 
. r :; ,: ,:~.: 
: . ,',' t: 
1 ': 
~.. : 7"::~ 
, ,' : 
. , ,' ~~ .: .. : '~: :~~ 
\ . . 
, ' . . 
1 ' ~ • 
. ' \ \ . 
. -
.. " . 
~. ~ . 
" . . ~ ~ , 
,', 
" ' ''f;-;- ' 
, .' 
, . " .. ,' 
. ~ .i .. : 
. ' ' :1 .... 
· t ." 
~l~if!r~' t 5.:\ .r, r .,,' .~ . . .,"'1, \·· .. 1 I jo:e-'~J·"Uj1:. :, q fJ ... , j1.~~./;'f.l~"'6'''''C':::-F':t~ I" ' 'f1 ~'X~ '~.:t" ""~-~ J. ." .~ • •• ~ .. ,~.~J\ .. ~·~':t/~ ; .. , t~·., \~·::'/.I:r\'~.,'<': :V·~:' !;:!; :/, ~; -::r:~~:,,, ", " '~ :( ~~ .~: :~.~ _-; :;~. ~:\ ':;~~'-;-~'t~n: : '!'~" ';'~~,.~·.~,!;,-\:~"-,$~,, .-. .;';/.t:,~~a.'$.::' ~~ ... ~'1:~~ '. '111 \\}~, ..... ~~(?o;.tk'·.<~~:t~C'~F " ,.!~;:!t;,;!Ft~~;.;~~ 
'~'} ' ~I: :> ,;. ' :'.:' ': .{;, :' '~ . , : " : :~ <~:,:::,?::; ' ','.', ':" 7 ' .~ ";fC:"; ' ~ ' ~';'t" ~:T :"" rl;'~~~ 
'i . . ....... . " . , ; . . ' . 9 5 - . ,. ., .. .... 
• . " , . • ~ .' '1' , .' . ' . ' . . .... '" ,'f \," . " , . : .~ •. .• i·:~.~ 
t ' . . . 0 '· \ ~ :.:::' '. ./ ~ ..- • .:....- ' . • • .. : • :.1 ~ ~ ... . . ,sens'ing ' Rel'ati~nSh~p"o'f, TtiEp). ~rlade" .caUl &1 Dd. ~ttept ~ " .\ '. ~ , :' ::~ 
:,.;. "" .~ . Science: . . . . , (1),' If' you .. ·drop "'a :1 nee~u';"" ~~r~f~l,iy " . . ;.': <:' , ~: i~ 
.. upon ···the surfape,.. of .water,,. . it·~ '; .. .. .. :,'. 
" '. , will flo)t~ .' can: ·yo~ ·expla.in why~ ... . 1' ." < 
" '" . "'. . . . ~ . . . t',.: . 
,-" ", Sccial Studies: " (1) You "are living·· in the d'ay~ Of'.: ~he· . - " , l " ':i'~ / 
'; . ': . crusat:1ers • . . ' Why ' will you go r oria' .' "J ~,' 
--. '" Crusade" if you are . (a) ' : a " pri~st; ~ o " ; >.;.f:' 
, .... . 
" ., ' - ' 
,' . 







: ... '. 
. '.< . : 
\ , . 
. .. , 
/. '.. -. (b) ~ .: knight • .. (c) a , ~cnolar, . . '-: -r..,', .- ! 






. ' .. ' 
, , 
" 
(2) Read 'the f~i.l'owJ.n9 desqription of. . • ~\: ' <. 
:.' the :.· dtimp~ng · o~ . garbage .into ·: a . '. ' . 
cOlnmun i ty ' i ·ver .... an~t;:h-El.n .' .,' ~ 
b'rainstorm 'pes ibl~ : ~ffeC?ts, : ".' : ~ ::::~:. 
• • .... r ~ , ' ' - t.: ....• 
(3.)" History. 'is 'a re ot'cL~'of a chain:·:of ' . : 'i: .,'.::: 
causes .. and .ef _9tS •• \ .. :R.ead.·.: 'the ' . . : :',''J::\,:i 
. . passage . to' . answ r ~ tni,s) question ," ... .. :'.' . Y .;~.~: 
'·"what '. causes ' :leCl .to · tbe'" un'iteti' .. ·:S· ."'.',l i .. , ... :.,/ · st~tes· ,. .. ·,·purchase· .of · ,th~ ,~.LO~lsiana ·' '" ,:. ': ' '.::.1::,. :;< 
. " , . '. . ' \. 1.1 • . .. • J ' , .. . . ,..1\ 1· .. I 
. Terr.itory·; . and ·;l)pw .~ did lit '·i,n tur:n ::. /'·. "< !.:: ':.,. 
. '., .' b.~·ccme . . a--::-cattse '~ ·;.'wi t'll ~: : itc:!':"" "own ";, ... :, .'. :'!.:. ::'-:", 
.... ~ , \ ~ '1." . . " ' r. ' • 
. . . . e~f.e9t ~~ . u~:s.~f~a~:~:o_n,,~ :~~ ,1.~;~~;.~? .. , ~: · ' '''~. >'::':'.;'')(:.:.: 
' . . '. .' . " . , ..,' ... ~.; ." .. ' ,'" '" .). , , (Thcmas:. and Robinson', · 1982,. 'pp.;: 85,,,;:,89; : ".' : .;. ~ ':1 ' . 
, To~jes .a~d . Zil)ti; . :~9'81, 'po '19;>,:--'\ " ": ·· ,. :'~ \\i 
I. • • ' ., , ''' , ' . ~ , ',\ '. ·i·· <~.~ ·.~ 
~_._. ,-' _________ . ,t-'B""~ .... C ..... ~~u .... ·~ .,.· e .... ·-,. qu'Sl""'e""slii!. .. t ........ i .... o~ntLar~' "an impo·r~~·n1;·· ;·~spect of '-reading '. \.;.;;) 
, . .: 
~ instiucti~~ . and · comprehe~~'ioh~' .. in~·i~~dual~· ·· suc'h . as ' ·Bloom .: . ':\' .':},': 
~. "'" . . . . '. ' '. '" .... ... , ' ." .. : 1 . ~ :. 
\ ' , : 
',,-. 
' . ' 
. ' ~ 
' J., . 
. . 
", ' \". 
.; 
. " 
, ... .. 
t;.:. ~ ...  
, 
, . 
(l956h ;·have .. d~VelQPe'd .taxon~mie~ ·· which ': may be." u~ed ' t~~ :., '< 'l .; 
..5' •• ' • ' • .... ., • . , • '.... . . • .: • . ' ' • J .~ ."J I .. ., • . : ... • .. ... • .1 ... . ,:, 
diff~~entiate . . various :t~P·~~ .cf questions, Though . specific . : _:;" .:.') 
" .' categories ' ,in:ay be . ~' ~~'llapsed . ahd' . iabel~ ' . dif.fe~ . 'i'~'" I.eac·h·· . : \ ... .. :.:, 
" '; . .•. '.. \......... .. .' . ~ , .... . ·· ·r · ," 
. '" i:a><onomy ;'the c';nc~Pt~and 'l~eas-<jdneci fro~re~SIiIl9:' ; . • '',' r:, 
. , . text · are 'se~~ . ta' progre.ss in ~~mPleX'~ t~ ~ from .' . knowl~~ge : .... ~ . .' :'.f:: 
(fac~s arid .definitions);, ' to ' ',ct?mprih8n~. (p.ar~phrase, '1'."::.:' -... 
,\ infer, 11"?lyj, to applicat~on, ~';~na~YSis,t~nth~:~iB' . . \ < 
. ', :" . :, :- a~d ' lfi~allY '; .,to.' ~:q~~eralization ' or , ·eva~.uatio~ (LahCj;i:\; . ",' \~~ .'o~ . ~ 19 8 ~{) '< . ' '. . ... ': . f:? 
~. '. . ,:--, '. ". N· ;. 
I~ :'.' '''~:' ' , _.... . .... . ', "" ·,t 
. . ~ . ,. . I :' ~ :~~ :~.: • ' .' \ ' l', 
:: ' ", '. ", , . . ':-" . . . ' " \, .. ' . .:. ' : \~.; 
• ,. f" I __ .. ... • • ; I 
~\." • .' . -' I. " • ' , . • •• ' ' • I 4 '~:~",' ". ', \'. ", . ' . !~{;~&:!.:d,:,q~;)'i;t\;' ~i,i~:;>'!if;;i;~;(t;~<ihi;.: '~"i·~)<;~ ;~~::;.~~,i;,'i.; ' : ;;,;i:;;;;,·.~;/~1~;;;; ,j~" ,:,!~ ~~~":~i(£,;i:,~;: ;:" ;I/~'~~~ 
'&.. ~~.rr.;;Pl.:I!i~'! ,..0; .... ;1:~';..dt!:-( ~; ·M.;~'rt~}j~ ,..,·.t'() . .,. ., .. ... ~,' " .. ,.. ~( . ..r'" ~" .. -!, .... r.... · ~~~t>f(.t .~f'rt:~ .. ~t ... 't::'"J.v:> ."..f ·~ .. n..""t40:: \' ... ' J WM ~ ; C·,:.e6" "'~~· r:' ~ 
r } .' " ,!·: .. ·~,, ~:;rHt·':;Jt'-;:"' ... ,: r!. . ... ;.;;.\,' t.' :t,;:' .. ', : . ~. ,f::: r.;t.I:I..~ .'~J ... : ~ !,' .. :', · ... ;~ .. tt 1'I ... /,, · .. ~ ~ •. ,:: :'.~ 'l '~ ~~~: .: .. ~}~~ ;:;~ !; :\ l~r'f~ }' }; .... '1,~~. '.r.! ;; .:i.\~~!..:\ .. ~. _ \.'d~\.;i.: ' .. i'... "y"\:J~~~. V' ',If ?·Yft /l4~~: ; r ' ~~~';11' ; l,!*...i..'V...~ 
~r{~~ , .~ ....... '':', .; " ,:' ;: ~ " :',~. ~, ' ••. _.'~ ':~:" ") : , '/ : . ".:\ ,-,V ;' : \:' " :':'\::~~~'i: 
ii:,. ,:' g' . , . Ho~e\t.er, .d.uri"n~ the' p.ast 'decad~ thec;>rists' in :read1~g • : .' :.~ 
;;::.:: .. .' • have 'pl~ced 'mo'r~""~tress ~J:l th~ : in~~r~cti ve ." natur~ o'~ the " -:- - ' .. ~r:·· : \ .': ': ' . reading . pr~c~~s .•.. .Re~ent· theori~s Of ' rea~inq comJ?;rehelis~:O~ . .. .! 
I!~ ': .... > ". . . 00 ', ~ .. . . I~~ ~ 
;y: .. ", .-. . ·sug-g~t· .th~t rea'qing ___ i~' 'not s .imply a t.eXt~ba~ed ~ act'i vi ty '., ' ., 
' ,, ' 
~ ,~. \".: : 
: ' .~ ~ :' 
I .. " 
:, . ' .', . . 
" -', -
I ~.. · " 
.j \ .... , • 
.. :'.~ .,'\ 
. - , 
'. , bU~ an . interactive , or '(transactiv.·e) J process 'in WhiC!l-~ 
reade,L anE' _t.ext ~oth . . co~tr~bute; t~:,: .. · the m~aning . that . 
. evolves. .Langer (19B-sf and . . . . ~ . . . ~ Farrar '(1986) · , s1::ate tliat · . . 
• # • J . , ' ~ ! , 
rese~rch investigatipci :text-. schema ' and. compr¢hension 'has ' 
. .· . ·1· '. ' .. , . . : "'-. ' . .. . " : . '. : 
gen.~ral:lY· .. :~h.dW~,· ~ t,h~t. r,e.c:a.ll .. Of. :~, ~ex.t:· - ,c6~t'ent and., 
. --·-ctfga'niiatioh , f~ b'~sed<on'both" text · and ' nQn,,:tex·t . factors . . ' 
" ' • • ' .... • ' : . ' , . , . ' • . : , ' , . • • • ' , ' • • L _ _ 
OJ . . " - "t. • J <01 .. . . ,. # , • ' • " 
cons.equen·t"ly· . :q'uesti~ns '" ca~n'ot . : depe'nd .. '- s.irnp~y": ·upon .. te~ : ' ' ,: 
.',~ ~, !' " " •. ,:' :" :: .... ,../# '. ' :'. , . . I' '" • _ ' , 
·co.Iriplexity for ' their :genesis. I~ they are·· .. to . reflect ' the ~ .. ::. . . \.: 
< • • .! ..... ' . - . ; ', ' ,'. \. ; . ' : . ' . " :.~ . : ' : --: ';" :' . . "" ', ' . . ,J ~ t .' . ' • <. " ~: ", : . I .. . : .;~ 
.~ process involved. in '_'compr~hEmsiori they 'need to: account:' for . ". :.,.~ .. :-,> 
·/the· '')in~'~~a'c~io~ . . o~· . : ihe :" '~'e~d~r' S: 'r .' k~owled~~ ' . 'wi tho :' the 5. ' .. '.<::" 
. . . . . . .. . --~ . ... . . . ... ' , ~ . , ~ .. ' 
.' . .. .complexitieS. of :the . "t~xt·. Lang,e·r . :': , ,-i9S'S, ,:' p ~. " 5_S8 )" " 
. ".: 
'. ' . ' I~ •• 
• f.' -
I,: 
... : ' , ~:;~\> ~;~ . 
:;:\'.\ ': ,. summarizes ~ the ' re'sul ts of ' ·rese~rch when s"'he . s 'tates that 
Y/:' , . \: : .<, "~the · . cons~ruc~i~ri oaf ·' m~aning. ·:~O~· ·text'., inV~l ie~ a ·va·rietY 
~ . ',,~' 
" ' , .. :: ':, ~: 
~::~, t ·, ::. of complex ~r~ce~se~ tha~canno~ ; ~.i. e><p'l~ined' i'l simple 




. ~ . 
I,. , .' 
.' . , 
~~~tA~{~'~lj.;~ .... "t.-·rf .",:-i""' .... 117i ;.: ';.".~ s.~"":t'(.-'t\l···'I::' ... f .. \~i' ·:l."i-It~,.~ ~ f' ,.r'" '"C''' ' ' 
.. ~I'~'-lf'·;·'~·-: · ·~t~.:,:·:'. :~'~:~ :t ' ~I.:? ~{'~~.~:#..j:' '~.: l: "1/1,';; ~~'·':::iAf:·:'4~;.:f.~:~. 1,:~\,~·~~;:t~~~~~{~~.T~~~· 1.,,\"/- , ~~'~.J:r~~~:~/Jr.:Jit~~,~;:~~n.~~i./~ ·' ,~:}, t~.~~*-~~~¥~'~~J.~1:}f~~~~r:~~l ~'lr '~\!1~~. ~~ 
~c::; .": .....• ' ". ,: •. :.'.' •. " .: . '. '.' ..", ': .. '.::' : : ;," : ~/ : .· f i', .•..• ~.~ •. . ::. "\"""';_ ?"i~';:T}~ i)"?;':fW~;;:r~ 
.:> .~ , ' > of t ~ ta:~~omies m~y ~e .tlia/t ~hey ,em~haSl.Ze a ~eed f .or ·: • . '~ .. ;" :'. ~;,J 
.:: -.-: : the ' t~COgflition 'and , developmen~ . ,· · o-f· :varieq . ti,pes ··:' of · , ',- ,,' ·.·. ':':,':t 
;:, ... : '.... · , ~esti~~i~9 ·an~ .. th·i~.~.in.g~ . · . ~~d ,~~tlY. may ' ' h~ip .- --:'.( ... :.\; 
,.:: .. :' , teachers\ to av~id "an I o:e:re~p;~~s~s up~.n simple m~ory or . ,]f~ 
,c,': ;:',' .' reca·ll ' .~uestioning Whi"Ch ~a, . tended' to h~ndlcap . '>\'.;S 
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-: . " . ..' 
. " I ,1' .' . ' ... ' 
• ') • " • • • " "I'~' (Lamb an~ A'+n~ld, 1980). c- ', '. 
, \-'-. ' :. . . I . 
~ , Given '_ ~he 'importance of questioning in classroom 
lit'e', "teache~~ have ' ~.~ ·obligation .to tneir ' stud~nts toiask 
. useful ' qu~s~ons:, · .: l,ea~·;o~ ,; ~9~4) . conten~i< ~~~~U'l" 
~I :::~i~ning wi li~lcrease . ;hli\ ~ikenh~Orl ; that ·· st:dents ' ' .. . . 
. ( 1 r I foc~stM ~ ·'a~te~~~~no!l . i~p~~tant . . " ' 
· 1 -






. . aspect'$ ,of:. the ,text; \, ". .' . 
. . " ' , ' . . 
" '. : .. ..1 ....... '... .. 
. (2) . relate .. ~n ormation in - ,- ~ . text · tJo . .' the 
. most . ·appr priate 'set c;>f. . background 
experienc'e : 
(3) cre'a te a ' 'coh'e'rent 
unders.tan~ing .. and 
framework . for· 
' r·~m.eJi1ber il'!g 1;.he . 
. '. te.~t : '. .' '11\ . . \ ' .... 
(4 ') . ~~~ow'· stue~ts .· .to. ~r~'ctice · . .¢og.~itive 
s.~ll.ls· that \ they. ,wlll '. ult.lmat,ely be 
.. a,bl~ , to .,US ,or thel~ ,own: .' . (~ . .. : 2?4 ,) ~:, 
.. While the· ,quest ' onling taxoiloIqies ' 'previously discussed 
. \ .' . 
\ . , 
t'o the classroom teacher, · p'earson max ' 'be. of 1 imi ted 
\ . . c '.' . 
.' and johnson C.l~78 .) proviC\e-. a reljnem~nt of ' the ' t~xono11lY 
categories , ~~. propo ing .a \ sYI?~em for analyz-ing~estion 
: . I:' 
:' 1\ 
, . ::~ , : 
:!: 
. ~ ,', 
: . ;' 
.. ,. , ' .' 
.' , ' , ! . .,' .. : 
" , , !~\~ 
,/ 
, ,,1 
, ';- ,,;~.~ 
',:-, . 
. , 
, I , ~:. 
.. ~: . 
,', 
, .. " " ,,:f 
. ' . . . . " . .. .. \. ~ , 
,.i.... '. "and an~w.er relat.ionships,,· Such·a sys1::e~ may be useful .to . 
. :;:: : ,:. .,.. . . '. ' ' .. , . ' .; .'\. ~. 
'.' 
", ,--
# , ,.; .. 
:.'" : 
})', . ' ~teach~rs ' .~n ". the'~f l~n~e~voul'l\ to deve'lo~ effective ' and " ';';.:,:::[ 
(t:;.: .::".' " .. app'ropriat~.: . que~;ioting'" .. .. Th~. ~'pr~ce~u~~' " emphasi~es' the . ··,:: .r~ 
f).: >' . . '. ' rSl,a!,±onshiP~etween l i~r ormatio\ pre~e~t:ed, in tM. text and .'iiiff 
~.:,I ... :,:,.:,",". "' , ' (.' 1'" ", . \, I .. ," .... ~ . : .. ~, , ' " '. ", ,"',"~ ,~,:, ~\ 
~:e~;~!.~<i·,j.;::,~;;~~\",:,~~" ;:it~;il,j)·; ;~ii:i:"\ .. U.~f~~S~i'~":~;i"';\" ' : :" i,~i,;.',:;: .~, \~, •. ".:;,' .. t,;;,);;;:,H}th'};~I~~~ 
, ~-ao '1!{\'K~ · ·~t · ·l~l :4t.i·~· · t ) ." .. . '~; , ,;:.," l:.~ !'~' r '~ 'w'!~ ... . v~';t~ :t" .'XMffl.. . 1 ... ' 
;ilt!~~"r:;j~r't~~~ ~)'W:''';:f ;t;ry,:r:'1?~';:!l\ffr~:'"1"'~;~("~!it~~':",!J '~';tf~;;;K?~~Y~~'~"j!~,"~~~'?~ "~'!(':~)~;: 
(' ~\ t '~~~iorm~t1~~~~~~ 'bas ,,~in';~rom a~r~~der; ~ lore of p~i~~' ~. . >:,: 
~:,\ :'.. • / " ' , , •••• , " . : , ' , ... Q, . ' ' .' . .... '.. . ' / ,'. "'" . ,-: • .i 
~;: :'~ '. . , ,I ;. . ~- . ~hoWledge .• ' .' .The ' .. ~ears.~~. and ·joh.~son: sy~tem . . ~nvol y~s' three . :::.} 
&( .. ! .' . ~ . ·c.ateQOries:. text explic~t; text imp~rc~IL and script ' 
~:;",.,. : imp~cit: : r~latio.~Shi~s •. . '. A ',,: ~es~'ion " ard ' . answer are; ,. ': ;.' .... :.:, 
,'," ·textuailye~plicit .\~'he~ both a~~ derived fr,om the te]'.t and < , 
,'. , . ". , tRe" r~la tiC?n~hi~ betwe·~.~ . :them i~ expi i~i:-~iy. cued by -the .:./; 
'.'" . .' '''' ' ' ' o · / . ~, 
. '. . ', . te'xt. A' quest:ton .. and answer relationship is considered 
~ ,:> ' .. textually implicit, ~f'both question ~nd an,b~er are. ~e~,ived 
f,':r ' 'from' the text but 'the~:isnc! e~r~ssedJgranim~t'ical ~ue ,. 
i:..: .' . t;irlg the 4uestiorit~.~the ari,,~e~:.i.J'1$ti~~ and imswer :i 
:)t'; \ :"., :::::~~:e' s::~::::~~~ "r~:~::~:' 2i::~:t: :'~h~~::~o~ " ,'. ., "::: 
I " ," .. 'derived' irolJl' th"a te'xt. '···, '" .".". _ " ~ , ,:: ,"'" ~;\-.::.r:\', . :). ' .. ~ ' T~~tli~l;Y "'. ~k~~'iCi~~ ·~e~~i9n ~~d 'an'sw~~ ' r~lation~~ip··~ 
...... , \ " ' '.~:-:' .:. " ', • . . . .' . :. , , .:', j "~,:,'. . . ": " '. . ' .... ' .' '. 
;~ ~'. , ' . r ,equir(! ·.lite~alrepal1. .. TeKtuall~ implicj.t . question aJ:)d J',: .'. \ . a'riswer ' r~lation"+.s, . re~ire ,text-~o-"~xt infere~ce~. 
r>.·.> '. \.. .. Sc.ripturally 'i'mp~ifit ~'esti~n a~~· answer .re~ationshi~s 
;,;', . \ '. req~ir~ 'text-ws~h"a, i'lfi;re~~~ "pe~rson . and, Johnson., .,:;~ 
';"., . \. ':, .liken these:' to reading t~e . lines, l;'.eading be'tween ' the' .. :, ~~(.,- .. . ~\. lin~s I andread;ngb~o!,d !Ohe, line~: ( st>;ange, 19M), ,':" 
\;,' .. ' \" .. . . . .: The ·Pearson ~nd ; . J.ohnspn procedu~ is', inttil. d vel~ .. 
i;'< :'"'1' "\" '. '. app!,a.ling beoau;;e it' is' relatively. siml'le, emph';siies" . . :',: 
:t<:.: :. I -- ,' ~ dognit'ive '" proce~s "withi.n; .~ ~he" :read'~r"s' head", ., ~,rid ,~" . ,'., 
.~:~~.: j . , .. : \ 4 ' . ~~" '''' ." ._. _____ ~t __ ""-:-____ • __ , ._' _. ____ ••• ,-: :,~_",, ___ ,,_~_,____ ' ".:, 
:.~.':',:,:.. ! \ ap~a~en:l.;f clan.: be ractic~.~lY and. b~l;lef~'Cially a,~plied i .n,', " , 
ir.-· . , ,., ':\ ~~~'~~n~ .·inS~~~·~.t .i6; .. ~ . ,'.,~hompso~. 'and Gipe :~ (i:985) rep6rt :th~t ..J. ::';' 
~g":,,. " " , , .... -' .... \research r.e.9ard'i~g :prac~i'caf appl"icati'dn of' this ' procedur~ ..... . " 'j 
~; . ;::":, ' . . .. ~ . ..' ~, \-.. . . . ,i . . , _ . ..L • ,' • • ~ .. ~:i::~,:,:':: ... , i .... , ~ .. :'" .\ ," ';. ,. , ' ., '.< :l~': 
~. : ';" • , , ' . . ' \ .~. • "I t '\. \ ; _ ~ , • , 
~~tb;;Z"~) j~,ji1ii:<11,~i:~i~:.;i;;~~~;L:;,:;,~,;;"r\:B~<'i(\;\::I,j':'i't:'i~ ~j0";' :~ l~i':;J~\\'~;;;'J;':"\":\'/::;"";'''~~U~ 
u. \"$-i~·"··~jtiim,,:.£':st ~I~" ,~ • .., .~" it~~~j)'~ }h ..... ;·( '11 ~ " 
.. 
, .~".,." . ,..,; 
. ,,' 
...... . ~,' , 
'. .~!p" 
(~:l~TJIfl~~WiJ~; . . to·t..'" .I!,? ~., ~~':·;J"~ ·}":'\";f\t/~~rll'~i:"'.J.~:~~ci • _p' .• "'t~~\~~':"'J~-;c-a~"r.*.·t..:.~"" __ 
,c'i,.:;-; :,> .~:C:,':" I ,:"K'~~ ~r:'!:,' ,~ ':"'t;" '~'r:,!:,; ,~;.~j~':fi" ;'~ "';)"(:;~I 5,r'~:!:;~;,:" ~,,!';·,-t;.~,,:<~I,',~8,l:;'i;',I1~ ;r: ~1 'i,~',,(. , ,?l"",:,~·," ~r.di;1lctJ:.t~~~f~~fr.· "'~~>:"'9:<.g-Wf~::;';1f:)ffl" e'f' :"' , :' \'1 ," ." .! ' ;', ' ': .' . ." , •..•. '. \'.':" ;'," <:; ~ : ~':': {!' '??,:' ~ ;: .,::' ;r i! ,",:" ":e! ,"'!'"r;~~p:'t~J 
';):::', ,,: ':'" sugge,~ts that, i~; has ~om~ valid~~r~' .in~e s~u~~~ts ~av.~ ',j:)} 
:--" ' be~efited' frol!' the ;PPli!==ation. .' , ' ' ..' ;-~? 
:~ '·r, '. : ' ".. .... . , ' • ' , ', - ': 
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inferential questions, in ,tests may, be that they have 
• , • I 
on 
, ' , 
received Insuff~qientor -inappropriate practice in 'forming 
-, 
'th~se relations. If students ant'icipa.te questions that 
, ~ 
reqUir..e ~'integration,' they ma~ deye.lol? a I ~ind set towards 
print' which focuses on interpretation "rather than upon 
I • 
There,fore, . if. 'the Pea,rson and J,ohnson 
. \ .-
reme~pering 'facts. 
" . " proc.edur'e is, employed. 'by" teach~rs to evaluate the reading 
. , 
'., _ ;. compreh'e~sio~ qu~~tionl ',that .st)~ents \ are", ~sked" _ : ts ~~e 
pould fac'11itate devfopm~nt" of ~hos~~" '~nferential Ski~lS 
. which ~re s~, 'impor7~~t.' 'to ,~~a~~~g "c~rnpr~hehsi,on' (J:fans',en" 
, " 
i981) ~Ull~, i19'7:ind ~onjes and Zintz (198+) s~ggest that 
~~ 
the Taba (1966 ~estionin~ ' procedure is one that may be, 
" 
. ,of ,ben'efl.t in assisting teachers to utilize questions as a 
. - ' ~ , . . 
.. method of, d yeloping" student CO~prEthen~ion abilities. . The 
Taba pr~c~u-rfl ,~s' an hier~rchical ' model, for na-rrative or 
"~cxuPr', °r.'s2' it~lu"mY '~ateriai, The ideas can apply across 'the 
"il .and «an help' greatly in' demonstrating ho,'" to 
se nce questiot:ls to .get, ' at. higl;ler~level thought. , ~he 
, , 
Ta a procedure divides questi-oning into 
n.cept diagnosis, interpretation of 
, ~similation of know~e)dge. , Within eaC,h ,pa~t 
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Focusing . Qu~stions': 'these designate 
spepiflb ideas or facts . to be,com~ared 
or contrasted. . ~ 
Int~tpr~tative Questi6n~: ' These 
que'stlons help' .students see 
relationships' among facts, ideas or 
e'Vents • 
~ '. . i 
capstOl}e ' Question2- This calls' ·for a 
high· 1evel. of . abs~ractior{ - or . the 
supplying of ';a 'generalizing principle. 
. . . 
.' (Tonjes ~nd"zintz, 1981, p,.. .29(H 
• I '. • • • 
, 
. -, 
.. The f6tlr-~te~ sequence :,of question~: .within tne ' 'l'aba . 
., ", ~ . / 
' .. , 
. .. 
model ·has the ppten~ial f~r .being~n effective me~hodthat 
-' tea'Che;s~~~ . e~'p~oy :':t'Cj i~crea~e . 's~ co~p~eh'G!ns'lon 
, - ·~~U.i~~~ in " the- cpntent,' a-reas. -'rh.e .. model builds ~ 
. . . , . 
. , . 
the' cggni ti. ve mean~ng . -exten'sive student invol vement at 
. -
~evel before moving to. higher levels of.' thinking . 
. ' ··' tP 
Essentially, this .sequ'ence of ques.tioJ1ing .. represents, a 
• L liftin~ :~f the discu~sion. , que,st.ions frpm cogn:1.t:ive memory 
..t . 
. / to. cOrlver~ent t~inking, to' e,it~r 'di'~rgent or. e-;aluative 
. . \ . .' . 
thinkiM, this in order.' to- make . a generalizat.ion ':'about 
. ~~~t. ,h~S been read. '~ _ J·t,... ' " 
,:' _A~other strategy wbic.h teachers can I employ "in' ·tl)eir' 
, . . 
"questioning procedures.. is th~ straightfQrward ~ralk..;through 
:- - , 
.process. 
~, L " : ' 
j': , .' .;} ~ L The · ·teacher '~nd' class skim-read f }~,~ together , to' '. identi~y the ent'ry 
it::~' '. " question, ' which inost'like~Y"will be· 
' .. 
. . 
.', 'r ' 
., . -.: 
., ": ' .. ' . 
, ~" . . 
• or , , " 
... ', ', ' 
--
" " ' . 
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" . \,;,~ concerned ' .with. the " rtiC\in ' theme or ~i!~;· :~:·.· : 7' - - . ' s.cop~ •. .. . othe'r questions are ' also :." ', 
~~r:·;:'.:.' ': " . writ~en: .on.th,e' : ch~lkbo~rd_ .~~ ' ·~hey. a're 0 ~ • ..=: .. :,1' 
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cl~jX'ified 0 , " , .... 
. 
3 0 StudeRts rei:\d selectively to answer 
the 'questions. 
-'- - ---
4. oTentatv.re answers are' 9iven, examined, 
clarill~ and . conv'eJ:'.ted ,into 
support'~ng structure ques'tions." ' 
, • t 01 " 
"'-5. The process l€ repeated unti~ all-are 
ready to co truct their own hierarchy 
of ques ons' , for , independently 
studying ' ~ e selection. , :' ' ... 
, . 
--. , 6 . ~" The groQP summarizes, based on the 
'questions r ised ' a.nd ilwestf'gated., ~, 
". (T'Onj'es a~d 'z fnt2t ,', ~'9'~~~, 0 Po: 29 i) 
Al though , not ' dlsparaging')th~ ''Value, of question~,' one 
dispute ,the V~lidity' ,?1f ':l~'inga , tea~hing ,p~dcedure 
• • ..... I 
de's igned :t~ teaoh with'some children, which ~n one hand 'is 
' . ... . ..' ..... 
'a particular' compre~ension proc~ss, but ~ which' also , 
presumes prior pdssession of that ski\l in 'order ,to 
accomplIsh, the t:·ask. In other words; by using te~tually 
,~ 
", 
im~licit questions to t~ach stud~nts , t~a.t .parti,cut~r 'lev~l 
of ~ompr~~~n~ion', the te~c~er ma:r be p_resuming " th!t the~ " 
,all;"eady possess the sJtil-l ,to draw implicit , ~el#tionships " 
.. ,
from text 'm'aterial. 
..... 
. Herl:?,er and"-Nelson (1984) ' , suggest ', 
using a ~imulation' ~trategy 'as a preliJ1.lin'a.rY to' qu~s...t.ions. 
This involves the use : of st~tem~nts init~ally, instead Qf 
ques.tions 0 .. T,hi,:; appr~ach. wil\ .he~p, students to re,cogniz:e 
i~.f(Jl::~ation befbre , they 'are required to produce it ,by 
answering'que~tions. :Such 'statement~ will stimtilate the 
. . .. .. 
. 
'process of ' comprehending, at higher levels of' thinking ' and 
~~ t " 
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. will'· 'familia'rize students with" th~t, ' process. . Once ' . ' '- ;~ 
, \ " " , 
. 
:-- fanliliarity has peen achieved, questions again become .en 
• 
appropriate and valuable way to help students comp~hend 
te)Ct,materia~. 
, It is suggested that ' teachers "-can eS,tab1ish ' . an 
in~tructional 
"\ eontin~um of 
sequence 
, . ' \ 
developfng 
that moves students / a10n9 a 
I) 
independence. The " st~tegy ' 
.,. 
. 
outline is ~ as foll~ws: 
1. '.fi!le . teacher prep~res stataments based _ ~m 
\ the text ,material for students' reactions. 
, References. 'are alided to indicate. where 
st;ud~nts . might ' .look . ' in ·the text to 
determine ,i.f there ,; is: info,rmafion to 
support the stat.ements (page ,-column, and 
, parag~aph, . if . nece~sary). -
~ " . , . . . 
" 
,s, 2. " The . t~acher" prepares 





, . ~ . 






The teacher ; ' pr.epares ' qu.estions ':for -' "-
'student:s ,, 'to answer. ', Refe~~hces are 
give~ to indicat.e where st~dept~ .might . 
look ' in ' the text to: find -information 
whic~, when' combined, might answer the 
i .... - . I quest on. , .. .. .. .. ' ,' ," ,., ' 
The teacher prepares questions for 
students to answer., No references are 
, giy.en'. . 
r " , Students ' survey the mate~ial,. raIse 
" ,thel.r own , questio~ an~ answer th~m. 
students produ'ce sta.tements of . 't. 
meaning, · concep~s and ideas ,as ,they 
r~ad;' . 
" (He~be~ and' Nelson, 1984, p. 312) 
steps. 1-4 in~ , this, proceQure are teacher-directed" 
, , ' ' . ' 
'steps , 5 and 6 are ', 'student-directed. such a 
, '. 
,procedure ' is of· spe,cia~ use to 'the teaCher' who -,wishes to 
.' ~ : 
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; . ' < ~ " ' ~ " 1 
focus on ind~ vidual ' ~tudent .weaknesses, b~'c.ause' wi thin each , ' • ,,':',: 
of the steps in the seqUence th&' te~cher can acoommodate a 
range of ability and achievement by the sophistication o'f 
, , 
the statement or question which he provided to . the 
student. 
Questions need not ' always' be posed by ~he teadher; 
students should'also be 'given the opportunity to formulate 
. 
and ask questions:. Ciadiello (1986) sugges:ts_ ~p.at'the' 
. ... . 
extent of s~udent involvement ' in questioning is ju~t ~s 
, . 
important as the level of questions bein9 asked. 
Similarly, 'Helfeldt and Laiik (1979) indicate that teacher 
.questior.lincl is oniy 1!l part of eff~'otive questionin'L_in the 
classroom. . Recip'r 9cal t~acher--student , ' qu~stfonin.g ca'n " 
play a ,n ' ' oiinportant ~'ole " in developing , rea~ing ' 
. .. . 
, ' - ' \ 
The' inherent value of active 'involvement ' 
I ~'" 
by . students ' 'in , ~orm"u1atin9 questions cannof bE7 ' denied. 
The ,' following selected strategies lend , t.hemse1ves ' to 
. --"" .., .' 
.. I 
involvement by ~tudent~ in 'developing questions, reasons, 
and purposes for rea~illg in order tha~ th~y· may 'comprehend 
content material more effectively. 
'\ 
ReQuest 
The ,ReQuest 's,trJt'agy wa$' ,develope~ to help students 
" , \ " 
, ' adopt, .. a~ active ' qu'estioninq approach to text;.. reading. student~ are 9.uid~d : ' ~,n ' th'is j proc~ss by ~ ~he ' teacHer w~o 
model's the question:"~~k~ng' procedure 'a'nd attempts , to 
, , 
i ' . ' c' 
, 
,~ 
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elicit higher-level. questions'. " ,The ReQue~t pr9ce~~i:'e can 
. t .. . t .# . pe a~lied to both narrative and ~xpo~itory m~t~rials. 
If ~.' . -~ 
In the ReQuest ~cti~ity, \ ~bth, 't~e. teacher and 
students read silen~ly specif~ed 'f0rtio,ns 'of the ;ext 
t9gether and then take turns asking ~ac~ other ques~ions. 
............. , ,.,.- I '\. 
. 
students ask the"" tirst' series of questions, which act 
gives ' the teacher, the',opportunity to~ a~praise the level of 
their analysis. If the students merely produce / textually 
.. 
~-
explicit questiol'}s," then the t~acher attempts -to model 
0; 
high':',order qu,estic:ms - o~ that same section" of text ~fter 
students have ~ fully exl:lClusted their array of qu,estions . 
, . ' \. " ,-" . " , 
. An outline of the preparatory $teps for .' a 'ReQuest 'session 
. . . .' "" . . ' . . . 
.' • J • • " If""" 
, are as :foilows: ' , , or , " 
.. 
. ,' 
" ~.' 1-. " ~Anaiyz'e th'e ' ,text , sel~cti~n 'for' inaj or, 
,co~cepts ".and th~ , e:.ections ' portraying' , 
. -,.:' -- ,- --- ". or.. containing these c,oncepts. . . 
~ . _ . -4 , . 
2.. 'Determine , . prediction : points ih'" the . 
stOl7Y or' t .ext that al.low the reader to 
form expectations ab'ou't~ upceming 
sections;! . -
"", . . . 
3 . \ Explain' the general 'ReQue~t procedure · 
,to the' students.. ' , 
4,. 
. , , ~ . , 
When the · final prediction point in'the 
sel~ction ' is reached,' have " students 
generate all th~ predi~~ions~hey can , 
think of 'for the final . . outcome ' of the 
, ~electio-n·. ,: . List " the predicitioRs .. 
verbatim" on , . the -board ' . and ' have '. 
' : stUdents vote -on the ,ones they feel . . 
are most p1ausible.: ' . . . ~ 
. .. ' I 
.- . ' 
" , (.Ti~;neY, R~adence , .a~d Dishner I , 1980 , ' pp . . '11-18) 
I 
R!!Ques,.t' ,can function . as· .an effe~~ive method 
I 
for 
., . " 
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,:{':;' 9uid~n9i " stude'nts' , comprehension. - Qf a · ~tory or ' "text ., .. ~ ; 
;;'.: • j • • • • • ; ,,' " . . ,. r 'i" 
~~;: ,:'- seleetion' ~nd can a1'so b~ " use~ ' by t~e ' teacher~ as , Ji>re- " " ' ', ',: 
'.,. ' ," , , , ' : '.' . . . ,' '" - - ," ' , ~ . ' :-';) ~f'!:ii;J'"<~~~~,,I:';l!F,,)<.j~' ;'(I:'~iP£"i.,:::;;}; ,:(~:;~i,L '''';~':';i' :: ' ,,~ ;;,,:,~,; : ; 'f .);;,;. ; :;':i'",;~~.i~L~~ 
1 .I ~·" I. 1;,Wit.,:;;>'f~~~,~~lt",4· 1i !'~,[~.!)i;·~: 'ti:, ,:dt,~:E~;::~2it~t.!t:t~~t:M:'·'{tl.~~J/J'!~ .• ~ 
--'-
.; . 
study Guide' . , 
, . A '~UdY guide is a teaching aid written by the 
teacher to 
skills for 
be . us~ by the fitudent in <ieveloping. reading 
the purpose of· enhancirig h~s\ comprehension of 
textual material. Guides can ~e desig~ed ·to lead studeots -
thz::ough lev~ls of :comprehension from .lite~~l \ to 
.. \ 
• .. \ '~'t~ 
interp-retative to .apPli~r~ive, · or they can be designed ·to 
'ToCus . on the iriternai . patterns . of . paragrapl)s 'sue}) as 
r . I.' " 





' .. . t 
"'/ 
,.,.' . ' comp~rison and' 'con~'rast, 'cause ~nd~ effe~t, and" main ' idea '.. '. ' . ..... :.~;~ 
;' ~ or detaiis. 'Theycan~lSObeQetl gnedto lead- ~tudents .:. ._.;~;; 
.~ . .- through specific '.S.kill , develo ment of conclusions,' · · ," .' '. :.:? 
3~ ~~,,:ela~jp;'ShiP'" _ and_gene""liZ."~iO_nS t ~U~OlO.1984) : • . . .. '<; 
. . 'study ' .guides . ~rovi~e . ~ pathway' tp .the ~aj.or conc~pts .: .:.~\ 
,/ 
, . : ' 
in a content area <and counter the mot'e' traditional ' "sink 
". 
o ! 
" or swim" content. reading assignments. , '.A . ·teacher-desi'red 
, - ,' . 
.. , 
stUdy guide possesses the following char·ac·teri.stic!f: · . . . .... . 
.-. 
". 1. · I't~' ' focuse~ 'student attention on maj or . concepts ' 
, . 2: 
'- ' . 
at different lev'els Qf ' understanding .• 
'! 9 " . 





at each student's own' lev'!!l' o~ understanding •. '. , .... , ::~ . .... 
. ' 
:: ':, '. I 3. It directs stu~e'nt;~ ·-·:·£fil.l1lf".in'g " ··~J:"~c~s,se~. 1n .-' .- ' ,:'~,~ 
~~:. ' extra~ting· inforni~'tiOI:f fr.om .tex~ial. · . .... :. "' ''' ::i;:' 
;. ... .'~.~. . . ' ... ,'", ~~ 
.::, " '.", '. . .• ,..- . '~ '. . ." ", ' .... ': :;:,:~i ~ 
r,';,, ' ~ .: '.' -,.: :':·:f;1~ ;::' 1: ,'. . . I . 1,, '~ ~~~"'~t';;:;;~;;;')i~};C(;~~~)t~";i~:;;\;:":;.i; ;t;b,: :;; ;:;;: -~:~;~lii~i' ;;;~';~f~,:",,;~~~,;;:'[.sA~~"~;vl;i~i[i")~~~;'i,~,~ii~i 
~(1:!':~"!li ~:'~''!)'''';:?,''f:~~?~~S'~~7('~''!: :;""t':!?" " ~;r'~~;. ;::-:;::'{7'}i('r'!'~i\?7'n;':"';:Z::i;T ;:;:~ ~?" i~\~t)}f~~ 
:;~ ~ (i- 4. 'It· _can -s er~~ as (the basis _fo: • follow-up" , ' ~' 
~ . discussion in smal!grOUps tc;> collaborate on . ,t;he " 
,0., . , 
" 
.... ~ .. 
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1Z ' c 
, 
,explication ~,f'~ Jtex,t c~ncepts~ and extend 
indi v idual comp~efiens ion. ' 




'Determine the, .major concepts and 
importa'Jlt' details in.~ text cnapter. 
2. DEwelop questions that reflect-' the'se 
.m~jor conc~pts ~n~details at multiple ~ 
,ley-els , ,of· under~tand±ng. ". ~n the 
, in~ti~l guides d~ve~oped, ~~ovt page 
, ,and , paragraph ' l.ndi ,ca'tor to , 
'demoh,st.rate .' the \process ' o'f . loca:t,i.ng , 
. .' ~nd, ' extrac~in~~ +n,r.:~~Jlfa:,i~n,., ' '" lJ 
3. : Assign~the ,study 'guide 'as al) adjunc;t 
. to :, in~pendent ,text . readi'ng .' ~he~, ' 
" ' " :have" students discuss and 'defendtbeir ' 
. ' _ '" _ ' responses , in small ',grt>ups . . "" , . 't" , ' ~ ' 
. . ..'. 
'. . . , : . ,. " ',' '. ' . . . 
, J·Readencei : .. Bean, and Baldwl.n', ,1981," PP." 142'-143) 
.. . " " , 
, , ' 
, , 
" ' 'Th~' stl.ldy , qtoup ',' step i~ . an " integr~l part of the' 
:( ... ", ' " .' " . " " . 
- ' "..£1'" " , '. , • ~lication of study guide materia,l and is essenti~al to 
, ~~ ; , • , I,. ' _ . , ' . " . 
its,, ~~9cess ,as an , aid to co~prehens.ion. Since- not all 
stud~nt.s . will-. be ' · ~ble. to ' ans~er , ' , the ~ whole s~udy, 'guide ' 
" c~rr'~~tlY, th~ . discus~i6n lstep ' glv~s ev~ryol')e' ~xposure ~o 
. . ,. .. 
the , complet.e .body of information.-
......... ' . 
, ~ 
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~ ~ " " .;}~i: 
J ' .' ,i: 
'" ;; ~1: reading of a text- S';;lec.t.i~n toward the most important 
. . ~ 
information. The Guide-O-Rama " provides students with ' a 
II . ... 
model of . purp~seful' and selective text reading. " It may be 
viewed as ' a reasonable alternative t "o the ~isorganized 
ploddipg through a't~ chapter'~hich is ~he , antithesis ' of 
a~ active, purposeful, approach to comprehending'':' text 
• 
~. 
concepts. The steps that · follow outline the 'construction 
of a Guide-O-Rama ~ny cont~ area: 
. , ' 
1. 
2. 
, . , 
Determine ' -the ,overall purpose ·- for a 
, p~rticular' reading ,assignment. , 
" ::i,elect 'thos~ ' " ~ections of ' ~he teit-
< chap.'ter "whic~ are' .. necessary to ac;:hi'eye' 
, the ovez:al.;L ' purpose. , ,; ": '" 
,.i .1,( 
, " 
' , I",i 
~ " ' . '. 









. : ~'. 
3.' 
' . ' .,':' 
, , 'Based 'upon ' ~lose ,~rialy~is' of' , his ' own ' 
.' re~d:Lng' , strategies , .. for,', tlte ' ,chap,tar, 
, 'the' teacher decides ' what ,operations 
I students must , engage -in -tG\ achie~e the, ' 
purPose of ·the reading ' assignment. 
. 'f ; ':~I ' 
, ,'-:':-, ' .~ " ·~ ·:"~)I 
· ~ ...... :.::? 
\ 
4. ' 
, , . ' 
. . 
Deve'lop . c;juide " s ,tatements . to .·direct 
st\,1dent '.s readin9'··o.f tliErtext chapter. 
',' • .~ • J . . ' • ' ... c 
" , 5. 'Provide . students wit,.,. a wti.tt~n guide 
spe~ifying .w~at to look 'for , and what 
'to ' do with the text' information. " 
(Ti.ernE!Y, Readence' ~and Dishner, 1980, ' pp. 69--72) 
As previously mentioned, the Guide-O-Ram 
: '- • '" • , • • ". '~ . • .:. f . 




. - ',:.-:' 
:' :; > 
* : '; 
· .::. 
'. ,.. 
:... . ... 
: .' , 
a'. ~oci~~. ' o~ ,proficient reading , :-ror 
, .' \ " ' .' ' . ' 
h~ . student: , 
.. , .- '.~ 
. Theref~re, evelop CJui~e • the 'teacher : .may' · not · need 
. , 
". 
,ma'terial ' "for eyery · unit~ or chapter,' 'as'sig' ', ment. .·. Guide ". ' 
mate~I~I' would ~e~m' ' like"lY ~ t,l. .,be '~~~1:. help ~i . ~o>~~~de~~s' ". : ' 
expe~ienCi~g ' ~i~ficUl'ty", c:>r in " the'; ' ini~i 1 stageS __ 'oLa~ 
. "'. ',' - ... -" 
. . : 
-, . . 
content ,.class where the text and its reI ·ed · concepts ' may 
· - . " .. 
. , '; 
. . : .. 
, .' ... .. .. 
,to , .' : . ~: 
, :, 1 ,t.\. 
'J ,': ; 
!,'", ~. . ,' e , • " :"" ... 
:;:/ /:' ,: ,' , ~e unfamiliar to .the :·student. . ' ", ' ' :·(:'\:1:; 
~~, "~'~":~s;~::"<_,.:3' , ; ;;;:,,~~:: ~: .,., .• ,:'. ".;', ·":"i . ,:.~ •• , ": ',,, ",.' ~," : "~' ~' " ,',' ,."., ,." ,', 'i" '." (\" ,' ,'.: ,," ,.' •• ,', •• '. ,,~,.:~,:, '.'.' .):,~~~1 ~, . :;~ ',.,,:-·j;I1;%'tf)'it~~;'},· " ':'~o);::M,l~ "'. ~i ~, r \ ',' -·,,~ .. \;':;{', j : ' ·:'-""4Si:~· ·~~:"~1!i:;~~'\;lr.t}-i~:iS:';;1 f F';::I;i; 'l~:~r:'i;,£~' i}'{k;;~;>'t~ , '.';:If,;~PI'i;f~'\~~:~ ' ~;H(t 
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\ ', t, 
, " Guide&,' Reading 'procedure::: .' . 
The ~ ',GUided :i\eadinq procedure, (GRPj '-, an integrated 
... .\ lesson approach · designed to - insure that ' students 
'understand a~d re~ember key , information from th~.ir · texts '. 
' The ' GRP . hi9~1~qht~ the: comp~e~ensi~n ' pr~~ess~s ' ~f 
1 
co11ab,prative brainfltoI'Jlling; . rereading a selection to'" 
.,: "l-~_~ ., " . , ~ " ~ ' 
cc;>rrect ':'fnconsistenqies and ·to ·. fill ~n . 'incomplete 
.... - . ,. -
:, ---fnforniation; . and orqa.nizinq .. information '. for Ipnq-t.erm 
.' ... ' " -..... 
retention 'and ~ r,etrie~aL : .. t~ : short:~ . the qRP provides a 
o . . . • • 
m~d·e.l · ~~ . :he" esse·~~ial. pr6~~sses': fo~. independent ?fo~t~ in , 
~ com·prehension. . '. . , .. ' . ,. 
, oJ ' , 
are, as ' ~The · s~ep~ .. . ~o '. a ' . ~eil-iht~grated GRP lesson 
' . '{-' ... . , .. 
follows:. 
• j. :.: .. . , J": . ~ . 
. ,:.1.- Have : . ;the students ': . read ci: ' selection 
aceordlnci -eo the fallowing scenario:' ' ' . ~ , , 
2. 
3. 
(a)" :sat i 'a'~pecificoyera11 purpose .'f~r the . 
. .' assignment ~ (e ~ 9;' i in. a ' health class 
·unit . on '· mystifying, maladies, ' suggest· 
the: ! ,ollowing.· purpose: "Determine ' . 
whether. or · not there is: an effective 
·.cure·· fOZ: . warts 0 ") • 
. ' 
. . (b) . .. set ·' . . il , secpn.d · more gen~ral . purpos~: 
" . ' ''Be' prepared ,' to· " .reca·ll. as many ' 
, ' . ,.supporting detail:s, as you 'can wit:hput : 
"looking .,back , at ,the te~t · ~e1ection.·!· · 
• ' . . f . ' . ..' . 'F " , . ' ' . ' , _ I' 
Af,tar . the ini tia'l . reading ... is ·: completed, 
-have , 'student's' recall ' ' e~~rythingthey: 
. ". rell1~mber 'and ·record ·this. informat.ion· on ·the 
. . . chalkboar~ ~ .~ . 
AS ' students . become .aware ~f ,information 'not . 
. recal~ed . or ·of .' ii'\consistencie·s · requtring 
' . correction" haye " them ·· ... 90~ack· .. ~nd . rev'iew' 
. . the :. sel'action;" to ',: fill .in · miss'ing 
" . information' : . ' ,". ' . . 
" . . , . . 
': ' 
.' , 
-, ", ' 
.- " .' . 
" ~.' -
' r . 
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4 ~. Have students or9~nize the · rand , verbatim " ':.'. ;:.~ 
information ' on ' the ,chalk oard : into ." 
categ.ories" or maiJ;1 ideas an sUbordinate :- ' . :. ·~ ,·t 
detail-s-; · The end result may ' e an,'outl'ine " .:~.~ 





Give th'e students short-te'.rm-, 
memory/comprehension qui on the GRP 
selection that elicits inking at the 
differerlt levels of compre ensio~. ,, / 
.. 
This is a k~y step in One week 
later give students -a . delayed recall 
s'l;lrprise ' quiz oil ~thi same ' · selection. 
Chances are, some fo ge~ting wi,ll have, 
occurred. . ~owever, on' subseql;lent GRP 
p~sslons, students 'ma develop a mipd-set 
to organize' ,and synt: Bsize' ~n.formation for 
, long-term t'etenticiff. ' '. '\' . , '. . 
. ...,'. . l.:' 
, , ~ . 
.Pp. 149-151) I \ ,( Readence , Bean, .. ~nd 
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'. The . prece.d~n~ 
f ' . . , _ Pti~a"rilr' with. the ~ea s "by 
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, The' focus .' of ·the 
que~t~onil'\9-related s~:I~e9 ies . 
. 
present section' is on · the study. i l-
I(' 
~. ~ " 
. strat~gies which help students to . a~k qu.e~tions· of the1r 
, 0 _ , 
t .ext material, thus ' e-nabl·ing, them t~retrieve and ~etldri-
ft ' , • _-
.. 
- : '. 
, " 
... .. iJlformation. ' 
, , 
Clearly the 'aJ;>llity to ~eta4i:n and recall· , - .. .. .. 
~ - o. ,r.. " • _ . .. 
informatio'il . ;i~ . as ' important as ·l.s the abil-ky -~ . -le~rn it 
, .' _'. ' . , .. , I" . , ' . \.', ' 
-in the ~ first·, '·place • . In study .. sit\lations . where . ques:t'iC?ns . .. :. ' 
~ . , 
are, not .provitled ·' tor.' readers' ,' ..self-qUes1tionirlg may be ~ 
. , .' . . . 
'. ' " 
re~d~~~ ; . to ' ,. use ~ ~n ,·. dix:ecting . . · the'ir useful .. tool , .', . .for-
0 ' • ~. 'II , 
.. attention. to i'inporta~t con'cepts ~nd .. ·fa6ts : in the materJa·l.· 
, ., ," . 
.. ~ :;-::' 
. , , 
" ~'. , ' :\.: 
:'} -' . 
. '\'; :~ 
. '. : .... 1' • -- , 
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Salf-gene~atlon of @estions during ,' study can lead 
• • ' L . . ' 
to 
improved performanc~ in. co~prehenslon (Martin, ' l.98~. 
-"umb~r of ·re~ding. , strategies · h~lVe been, developed .to ~id " 
'" . \ . ' . . : 
studen~s in stu~y~J1~ ' . and , comprehend.il1~ text.. materials . 
I 
Hence, ·the teacher who is concerned about the 
, . 
rpCo'mprehens Ion abilities . 'Qf hJ)s students I \ . , should ' not _ 
." . . 
overlook .the role whic.h .study · strategie~ can 'play in: 
, J 
_ 0" 
. inGre~s~,ng coinpr~llen,s:ion. :/-'. " . " "-
A' · second rea.s'on wh~ teachers, should .employ study 
...,.. - .... . (.. . " 
~tr.at~gies . iJ:1· . c~~tent ' area : ;61as'ses ;i~ ~o . deye~~p .. · ,in' 
~ . 
, . 
students _ , thbse ~ habits 
.  . 
·which· . - " " encouJ:,a~ge and 
.' . 
assist · .' 
independent' . lear~ing .. ' To the . exteiiC-that fstudents ' learn'· 
. : .' . " " \ ' . . ~ -- - ~.' , , ',. ' ,'- ~' . 
: '~o '"study: ef'fectlvely on ~heir oWn," they will be, capable ' of 
. . . . . . 
• " o· " .' contj.il\.~.ed . re~ding . and -le~~nlng ~/~ fheabsence ·~f ,:.eXPl icit' 
. .. ~ -
.external . gu_id_~~~_~. , . \" ~ -"--~- -There - ~re. numerous . Syst~~s - ~~tidY . rea(ii~q :-~hich · 
o · 
have -been over ~he years. It should be 
remembered that the strategies ':. ar~ - merely 
. ' .. .. 
. suggestions'~nd that applic~tion of these procedu~s is as ' 
. , / - '. I< - -,- . 
.- fl.exible · as. -the ·:.i~dividual .needs· -of tho~e .~ho- ~ecide ~ to 
'use .them • . 
" . 
The SQ3R procedure (Survey , .. · ·Que~tions,· .Read, Recite, 
Review) was developed by 
., . 
. .. 
·The following ' Robinson '(1978), •. 
. / ' . . 
steps d~scribe SQ3R: . 
. . . '~ " ', 
· " 
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~l1':J::r;::-!f.'~:;;J.'f~~~~~{{!tr:'...; " , h'?:! .:."'i,-" "':;"'i·I'(~~?'t.!'~:-'.<::'3"t~'~~;; " ::;.v;-,J:f'if';YI",< ' _. ,;' ,'n · ...... ~.·t,'r'. :>7 ..... ,' ... . ', .• " - _ ~ ,', ''I '' ,- ", , .. ,C,·;" '.' ., "" ",' ' .. ' ••. ,,,. ., .... \, ""'>., l·O" "·U·,,, .~.",;J"""!!" '"I<;''''''''' \,:'"~"'>.'II"*I<''''''''''''''"'~''''' ~ .. ".". 
2","/" ' .. ;. ' .' ""', :" .• .... ,., ". ·t.······· ':'.~~ ,', ··~:rv~:·:·· :'; '. ·.· · b':~ ;'!:~·~:!:~~· '· <·-·2~::~~~)·::j'~~!t'!,".·."r;~~;-:f~ 
:'" , ;': encourages the . reader. to, . skim the reaa-ing, ' ' :.', : ~}: 
• ' ' I assignment- in orde.r .tQ" an$w'er"'\ broad ," \ ' 
,':" . ques~.i:.~ns about its c:onten~ ' :.- ~he : ~reader ' .. ' 
.. _ sh'ould': spen4 seyeral ' mi!utes , quickly ' : :'> 
" reading ~he\ opening ' paragraphs eff '-' the .:)~ 
· ' sel~tr9n/~ major headings and subheadings, '> 
'. , 
.: ' . " 
; ',: ' , , ' 'r . ' 
I' . .. " • 
. .'. ~ .. 
, ' 
: • ' I ' • ~ 






, .. ~-:. . 
' . 
'~ ' ' " 
" 
.-;0 ,, ', . ' 
!~ . 
.. ', ~ , .. .. 
" , 
. , 1 ••• 
,\ 
'. , 
-. . .. 
and ~ibr~ the ohapter sum1m'ary. .,.., . ' 
· Attention sh ,uld also be , qirected to' ,'., 
pictures 1\ char s, and italicized wO,rds. At .. :,:' 
. the. concl USi~'" of the survey,. the reader ," ..... 
sh.ouid be able to answ~r the question "What " 
is this chapt . about?". ,- . , , 
Questi~n: ~·ri·~, \ ~tage, ~wo ' the .... reader beg ins ' ,', 
to progress 'se~entially through·', the text, ~ ~ ,~~ . 
m.ent,:lly, '?r in \,-.!1riting, : c~nyerting ch~pter . . ,: 
· headlngs I~nto ~est,i~ns. For' 'ex.ample,: th,e " .':, \ 
" he<;lding "Cha~acteris.tics; of' Em':1lB~ons" ", :.:':',. 
2. 
· ~~~~~ct:~iJr~~t ~~r::~ls1~~s;~l\t ... ~~e I . the : 
3'. . Read: ." As , re~'lers c~ea'te qU~~tions, (step, ,; .:'J 
'2) I , th.ey read to ' f 1nd ans.w~rs to ' their, , '" 
, ,questions. " ' ,_ ' , /' .' i ' " .' ' .',' :<: 
. 4'. ~ec ~ ~~: ', ' ' A'f.te~· , ra~h' . se9t~~n of t~~" 't~~t i~, \, ~,~' 
5. 
',read, the readelr~ pauses briefly to: .' '(a) . ' ::'-:/:; 
de'termine 'whether 'or not' the question posed . ,~, "~ ' I 
, in step 2 h:as 'been answered satisfact(,irily I ' , '. >J 
~nd, . (b) rehear~e the ' answer, •. ' "... In ·this , '" "" 
. mann~r steps 2, \ '" 3 , and 4 'are ,repea~ed as ' , ' " .:;~ 
the ,reader p,rogresses" through ,the 
sele'ction. ,_ l ' ,.. 
. . I i ' h ~ '::, Revl.ew: At' the end of the select on t e . . ;' : 
reader spends a few 'minutes trying to-
recall' main' ideas , and, important det~ils 
from ,th~ ::enti~e. \ reading, assignment. . The 
( 
.' ' . ' j 




· review"may ' also I entail pagiJl.C}-through the 
chapter' ·uE!1ng~ach ~, heading' as. ' a focus. 
'Fr~que~tly, ,, di~tributed " r~views .are 
.' recomme~ded to ,prqmote' long-term recaLl. 
" ~ --= ' ' .- , I.' , . ', 
', ' 
, (Readence, Bean, lana 'Baldwin,' 1981; p. 167)' 
. ',. . I' ," • 
, ' . " .... ' 
" . 
It 'has bee~ suggest~~ that using all "five ',steps' in" 
. ' 
time-c/onsuming .for' so~e, , . ', '1.', SQ~R may ,be too_ ~ complicated 
" .' , .1. 
or 
' / .'. .. :} 
, ., 
, .: st\ldents .. ', .I~ 'this ' ~hould 'bE! 'the ' ~a'se, an alternative 4- :' 
. ' ", . 
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1. . Se,t a purpose. 
-' 




Read to find answers to questions: 
~umma~ize in ' 'y~ur own lfiIords what hasll 
been ' lea,rned. ' " . 
• 
" (Tonjes and Zintz, .. , 1981, p., 249.) 
REAP ,i~ -~noth'r readinq and s~udy skills str~tegy. 
It .is 9ased on th~concept.~that individuals must process 
--- . 
'informat;.ion and ' organize it in a way ' th'at'. is ,useful to 
'. .. , " -
--them . as well as ' to others. ' The steps in this' str~te~y 
are: ," . 
.. , to. ' 
1. " R':' read to discovet' author' s me~sctge. 
t . ' , . 
E - ' eric~d~ the' mes.~age by puttir~g it into · 
your own words. : .' . ..;., . , 
A . .... a'nnotat~ ,by .rewriting ' the ,message 
. 'notes 'for your se1f land .others. 
~ ..: r • 
in 
4 . P ponder or prot:ess ' th.e meaning by 
thinking ab,out it yourself or discussing it 
""i th" others. ., 
(~onje~ " and Zintz, 1981, p. 24~) 
\ 
- \ 
The·' ,key ' step in thi~ · m~:thod is the annotation, 
'wtl~'rebY, readers ' m,:\st differ~nt~~tJ. ~he · writer's' ' i~~as, 
translate '.,them into th~.i:.r , own language, an9. then ~uminarize 
" . ' .. 
the resul ~IS iii wri ti~9. 
' ,.. 
. . " .' " -.... . . 
. The , .~rimary .ra~ion~le , ~ ~eh-ind . the utilization of 
. " ,'. , ", '" - . ' , 
content reading ·comp're.hension , strategies as the bas.is for 
: . .' , ' ..' ' " . . ' • . : . I ' , ~. ,,'. .'. 
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.') I .. .t , 'at ' the ' :midd~e,: a,rid ' .. ~eco~~,~ry ' lev~,t-~ shoUld .. ~e 'defined -.in , ::;~~ 
' t~r:ms of reading t~ learn. rather ',,' th~n' . 'learning ' to . re~d: ' ,,' ,,: < 
• ' I ~ . " f .. ' : '", " • : .• \= .... \ 
.' ,' " ,The. : r~~'d~~'9 ; r~,~ire~~.n~~: ·.of ,the disal?~ed raade~ i~: ., middl~ ,,"" ~:i'\1; 
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',,:\ and l>ost-elementary grades most 'often entail the 
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application of comprehension proqesses to· specific content 
tasks. 
content 
It is ~he wri,ter"s' con-e-en~ion, that classroom 
teachers are in the best 'posi~ion to l:'elate 
, 




to the compreh~nsion demands of thei,r own, 
\ . 
. , 
_ The effective teacher realizes . that questioning is 
~, . 
fundamental to efficient teaching of comprehension. Well- " 
~formula·ted questions can" stimul ate and promote 
, ... 
comprehension as students interact with one another or the ' 
- -. 
' text ~mater ial. .'Questioning ?an be of ' special yalue ,in " 
1'.-
' ·correct.i via reading- programs ·because questions can,' be " 
" adjusted ,to ·the needs of s;\:udents and their. ability, to 
respond, ranging from simple', to profound, concrete to 
abstract. " Good questic;ms can reinfGr,ce the reading s1<;111.s 
,that - ~tud~,nts alread~ have by' providing practice in the 
appl ication o~ those skills. Good quest'ions as Herber and 
, . 
Nelson (1984) suggest, accompanied by reinforcing feedback ,~: 
'on . the, nature ,and quality of respons~s, can raise the 
( . . 
student's level of sophistication in .their use of reading 
, , 
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i:-:: , ' ~ill wor~ ~or every ~qh,er . and student in every· cC?,n~ent ' :'. 
;:. , .' area. Application of the: ~a~ous s~rategies is ~ependent · .... ;.:. 
'::'; . upon the,' ;learn~r .and'· t~ecifIC learningdt':'aUon. > 
~2>" , However, ~tudents 'WhO' are .e>}posed , tci the . systemat.ic " '. i>~:' 








yievelopment of selected comprehen\on strategies as) they 
relate to reading in' a content . class I ~ ar 
() 
framework whereby they may become prof~cient r 
ultimately, indepelldent learners. 
. 
. ../ . 




Comprehensi,pn should logically be considered the--
't , ' . 
t '· , • 
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, ' . 
h'eart o'f reading instruction, - and' -tile major goal of th'at 
instruction J shoUld' be the 
{. .' . " 
th~t· will enable st,ud~ts 
pr,ovision of; lea.rning activities 
,~ , . .' ' 
t;o' think about and reapt to . what 
they . 're~d - ' in -'short, to 're'ad . for mea.n-ing·., F~r' students 
of 'the' up~~,r fi~~e~t~ry and secondary gr:acies, p7opriafe-, 
, ---
.. . questi?ni~g ~tr{ltegies.. ,should be ' employed to,' assist 
. 
students in de,yeloping compr~hensiQn abilities to the 
exten.t that they'may' ."read to learn" efficiently and 
"-e~fectively in, all areas ' of the content curriculum.' 
. , ~ 
" ... 9ompreh~nslon involves ~inking. As . there, are 
~ , . 
. "'variou's . levels' i.n the hierarchy bf thinJsin~, so t~ere 
~ . " 
are j 
.r, . 
- various levels,,- of ,comprehension.~ j H~gher +~vels' of 
.' .. I .. .' . 
of . comprehension ~OUld . obvious:!:-y" include' higher 'levels 
. ., .. - - . " , 
:/,': . . thinking, As ' a ·'result.,' the .;affective cl~ssr6om' teacfier: " 
,. 
- ~I " 
" .. 
I::. ', .. ' ~,- . . 
i?(·'· .will· be conce!=,~e~' " with'- the ' development of- the .'literal, 
: l: ~ , , " \ 
:.'~: ' , inferehtial t. and evalu·~tive comprehens'ion abilit';es of his' ~,,~ 
i//.· .. :.~~.. • .. . , stude~ts ~h~neve: the : .oP~6rtunitY p~esents. itself, rather \ . 
't .. ', .', '. . r ' • . • . <' , '., • 
li:~;'> .. ;. . . than with the f~c~ual l-ight~ariswer syndrome, ~ommonly' 
\ 
. :: 
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• 'J .': asso,.9l._ated wH:h comprehensiatl in content area reading, ' '. . ''':,'x 
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Teacbers who recognize the va:lue of questi,oninq, and who 
\ ' .. 
emphas,ize the 'need for the development 'Qf varied types of 
questioning and tqink1nq will avoid an Qveremphasis upon 
~ , ' ~ . ~ 
simple -recall or memory' questions, which ,. may handic'ap 
students I comprehension abilit"i~s .in the content areas. 
The wri t~r does not suggest that teachers. attempt to 
utilize all ,of the v~rious types and levels of questioning 
c 
in each ana~ eV'ery class period. Application of 
questioning tec~ni~es is depenqent upon the sp~ci f i 'c 
, It . .. I' 
students ' involved and , the specific ' learning situation. · 
, " 
liowever, the as,tute"'" teacher, once , he has determined the 
... c ' 
- . . 
cOll\prehensio~ needs ,of 'his ,stud~n~s, will ~~e_lect those 
.-'. 




_ ) type of thinking task to' the next. 
'I u~ed' to'· considerin~ ques.tioning a·s 
. . 
. . 
As teachers .become 
a viable tool" for 
~ , 
reaching :the' obj.ectives of.' ' given lessons" they develop 
.. 
. exper~ise in Cho~~iD~ a,pp.roP'r~te questions. 
. , .L In addition, if the !a~ied ' uses o~ questionin~ for 
(\ ; ,~ . . . . 
t pecl.fl.c ,purpos~s are realized by students - .brought to 
I • • • 
, th~ir level of consciousness 
. 
the students themselves 
.. w~ll' b~~in ~o 'irnp~e i~ the .use of questions they ask 
aBout what they have ~nd what they plan to read. The ' 
. , , 
follow.in~· short ' t'ory, The ' Lov.e potiOn, ,and its ' . 
'acl?ompanying questions is an attempt' by the~riter to 
, oJ 
. ' ~, 
'illustrate , how' t~ac~ers can,employ' and pro~ote the kinds 
, , '- I .., 
• 
I , ~ ' i 
of . questl.ons t~~t can 0 result in increased reading' _ _ 
I, 'comprehe~sion in . any:\)c:onte~t aI'ea. 
" '. " 
. ,.' 
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The L2ye Potion 
) , , '\ 
Alan Adams; as ltervou's as a kitten, went up the dark 
anQ creaky stairs, and pee~ed about for a long ti~e on "the 
diin l~nding before he fo_ the name he wanted written on 
one of the door~. 
He pushed open this door,tI as he had beert told to do, 
-' and found' himself in a tiny room. The roorn contai'ned no 
furniture but a plain kitchen t~ble, a rocking-chai~, and 
, ' ' 
.~ an ordinary chair. An old man sat in the rocking-chair, 
reading a newspaper. Alan, without a word handed him the 
card' he had been given. , "Sit down, Mr. Adams," said the 
.. 0# _ , 
, id man J . very 
ac;quaintance." 
"I am ' 
'\ 
glad to .make .your 
: "J;S it ~rue, ff ' aske,.d Ala~, IIthat you 'have ce'l;'ta!n 
, mixt~re.s that , 'have" ~ er - qui te extr~oi:d:i.n~ry effects?'~ ' 
, '," , . , 
'- , "My dear sir,",' r'~ed the old man, '!I1 :think nothing I .. ' 
I sell has effects wp~cn could ~ described as, ordinary~" 
, ' , ,11''' , ' , ' 
. ; ,. ~ 
.' "Weil, the fact !s ••• "Clbegan Alap. 
I 
,lIHere " for ' example," , .interrupted the old man, 
reaching for a bottle from the shelf. "Here is a ligui~ 
• 
, -
as , 'colo4.;,less. 
.. 
wate~" , almost ta::',te1ess, as 
• 
undetectable' ' in ' wine 'or coffee. , It · is' qUite undetectable 
'. ~ . ,'. ." ,. " ' . 
to any. kn9wn meth"bd of autopsy~" __ _ 
. ' I 
"Do . you . !Dean it Is jotSOJi\ whispe.red lIhn, . very much 
, afraid. ' f " 
, -.. ' "; 
.. , . 
" 
, ' , ': ~ 
. " : ... 
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, 
,IICall it a glove-cleanex: if you like ~ II said the old 
" ' 
man. "Maybe .,.-it 'will clean gloves_. I'call it ,8 life-
cleaner. 'n 
"I want ,nothi~ like that," said,Alan. 
"Probably it is ju¢ as well, II said the old man. '~Do 
, , 
you know the 'price of this? For one teaspoonful, which is 
, I ' 
suffi~ient, I ask five thqusan~dollars.u 
"I 'hope all your mixtures are not' 'as expensive," said 
Alan anxiously. 
"Oh dear, no, II ,sa id the old man. "It would be no 
good charging that sort of price for a love pO}ion, for 
examplfa' Xoung peopl,e who need a love potioh 'v~ry' 'seldom) 
have,\ five' thousand dollars. Otherwise they 'wouldn't need 
. 
. .. 
a love potion." 
'\ . 
II
' 1 " ".' . I, am g ad to heat that, II ,sald: Alan. 
, .. ,i , "~i l~o~ at i~' Ifk~·this,1I said· the old man~ hPleas~ 
: " ~ , 
a customer w~th·orie art~cle, ' and he will come back when he , 
.. 
,needs .anoth'el;., Even ,ff it is ' more costly.. ,He w-ill save 
up for ,it, ,ie ne~essary~ II 
L "59, .you really do sell lOVe potions" II said Alan. 
. , 
II f: f I didn't se!'l -love potions, 
• , '\ n~ 
I ' would, not tia,ve 
..~' ~mention~d the other matter ,to you," said the old man. i ' 
-, 
I 
-, "And these potions," s'aid ,Alan.: 
/ 
just_II. 
",Oh~ no " II sa.id the old man. 
" 
"They are not just-




"Their ' effects 
" , v ) 
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she will change altogether; She will want no other but 
your company." 
"I can hardly believe 'it," said Alan. 
fond of parties.": 
"She is so 
. 
"She wiil not like them any more," said the old man. 
"She will be afraid of the pre,tty girl~ y~u" may mee~. II 
"She will actually be jealous? ,cried Alan. 1I0f ,me?1I 
"Ye's, she will want to be everything to you." 
"She is, already. Only she doesn' t ~are about it :Ii' 
"She . will, when sh~ takes this. She will care 
greatly. You w'ill be her sale interest' in' li'fe.' l! 
• 
' 'Wonder~ui!'' cried Al!ln. "I can ha,rdly imagine Diana 
like that I" , .. . '. 
, . 
"You will , not "have to ' u'se your imaginat{on, I! said the 
• 'old man. 
" ' , ~. 
"And ' by the way, ' S1nce there are always pr~tty 
" ,. ' ~ 
" 
tadjes,' if by any chance you shquld, later on,' slip a 
fOrgive't0u. in.1:he · little, YO,u ·need not w,?rry. , She will 
end." . 
"That will 'not" happen, II said Alan seriously" 
, 1I0f course riot;" said the old man. ~But, if it'did, 
you~eed not worry. , Sh,e would .'never di vorce you., She 
, would love , y'ou t.oo much." 
, ' , "And " how much for this wonderful mixture?"., asked 
': ,: Alan •. " 
" ~ . . . 
' ''It is ' not as de'aJ:t" sa1d, th~ ol,d man .'iaf? the glove-
01 eaner', or , 1 i fe~'c::~-e8rier, as: I' some,times : call ' it ... 
. , .. ,' ~. 
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• has 'to be older than yo~ are, to buy "that sort. of thing. 
f' 'Q Qne has to save up fo it." 
"But the love potion?" said Alan. 
" 
"Oh, ' that," said,the old man, placing a ~i!lY vial on 
. , 
the kitchen table, '''that is just a dollar." 
"I can!t tell you how grateful I am," said Alan, 
watching him fill it. 
"T like to .' oblige," said the old. man. "Then 
customers .cote back~ later in life:, ",4i'h:en th~y are b~tter 
. ~; . . 
off, and want more 7xpersive things. 
will lind it very effective." 
\ 
Here yo~ are. You 
"Thank you ~gain,'" said Alan as h~ opened the ' door~o 
leave, ,1IGood-bye. ," " i 
'''Au revoir " said the old man. 
, " ', , , , 
,', 
. , 
("The 'Love Potion" ,is an 'unpublished short s ,tory which thE! 
wri ter obtflil1ed from" John' Thorne""a ' fri'end and junior high 
,school language teacher~) 
, '" " "f 
. ' GiteraI Questiorts: 
r ' 
-1. What is the main everit or happening in tnis ' st~ry? 
•• 
2. Wpat is the pr~ce ~f , the love potion? 
J 
Put a (T) ' next;. to the statements that are true 
~ 
and an 
(F) next to \those tha,t are false. 
". 
a. The young man needs pois'on now. , 
. . \ (', 
b ) The • r loves Diana. young man 
. 
c. ' Diana loves the young man. 
,,;r. 
,d. Th~ lo~e potion, is alriost t~steless. , 
,-", 
e. A young man can afford'the poison. 
, ! • 
f. Th.e pois~n cost ten dollars~ 
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, , 4. Put a checJODark next to the effects ,: the love potion :":';, ./~: 
will have oh Diana • 
a. She will care very much about Alan. 
, Q. She ,won't r90 to parties: _' L 
c. She will , walk around with tears in her 
" 
I r eyes.' 
d. Alan will be the only interest , in her' life. 
e. She wpn't be jeal0tis. 
'Inferential and Evaluative Questions: 
. , 
5. l'1h~.w'6es t~e, old man ,mean !lhen he calls the pO,ison 'a 
, , . 
"life-cleaner"? 
6. In the first sentence Alan ,is -said -to be lias nervous : 
'-----..,. .... 
as a kitteri~: " What, do~~ this mean? 
7\, What do ' y~u 'think ' is ,the, o:td man's ' att.H;.ude towards ,' 
\Alim ' and Diana? 
.. 8. From wl:lich of the old man's? actions C~ln you infer his 
'. attit\lde? " 
9. Why ,do .you ',think that the ~ld' man' sell's the love 
'potion f~onlY " a ,dollar 
, " 
. ,'" thousand ' fo the ,poison?', ( 




fact that the old, man's 10. 
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Give ~man a'fiSh and he · eat~ f~r a day; 
man to fish and he eats for al ·lifetime. 
, " 
teach a 
• Chinese proverb 
A maj or , contention of" thi~ thesis has been th.at; a 
primary function of education ' should be to assist 
students, especiallY those who are disabled readers, · 
' . 
bec6me effective ' readers and learners who can make' .~h.e. 
., . 
transi tion from "learning to read" to "reading to l;earn". 
. , ' ~ 
, , 
The critical i~portance of reading comprehens~on ability 
in helping studer~s to a6hieve thi~ goal {S ~ highli~ht~d b~ 
. --.- " 
.rapid .. expansion and informatton • in 
:1 ' know~,edge of 
toda'y' s , society. students to 
.l'o~ate and'· . proc~ss kn;wled'ge : r 'a:ther, than' '.'simply' ',m~~o~iz,e 




Much has ,:peen written abou't North America's movement , . 
I 
, . from the industrial _~a into the ." infc?rmation age ll • . The 
. . 
extraordinarx r~t~ of emerg~ng knowledge in · toda~'~ · world 
has, in · part·, prompted this transition • . 'The requirements 
. ,'. . . 
. . " -. ,-- -
of' the inf~rma~ion age olearly .affect educatfonal ,goals' 
" ' 
. _and practices.· 
. , The 1983 report Edut:ating ' Americans for 
, . 
. the 21st ' Century (cited ' .in Mc'I'ighe and . Schollenberger, 
I ' . 
sk-ills 
: (" i . . , :!' 
of the 2.1st · ,ceri_tu:ry 
. 
1985) states tha·~ . \he . basic . 
. . 
, - . 
. ( ',' 
• I 
.' ,:' 
. •. :," 
• - j ~ . 
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problem':solving and critical, evaluative read,ing 
and thinking in all. areas of learning . is 
presented as a fundamental goal'. (p~ 3) 
., I . 
~ similar ~~e~ 'hav~ be.en acknowledged by the united 
\ ' st~es' Association' "~'or' Supervision and Curriculum 
, r 
Deyelopment (cited in ' costa" 19~5, -p. -') 
\ 
in its 1984 




teaching skills of problem solving, reaso;ning, 
conceptualization., and analysi~, which a·re among the 
ne'glected' . b~sics ' ,needed~. in tomorrow's society." 
Adc1i'tio~al 's~pport, fOr"~his' view. ,comes from tlid"Educatibri 
. . . . ' . . . : , '. '. ' " ,..., . ", :.. ~ 
.. commission ' of the states.' Hi82. ·(cite~.* in. costa, ,1985,. p.'. 
• ' . '3). whicll i~en~ified ~~o~e ·s,kiii~· tha~ would' be c~.nside;~d . 
.. !. , " . . ' . 
, . .. ' • N' 1 • • '. ' . 
baslc for·-the future .. ~·', It lis~'e~: evalu~tion. a.nd anc;tlpl.s 
• .: • .:. " : ' .' • •• t" . " .:. t , .... . ' .. ' ~- .: , 
skills,' c.ritica'l . , thinking,. probl~m solving , . strategies, . 
, . ' '..  . '''.' . ' .' ' 
. ' ; . 
orga"n'! ~~ tional, and refe,ren'cie ,sk1.llS" ': ~~nthe.s.is 1 
, . applica1:ion~ .. and 6o~1:mica~jon'. sleil'ls ·throu~h a. ~ariety of, 






and· sqhol1enbe~ger; · 19851. 
, . ,:' T~day ' 't'~ere i~' a :' growing 
, , . 
realization Worldwide, 
• 1. .~, 'l ' 
by , 
educators ' as ,well as the ··gen~ral·. public, · ,that the' level of 
, 
a socie~y ~s ~ development dep.ends : oli ' 
• " ' :. ~.,' - .'.,,' ..... ' f ' ' • . ' t ... ',.'.' 
,.:, in~~llectua~: . . d~velop~~nt .~. its " p~ople. 
, 
.the . level, - of 
. . Indeed,', 'lvis 
Al:):>ert.o : Machad~, '·th~ . , form~r "" venezuelan-" Minister-:- 'o.f 
. " . . . .' '" " . .' . . :'. '. .' -- . '~.' ..-:- . . 
,Intellectl,lal Development, reminds'us that ,a'll human beings 
" : _ ' .. . . c. • ;. ' • . 
'. • , 1 
have, the right .. to,' the' full. develQpment" o,f . their intellect 
- . - , ,'. ' . . ' . '," 
.',' ," (Costa', ' :,~985) ~ :·Furthermore,. ,'recent resea:':'ch in education 
....' ' '" ., ' ',,' '. I .' ,'. "t', ." • " :, '. ,' , '.' , 
, s\,lpports the ·belief of many educators that the" increasing 
" , ' .' I '. ' • • ,,: . ' ',. 
" ," , ' 
'. " '.f .. , . . t ,,'. i--:" • ... , ' . 4 "',: .. ," " 
, ' 
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, .. 
interest in ,teaching ~liinking and comprehension skills 'is 
'not just a backlash from the "back to basics'" movement. 
Rather, it is a nec~ss~y and integral ' component of 
, 
ipstruction itl every classroom sUbjec~, and ' achievement 
depends largely ~n the inclusion of those mental prQcesses 
I ' prerequisite to mastery of that ' subject. The ,greatest 
.. 
I 
contribution of tQ9..ay"s nInformatiC?~ Age" to educa~ion i~ 
'the 1980's, and 1990's may ' well be the inc'lusion of 




,In our education'!,l system, the rol~ of , the ' claEl~room" 
" , 
· teacher , is, critical , to the aCl1f.evement : 'of. such: 90al$ ~ , 
" ' ,' ..... ') 
Teache~s' 'J are' , the individuals who implement: educat.ional 
. ' " .. ,. ',/" , , " " , ~ : .:- " 
, pol ioy ~d curriculum ' c,qnt~n't:, ,scope and ; seque~,ce. ", Most ~ , 
.i:mPQrtant, they ~re the" ~ries ~ho ~stabli'sh the educational 
, " ' ~ 
climate and who structure ,learning experiences. , Early'# in 
their, school experience, . student~ ,'learn to listen and 
" It 
respond to" the language _ of the teacher.' Emulation ' of 
sf"gnif.ilc::ant others, is, a . basic ,mo~ive for learning ... From 
questions and other ' .. statements that the teacher poses, 
. , ' 
s.tudents' de:r;i ve ' their, c~e's ' - fo'r ' : exPected' :beh~vior. 
. . , .' . . , . 
, , ,,'. , ' , , " , ' , ' , , ' ' " : 
Questi~ns are ' the ' ,intellec't,ual ~ools, l?y which teachers , 
. I I , • 
most ofte:n ' elici t:', tll.edesi~ed 'behavi~t .,(),f' th~1r , s~Udents .', 
" ,', ' • '.'~' • • ~ .... ' '. '. . I \ " • 
Thus" " they ,can uS,e ~estions to ~~icit certain cognitive' 
' . . . 
'. .;: 
- ...... ,. 
" 
, .... 
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'j' objec't~ves or ' ~~i~king:'and~c<?~preh~nsi~n sk~lls '. _ Embedded 
~" .•.... , ,in qu,estions .and ~ther ~tatements ~r~' . ~"e: cues~ the~ ',~i 
~! :'<' ," cog~it-ive 'task , or behavIor" the ~tuden~ { is 'to perform. " : "X~\ 
Lr\~": ': . \'.. . .'.1 . .'., :;' :~;' 
~i,~!>",'~'~'>:~;;"J;;;;':"';:2,); f' '",;;,~, . ~;I'/;~·~;>~"" ;,~:;, ,,~,:.' ,; j;:,";;~S)i;'~,\i~;fi\~,;", ,",'i">';:~~£'~';'~1;"TiiMl~Wi)! 
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' classroom c~rite.nt teacher cap' manipulate th~ ~yntactical 
structure of' questions and other statements to invite 
students to~~~~rmation, to process or c~mpa;~ 
in~r~~ with what t?ey already ' know, t~ ' 
that 
draw 
meaningful relationships, and to apply ·or transfer ' those 
relationships to hypothetical or n~~el 'situations, (cost~, 
. . 
1985) •. ' 
, While the 'importance of cognitiv:e dev~lopmel}t has, 
. 
widely ':, recognized, performance, of students on 
.. \ .. 
~'xis,~ .i'~g: ~e~ 'stlres .·. o'f ' high·er-6rde.I' ."'"'7 t~in~ing'. and 
comprehension 'ab'il;lty, . 'as __ alluded ·to .earlier .•.. in t~is·. 
thes}.s, · point~ ~ ~'o . ~: cri t~qal ~~~d f ,or. . s~ude·n1;s. to de,!~lop . 
. , . : \ . . . 
the sk'ills: an~ attitude's of effec~iye tii'ink.i,ng. .The . rapid 
~ ..... 
" increase . in the' vplume. of \knowledg:e . caused by'" the 
Information ~q~. In wl:iic~ we ~ive . and i:ts ·acco~panyin.g 
. , 
prerequis·;i. te '. skills 
. , . . . 
for life in tomorrow.' S society, 
• 
compounded ' })Y ' the : incidence"Qf reading comprehension , 
. , . 
disability,already apparent in ~ur schools, has p~rticular 
for , educators'. ·l ·t ~eems 
.. 
clea·r that 
~k>·.' strategies ,.which Eunploy 
, . , 
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,; ~ ~ . '". 
r~', '. . . o~her ' rel~ted ·'.:tea~hin~ · :'~echniqU~s . . to' . '. d~~el~p , .. studEmi:s',' .- .~ :,~'" 
}V')'., , ,. ·read'.1ng :· comp'reh~ns'ion abilitie.s sPth~t. 'thElY .maY a~quir~ ' ,; ,~: :. 
~~" .. : .' . . f . ' ,,', r .' ". . . , , . ~ -- - • • . • ,, ~. 
~;~;:~ - ' .. the' life·-~ong ... le~rni~g '. arid' .'thinki~g ' 'skills' rie~~.s;;ary. t'o : .... :~:!; 
;l(: .. '. . .. . ·, pro~u.re ,~nd ·. p~~c~S!s iilforma·ti~ri . '~ith'in' an " ever~~x~ahdi~g' " . . . , '~/:~:~ 
~::'/ . ' .' .. ,". world .of 'krio~l'edg~ is .... soUnd· educational' PhilosoPh;. ", :;: 
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